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SUMMRY

PROJEC' CONTEXr

The Consejo Nacional pam la Energfa (CNE) of the Dominican Republic is currently
completing the Power GenerAtion and Instittional Restrucuing (POIR) projecL This project
is needed to plan new power fcilities e y and efficiently to serve the industrial,
consumer, and tourist sectors; to site and control the operation of power plants in an
environmentaly responsible manner, and to provide a financially profitable basis for power
geneton in the Dominican Republic.

The key components of the PGIP project are the Power Sector Expansion Plan, which
fmcasts power demand to the year 2010 and designates potential sites for future power plant
developmet; e Domiican Republic Energy Law (anticipated passage by the Congress in
mid-1995), which prvdes the foundaion for prinvazaon of the power sector; and the
consuction of two private power plats with insled capacy of 125 MW each, to be
financed by a loan of approyimtey $220 milLon guarantetd by the World Bank (WE) and
the Inter-Ameican Deemen Bank (1DB). The multilatal development banks requre
that an Einmetal Assement (EA) be prqeared before loan approval can be granted.

The CNE has created ft Equipo TUico orgaiztion to serve as a bridge beween the
edsting Corporacin Donina de Elctidad (CDE) and the planned Sutendencia de
Eletricidad, te new agency which wil reglate he power sector after te Energy Law is
adapted. Congress is curently reiewing a poposed Environmental Law. This law prvides
the foundation for an environmental review systei fbr -all dcvclopment projects in the
contry. At the present tme, however, no legal mechanm are in pace for preparation,
review, and approval of Environmental Impact Assesments (EIAs) in the country.
Thereforn, the Equipo Tfcnioo is acting as the sponsor and approval body for the EA,
together with the WB and the DB.

PURPOSE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

The project on which this EA is based is the devlopment of two new 125 MW power plants
on any one of four prority locmons: Boca Chica/Andr6s, San Pedro de Macoris, Puerto
Viejo de Azda, and Itabo. It is assumed that the fuel source would be high sulfur coal or fuel
oil. No other siting or design deis are available at this stage.

This EA has three objectives:

1.) To provide sector-wide envirounental guidelin and mitigato measures su ig
the Power Sector Expansion Plan

2.) To identify the first steps for environmental agency sng ing i anticipation of
the passage of the Energy Law and the Environmental Law

Eviromnm al Asesemmjbr the Domdnican Republic Power Sector



3.) To provide the necesury gudeines for envimntal siting, design, and managt
requiements for the bid packags to be Prepared for the two new plants to be
financed with support from the WB/1DB

EA REQUIREMENTS

In the absence of Dominian Republic onmenal assessment eqirements, muitiatemu
funding rgan guiddeins have been followed in this EA. The WB and the IDB have
desigated the EA as a Sectoral Catgry B and Category IV, respctvely. Ordinarily, a
Category IV is equivalent to a WB Category A. However, in this case, the IDB has agreed
that a Category B is appropriate. Because the MIB and WB guidelines for EA preparatio are
similar, the 1DB has agred to have a single reference to WB guidelines in the EA.

In the absence of a completed Power Sector Expansion Plan, the EA does not contain the fun
evaluation of a long-range plan that is normally part of a sooral EA scope. instead, the
intent is to incorpate the recommendation in this EA in the Power Sector Expansion Plan.

IMPlEMENTATION MECHANISMS

New institution mehnsms wil be rquired to implement the Energy Law and the
Environmental law, including a revision in contrywide agency charte and agency
coordinatn pw dures; insitution of evrnmental evaluaon and compliance procedures
for all setos, including the power setr issuce of sector-specific regulations; and the
settng of sectoscc stndards.

CURRENT STATUS OF TEE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC POVWE SECrOR

The power sctor of the Dom Republic conists of fossil-fieled and hic
genewating faciies, a high-voltage tansmission system, and a medium-voltage distibuton
system. The total instaled capacty of the Dominican Republhc is approximtely 2,070 MW.
The CDE controls almos 70 percent (1,425 MW) of the nationwide power gencradng
capacty, as wel as the high-voltage transmission sym and medium-voltage distibution
system.

Condition of the Power Sector

The EA team visited selected represtative plants in March 1994. These plants represet a
varety of power types (steam and -gas-turbine, disel, and hydro), fuld tpes, and ographic
ocation. Reco ce at each plant, which consisted of visual observraions and ineiws

with plant managers and oeating pesnel, confirmed the findings presented in prevous
studies conducted by USAID and the WB.

Tbe reliability of the elctic supy m tie Dominican Republic has been stadiy delnig
over the past decade. Blacku and brownouts are a common occurrce. Many busnesses
are forced to ista thir own generating capabilities or suffer sere economic losss. Te
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low reliability of the power system can largely be attributed to inadequate or defened
maintenance and old or obsolete equipment

USAD estimated in 1989 that based on the rdeaonship betwee GDP growth and electricity
generation, the inuptions of electical service cost the Dominian economy US$218.4
milLion annually between 1984 and 1988. As powe outages acceleated in the 1990s, it is
estimated that te annual cost to the Dominican Republic economy has reached over US$500
millioL.

The Power Sector Expanion Plan

The prmary objectives of the Dominic Republic Pow Expansion Plan are tD cect Xt
power geneAton deficit by addig additional inst capacty and inasing the
disibution efficiency by upgading transmission lines and substationL An avege demand
growth of 5.1 percent pa ya, and retirement of the older, less effiet power plnts now
in opeao during the peiod of this pln are assumed in plan pre ton. New pant
req mts by the year 2010 are nine new plants with a total capacity of 1,250 MW by the
year 2010. The two new prwposed 125 MW plants are included in this total

ENVIRONMENTAL IPACTS OF EXISTING FACLIIES

A rEpresentative sample of selced os case" power plants located throughout fte
Dominican Republic was evuatd. Emphasis was placed on identfying impacts in te key
disciplines as follows: air quality, watr quality, biology, and land use/social.

Air Quality

Maximum downwind -s for the existng power plants were calculated usig the
EPA model SCREEN 2 for a typical m logical se, a high ventlation case, and the
worst Case meeorolcal conditions. Maimum pollutant concentatons were below the
ambient standard (within acceptable leves) for all fciities except the 24-hour SQ standard
at the Haina plant. Tlds ambient standard would be exceede downwind of the Haina plant
under worst case stable meteomgical cdons. It should be noted, howev, that this
condition rarely occurs in this region.

The exisfting opating rates of aU the plants range frm 20 percent of installed capacity to 75
percenl The Haina and Itabo plants are opting at a range of 40 to 50 percet of insutlled
capacity. If aU the plants in the system were to operate at 75 percmt of capacity (a typica
load capacty for plants in the U.S. is 80 percent), all the plants except for Haina and Falcon
Ridge would be nthin acceptable levels for all pllutants. Hairs would contiue to exceed
the 24-hour SQ standard and would also exceed the 3-hour SQ standard under the wmrs
case stable metorolcal conditons. This is conidered to be a significant advse impact.
Falcon Ridge, which is now opeating at 20 percent capacity, would emit 6,435 lblh of SOQ
at 75 percent of instaed pacity, wich would exceed Ihe 24-hour SQ sUndard but would
not exceed the 3-hour stand This is conidered to be an advrse, but not significant,

-t
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Water Quality

In the absence of data gathering and analysis or systic documentaion on te quaty of
power plant cooling water discharge or on relative volumes, flow rates, and souces of any
lquid wastes, only a qualitative evaluatio of the impacts can be made.

The genal practce in tfie Dominicn Republic is for coolng water to be dihaged dicly
into te receing wats In the absence of any discharge point diffusrs or cooling towers,
there is most likely a sgnifict rise in ambient water temp s adjacnt to the cooling
water effluent. Ths plume may remain buoyant for a distance from the dischare poit and
remain stfd and unmixed. n calm water, the plume may rmaunmimxed for a
considele disnce, but that distn can decrse wt increased wind and currents
causing turbulence and mixing.

For exmple, it is possible tat signifit therm plumes are bing created in the Iguamo
iver and in the ocean throug dihages from the San Pedro de Macoris and Itabo plants,

repectively. The cooling water efflut was observed to produce significant steaming and the
air tmpe re at the outfal was notceably warmer thmn the surrounding viciniy. Tbe
inke water tmpeature was 28.1O0C and the discharge was 35.80tC.

According to te plmt workrs, the intake wat tempture avegs 31 C in the summer
and 28° to 29'C in th winter. Cooling water dischargp tperatures supsedly av e
320C throughout the year. However, it is not Icown if th temPratures observed and quoted
are representadve of ote power plants in the Domican R1public

Solid Waste Dispsal

Current asb disosaol practices in the Doninican Republic power sector, as d mosated at
the itabo disposal site, are directy impacting the naftual envirnment by contating the
soil and thus mipacting vegetation growth cycles. Heavy metal cn aons may be
lahing into the grmund and surface waters, thus adversely affcing biological rources.
For example, the uncontrolld drainage at the Itabo disposal site may be significntly
impacting the coastline by contam nng te seawater and adversely affecting te biological
reurc there. Tbe residents near the Itabo disposal site may be ditly impacted as they
are permitted to trave the road adjacent to the site and scavenge the site for food. They may
be directly ingesting the ash.

in power plants usi oil as fte main fue source, sludge is removed from on-site fuel stage
anks when the tks are sporadically cleaned. The sludge material is placed in unmanaged,
open pits or is pumped direly fm the tanks into unlined und d storage pits.
Asphaldc or sludge materal is a mix of heavier hydrarbons, rlatively small amounts
of water, and inorgac material such as sand. The poial impacts of tese cw t disposal
practices to soi and ground surface waters depend on the qualit of sludge applied to he
land and the sowil , its permbity, and attenuation capacity. GenUy, many of the
bigher hydrocaons _preset in the sludge m ia have a low wate solubility and adhre
stronly tD te sol and ae thus not readily mobile in it. It is possible, hower, that
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contaminants such as lead and vanadium leach into groundwater rsources. The affected soil
will not support any vegetation and surrounding vegetation may be destroyed where
contaminants migrate. The affected soil will have an accumulaton of metals such as
chromium, cpper, lead, zinc, and vanadium. At eisting facilifies, the large quantities of
this materl applied to the sol wiM resilt in larer and therefore, increas
migration of these contaminants to surrounding soil and grundwat and, eventully, to
surfiace wates. For example, the unlined, open pit disposal ares at the Puerto Plata plant are
located in an area with a natural slope to the sea. The site is also near residential units and a
historic turst attraction.

EXISTING REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

In the Dominican Republic, the rosibities for inmeal protecwon are distribted
among numwous govenment ions i y 26 agencies or mif s are
responsible for egaig onmental quality. There are no rgulaty agencies for air
quality or indusial waste management Several orgaizauons wee ceated by Preidential
Decree to specfic e imental isu. These agecies lak opeati budget and
audhnty to regulat the resorslpolutants for which they ae rspnsible.

No formal prcess cur=ey exists for the screening, prepartion, and review of ElAs for
power plants or any other projects ihat may adversely impact the envinmt. In the absence
of a cohesive ma strategy, cmrehesive enronntalaw, and envirnmental
overs respon es, power sector policies and de nt decsons have not
incorated enonmental objectvs.

Thee is no public involvement, and no migton maur are reqired to offset any
advCrse i.mcts. Furthr, since MIAs are not requred for public or prvate proects, there is
a substantial lack of data on baseine cdhions for wate quality, air quaity, wetlands,
biological resources, land uses, and oe imornt resources.

A rational, cosstent protocol for d o t of envronmental standards and mchanisms
for permitting and enforcement must be developed counetywide and for the power sector.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF PLANNED FACILITEs

e fou locauions letd for potential development of the, two new power plnts wer
identfied by the Equipo Tdcnico as being the most feasible cansidering engmeeing criteria
as well as preliminary envonmental rview. Th impacts of developing the plants on any of
the sites are described, with the provis that sitespecific EIAs to be prepared for the plnts
once prelimyi designs are available, would present more detiled impad evaluations. At
the same time, the impacts described m this BA can be generaly. aplied to other sites in the
Dominican Republic and thrby expanded, wit their associated nitigation measures, for
inclusion in th Expansion Plan for the Power Sector.
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AIR QUALITY

Itabo

There are now two 125 MW units designed tD fire coal or oil at the Itabo plant Ite. in order
to calulate a worst cas scenario of ihe impacts at the Itabo site, it is assumed that the
existng unts would be burning coal vwth the soure slfur content as is used at present (0.56
percet) while th two new unts woud be buming high sfur oil (4.25 percent wt sulfur).
The impacts associted with two new 125 KW units at the Itabo plant site are detmined by
adding the emissions from the two new UnitS to the existing fCility eMissions. It is also
assumed that Itabo unit I (which is urently no-operonal while being e will
be in opeation at the same fime.

The maximum concens of sulfr dioaide when burnng the high sifur fwel oil wold
exceed te 3-bou SC2 stand by approximately 20 percent and the 24-hour SO standar4d
by 270 percenth Tis is cdered tD be a sgnificant advrse impactL However, if fud with
2 percent wt sulfur content is used in the new boiles, the ambient S standards would not
be exceeded ven under the wost case meteor sco.

San Pedro de Maco1is

Emissions of sufu dioxide from the eiting plant at San Pedro de Macori are slightly
greater ta the coal buring scenario for Itabo I and I1 pl Theefore, if this site is
sdected for the two new units, the conibuon of emiso from those units tthe eisting
SO2 concenma s would result in excess of the ambient standards. The impacts assoiated
with developn the two units at tis site, using the high sulfur fuel oil, under wot case
meteo al conditio, exceed the 3-hu S standard by apoximaly15 percent and
the 24-hour standard by 200 percent. Tis impact to air quality at this sit is coiderd to be
a signifcant adverse impat. If a low sufur fuel is used (ess than 2 perent wt. sifur),
maximum pofutant concentatons would not eeed the ambient standards and ignifican
impams would be avoided.

Andr&sMBoca Chica and Puerto Viejo de Azda

The planned expanson at both of tse priority sites would result in ambient air
concntions below air quality sutdards because there are no edsting hilities at the same
location that would add to thes pollutant conenti .

WATER QUAILITY

Tbe water quality impacts woud be similar for al the sites, as fMollws:

A signfcat ise may result in ambient water tmearsadjacent to the discharge
of the cooling wat effluentL Tis plume may reman buoyant for a distance from the
discha canal and remain safied and unmixed. In calm water, the plume may
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remain unmiied for a consderable distance, but that distunce n decrse with
incrased wind and currents causing turbulence and mixing.

The use of brAckdsh to marine waters for cooling may lead to the fouling or clogging
of suply pipelines, conduits, or tubing by the growth and eventa encrisng of
rapine algae and invertebrates on this equipment. A standard practice for rmoving
this materal is the use of some type of biocide such as hypochiorite or chlorine.

* Hleavy metals may be leacbed from vanous sources at the faciti. Heavy metals
may aoginm from corrson of pipes caused by exposm to e marine water,
leaching from imprpely disposed fly ash, or even biocides that are copper-based.

* Surfac water runoff from the sites wi contribute concentrtons of any of the
chemicals used at the plants, as wel as oils, greas, and suspended solids. Open
draina systms are likely tD contribute additional swer wastes such as wase oils,
lubricants, solvents, and cleans.

* At present the docks show edence of oil sflage durng fuel transfer operations.
Thds is evidenced by a beavy coatig of black oil residue on the dodl Any spflage
goes uncolected and untreated into the srounding waters and sediments, treby
contarrnating them wift various petroleum hy ns.

* C:oal piles completl-y open to ft ements and not surrounded by any stcts that
would contain smuface water runoff from the piled coal will resdt in dust being
washed from thre pile and transported to the oding surface waters or ocean.

- The ash disposl area is likely to be higly contaminated with various heavy metals
frm the ash and possibly organc compounds from the unknown waste.

* Excess wat quaity consttuents such as t , pH, heavy metals, petroleum
hydrocarbons, and orgni compounds may result. The magnitude of these impacts
will be a fumction of plant construction and operational methods and fuel source

BIOLOGY

Andts/Boc Chia

The terrestrial flora and fauna at the site are limited and distbed. It does not appear that
significant flora and fauna would be impacted by the project. The manne waters are very
clear and turbiditylsuspended solid levels are low. The project could significantly impact
marine communities in this area if effluent srams and surface water rmnoff are uncontlled.

San Pedro de MacorEs

The clearance of tees and shrubs for construction would not result in an adverse impact at
the site; however, tbere would be a loss of habitat for birds and mammals and added humna
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activity may disturb some sea birds such as tems. Bemcase of the existence of numerous
industries along the Iguamo River, it is likldy that additional discarges from a power facility
would have a cumulative adverse impact on the aquatic resources of the area.

PeO Viejo de Azia

The propsed site is cendy undisturbed and would requr extensive clearing. Tnis may
resut in sgnificant adves impacts to birds and mammals that may reside in the scrub,
shrbs, and tees Because of the rdeavely und d nature of the area the new facility
could signfimtly act the water quality of the bay by in ucig an o
compounds. This would adversely affiect te fisheries resource.

Itabo

Because of the minimal vegetation arund the site, them is not liklly to be a significant
adverse impact to ̀ treta flora and fauna. Because of te exstence of swveral industrial
faclities, the offse water qualtty is liely to already be degaded. Introduction of
additona untraed effluent would have an adverse cumulive impact on marne biota

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

If ft power plant developed is cod-fired, coa ash would be the prmary wast stream. Of
the three basic types of ash, fly ash comnig from eletotatic preipators is the most likely
to be created at the pamt and would represent the bulk (i.e., weight) of the solid waste to be
disposed. As discussed in Section 23, the impacts asoated with unmanged ash dispoa
can result in sol cont on and ledcing of conaminants in toxic quantities into the
ground- and surfice waters, and camse serious direct and indect impacts to the natural and
human environments. Lachable quantities of lad, aTsenic, barim, cadmium, chromium,
mercury, silver, and selenium m potentially toic qundties would be quit possible if ash is
disposed of n unlned and umage disposa sites.

If the proposed plat uses the Fuel No. 6, the primay waste stream would be a heavy
asphaltic sludge mateialt would be removed when the storage cak undergo claning.
Although the exact cheniical composiin of this matial is unavailable, it would be rich in
asphaltic hydMcarbons, some of which have lachabilit poftial i addio to potentially
lechable quantiies of lead and vanadium. The heavier hyd bons would adhere o the
soil and eventually inhibit the ability of dte soil to sustin vegetion.

Regardless of the fuel type used, if solid waste is not disposed of properly, extensive soil and
groundwater contami could occur, thus causing potental significant advere impacts to
human health.
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LAND USE/SOCIAL

In the absence of adopted land use plans and zoning, land use impacs focus on the ability of
the proposed sites t accommodate new power plnts. Suitability of a site for crtain land
uses, such as residendal, nds on many other impacts, such as nie, air emissions, solid
waste disposal, and visual and storic resouroes.

Andr&s/oca Chica

Land use impacts of plant development on its immediate srundings would be minimal.
However, the Boca Chica area is a dsedy populated uist center, for which preseation
of aesthet resources is criical. Transport of coa on major roadways wouid have advese
viu, taffic, dust, and noise impacts Views of te stack from the beach would also
advesely impact he recratonal quality of the are. Beneficial social impacts would consist
of additional employment oppounities for area residents and indirect conomic benefits to
mercIhants frm additonal spending.

San Pedr de Macors

Beicse of the existenoe of a power plant on the site, the addition of a new. fcility would be
:ompatible and herefo not advere. Impacts to the adjacent reidential settlement would be

exacerbated howev. Transpot of coal would have adverse impacts similar to those
dsuThe above

Puero Vio de Azta

Development in this area would not adversely impact a reidential community. Tbe plant
would be cmpatible with the agrctural uses in the ae However, if endagered speces
re found on and around the site and it is desigated a natue preseve, development could

hve adverse impacts.

btabo

The site is part of a re heavy industry area containing much of the necessary infas
for powa plant operion. Land uses in the surrounding area are also industial. Therefore
the facility would be compatible with existng uses. Seveal detached resdential units neauby
would be adversely affect and would have to be relocated. Beneficial impacts include new
direct and dir employment opptunities and impovements in the quality of life in the
regon.

MITIGATION MEASURES FOR PLANNED FACITIES

Mitigation measues are recommended for fte four prioi sites sdected for this EA, but
they also apply to ote power plant sites in the Domiic Republic. most of the mitigafions
would also apply to the impacts of xisting plants. These mifigafion measmres should serv as
the basis for devpment of ste-specific mitigaions in the project-specific EAs.
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Air Quality

* The use of any fuel with 2 percent sulfur contnt or less would reduce the idendfied
advrse impacts to insignifiant leves.

* Maintenance procedures should be instituted tD ensure that emissi control equpment
is funcioning properly. Effectve plant mainnance prceduwes shbud be established
to achieve long periods of efficient opemtion and few outages or upsets.

* The operation of combusion control equipment of power plants should be monitoed
and controLed to mainn and icrease the efficiency of operatons, and thereby
reduce the amount of pollutant emins per KWh of electicity produced.

* Stacks in new plants should be deigned to ensue that the stack height is sufficient to
reduce the ground level concetrations at the downwind receptors.

Water Qualty

The mitigation measures proposed to reduce impacts to water quality to insignificant levels
are divided into two categones: canstut and operatinl.

* construction storm water runoff-surface water runoff, storm water runoff, and
runoff from equimnent wash-down areas should be collected into a silt ta or settling
basin wit an oil separator. The oils should be simmed off and the solids allowed to
settle out of suspenon. The waste oils should be collectd and disposed of off-site in
a appropriate disposal ara.

g lefueling-equipment refueing should take place off-ste to minimize the possibility
of fue spills.

a Sewerage-any domestic sewage geneated dung construction should be cllected in
a portable collecton system or impermeable sump and disposed of off-site.

* Start-up water-wars flushed trough the new faclity during stan-up should be
collected in a holding facility (such as a pond or sump) before dischp.

* Operational cooling water dishage-thermal plunes frm the cooling wat
discharge can be miniized through the construction of a submerged, multipon
diffuse. Other methods such as alternative heat dissipation design and methods for
waste heat utlizaton should be considered durng the plant desig phase.

* Cooling water-cooling water should be monitored for pH, dissolved oxygen, and
heavy metals. If concentaons are not wathin the guidelnes the effluent should be
heated to bring it within acceptable levels.
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* Site dminage-surface watr runoff from working and wash-down areas, cheical
strage fhcilfies, parking lots, and access lots, should drain into a single collector
system and sump.

* Loading and transfer facilities-if oil is the fuel source, the entire loading and transfer
area should be surrounded by oil booms in the water during unloading, augmented by
absorbent matrial, avaiable for deployment in the event of an oil spill.

* Ash disposal-ash resultng from a woal-buning facility should be disposed of at a
desigated ash disposal fcility. The disposal bcility should be desgned to n
surface water runoff from te site and to minimize wast leachates from etring
urfc or groundwate.

Bio0l

* Terrestrial biology-mitgation of impacts to t ral flora and fauna should be
addrssed ugh proer siting and design of te power plants. Vegeation and
wilife surveys sbould be conducted in all areas that would be affcted, including fte
plant itself, fuel loading areas, constru staging es, access roads, and any
ancillary fiilities required during cntuctio.

= Aquatic biology-s1te-specific suveys should be canduced at each plant site including
basine surveys and post constructio monitoring to detrmine the inpacts at each
site.

Solid Waste Dispal

The pimary recommended miogation measure for the environmentally responsible dissl
of solid waste streams iS to reduce them at the source by using high quality fdel or efficient
fuel opating systems. Cmenly land disposal is the only viable apton in the Dominican
Republic. Land disposal should be conducted according t the best site selecion and desig
standards as follows:

* Site selection-the site should not be near ground- and surface water resources and
highly permeable sails. Sites ea coastal, wetland, and mangrove areas should not be
cmnsdered viable. The disposal site should be on low-lying and relatively flat land
and residential sttlements sbould be prohibited within a speciied zone perimeter
around the dissl site.

* Site piaratiodesign-if the primary waste steam is coal ash, and if there are toxic
quantities of heavy metals in the ash leachate, the site should be lined. A liner
consisting of a matri mixture of fly asb, bottom ash, and cement compacted agist
the soil is an appropile and inexpensive tcnique.

* Site dopeation-when coal ash is brought lo the disposal site, the piles should be built
in 6- to 12-inch layers and compacted by overriding the matrial with rubber tire
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mobile equipment such as a roller or a front-end loader. The site should be guarded
and patrolled, runoff or leage collcued on-site should be properly treated pror to
disposal, and down-gradient groundwate wels should be installed and regularly
monitored for contminton.

* Non-land disposal options-the industrial and commeral uses for coal ash such as
asphalt pavemet, concrete, bloc for buildings and stur, lightweight aggregate,
strucual fills for constuction, and soil modification for agrculture should be
explored in the Domin Republic.

Land Use/Social

The primary mitigtion to avid or reduce adverse impacts at any future site is proper siting
of the facilty. The proect-specific Ms should iclude consideration of sitig issues. The
general midtiaon meas listed below apply to the four sites.

To nmtigate the spillage of coal ash, dust, noise, and the aesthetic impacts of plant related
traff, including the transo of waste materials such as coa ash:

* All trucd sbould b ether enclosed or covered with a tap to prvent spills or
dispersion of ash

* TransporttiSon coridor impr ents, such as tree planting and landscapig, should
be undertaken in popuated residential and touristlcommercial areas.

* To mitigate the potential adverse visuia impacts of stak and plume viibility to the
Boca Chica ara, the following should be implemented:

* Siting of the plant should reduce the view of fte stack from Boca Chica Beach and the
water.

* Screening devices, such as the use of paint and materials and lighting alternatives
shoud be employed to mimime the visual intrusion of the stack

Say Pedro de Ma-offs

To mitigate the impacts of col ash transportation, the mitigations recommended for Boca
Chica should be implemenl. Rdocation of the nearby residental should be considered to
mitigate land use impacts.
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II -

buerto Viej de Azda

Special provisions should be made to ensme the continuation of recreational activities at the
beach. If part of the area is designated as a natual preseve, the power plant and its intake
and outfall canals should be sited at the appropriate distance from the preserve.

To mitigate the impact to nearly residential units, the residents should be relocated to an
am Pprprat residential area.

ACI1ON PLAN

The acton pln preents a srtegy to facilitate construcidon of two new power plants twoing
250 MW by 1998. Because the WB and tie Dominican Republic are committed to
constng these plants in keng with the best available environmentl practies, the
Equipo TEonico should assume responsibility for the envirnmental supevision, review, and
implementation steps which would normally be conducted by designated environmental
agncies and dedicated branches of the CNE.

The acin plan also contains recommats for long term insitutional strengthening in
the Domian Republic wich should be undertaken after adopftion of the new hurgy Law
and the Envimental Law.

Order of magnitude costs for action plan impe aton apply only to short term activities
for me mentally sound develpment of the two new power plants.

POWER SECIOR ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES-INTERIM
MSUR'ES

Intrim measures include supevision and mitigation monitoring, and mitigation monitoring
plan implementaton.

EIA Supevison and Mitigaton Motring

EIA supervision and min ation monitoring includes developing of EIA guidelines, specfying
EIA contents, implemntng midtgaion measures, involving the public, and reviewing and
appoving the final EA.

ETA Guidelnes

EAs for naw plants should be prepaxed followng the WB OpwaLional Directve (OD) 4.01
and the equivalent 1DB Directive for Category A.
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EIA Contents

All of the potential environmental impacts listed in this BA shoud be analyzed for the plant
sites. lThe EIA would contain an evaluation of all beneficial and adverse environmental
inmpats likly to result from the construction and opeadon of the proposed power geneadon
facility. The following is a list of some anticipated adverse impacts. The list is not
comprehensive, and more precise impacts should be identified when site delineation, plant
engineering parameters, design parameters, and prfered fuel source are identified.

Air Qui

- Short-term, loaized impacts from construcion activities such as gading,
earth moving, and truck traffic

- Substantial air emissions (SO:, NOt, CO, hydrocarbons, and partcuate
matter) fom plant operation that result in the deteioration of ambient air
quality, contribute to the degrdation of global air quality, and substandally
affect sestive recpor

* VWater Quality

- Altation of surface water quaity including, but not limited to, temperature,
dissolved oxygen, or turbidity rsultig from the thrmal and chemical
discares from plant outfall into surace waters

- Substantial reduction in the amount of water otherwise -available for public
water supplies and use due to plant cooling and process water requirements

Biology

- Change in diversity of speces or number of any species of maine or aquatic
life resulting from the thmal and chemical discharges from plant outfall

- Impacts to fish migratory corridors, coral reefs, fishing areas. and other
aquatic biological resources from the disposal of dredge material if port
dredging is necessary

- Change in diversity of species or numbers of any species of plant life
(imcluding trees, shrubs, grass crops, and aquatic plants) resulting from plant
construction and operation

* SoLd Wast Disposal

- Soil, ground water, and surface water quality contamination and potential
public health hazrds which pose a threat to people, animal, or plant
populations in the affected area resulting from the disposal of waste steams
such as coal ash or sludge material
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* aLand UseRecreaion

- Inconsistency of power plant development with present or mtended land uses
in the affected area caug substantal alteaton of the present or intended
land use patter

- Economic and recational opportunity losses resulting from the impact of
power plant development on the viability and a veness of surrounding
receaona resores and tmuim atacns

- Impact to surounding land uses in the event of acident or upset including,
but not limited to, fire, exploson, oil spill, or fuel spill

* Aesthetics

Obstuction or degrdation of any sceiic vista important to the reatonal or
tourism use in the area reltig from plant stack, smoke plume, assoiatd
waste disposal activites, or tfie plant itself

* Sofl Erosion

- Wind and water ersion of soils due to the constrcion of a power facilit on
a shorelne or river bank

- Depos0it erosion frm plant consuiution and operaion which may modify
the river or stream dhanel, or the bea of the ocem, bay, or inlet

* Traffic

- Pressure on existing road capacity including fuel and waste trnportaio
orridors and plant access roads to accommodat additional traffic gerated
fom plant coucetion and operation

Noise

Increase in ising noise levels due to construction and plant operatons

Exposure of nearby residts to sweve noie level from plant operations

Mitigation Meaues

The mitigan pl-s contained in the EIAs shoud adapt the mitigabon masures
recommended in this EA to the new plant and site designs and the costs and schedule for
tidr iemention sbould be included in the wveral project cost Mitigation mesu
shbold become covenants of the loan. This stipulation should be included in the bid request
package to plant builders
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Public Involvement

Public scopg and public rnvew of the Draft EAs should be inprad into the EIA
preartion process.

ETA Review

The EBAs shodd be reviewed for comleteness and adquacy according to WB and IDB
criteia by einmental professionals speizing in EIA preparion. Approval of bids
should not be issued untl the EUAs are deemed to be adequate.

Ipentation of Mitigaton and Montring Plans

Ths compment involves mifigaon Ilementation, enoenal oversight, inteim
enfrceent, and ambient air monitoring.

Mitigaion Implementation

As part of bid approval the plant bilden should commit to designating an ental
coordinato (who may be the plant engine) to be responsible for adherence to the agreed to
mitigato measures duing contuction and plant opeation. This assignment would involve

hedued official site visis daig construction and opeaon and annual plant audits with
resposiblity for the folowing:

* Review of the mtigatio monirig pln during construction and operation

* Adherence to the WB and IDB Oationa Health and Safety G;uideines

* Recording and reportng of spIs, ocupatonal and en ental accidents, and
emergecies

* Implemetation of plant-wide emissions and discharge monitoring prgams

Environmental Oversight

The CNE should oversee enviroetal compliance during plant consucton and operaton.
This oversight activity would involve:

* Monitoring of the implemenion of the mitigation plan

* Inspection of emiondischae monitoring progam

* Evaluation and apprval of perodic effluent and air emissi reports
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Interim t

A mechmism for intrim enforcement of loan covenants specific to project mtigation
measures should be devised and become dte bility of the CNE.

Ambient Air Monitoring

Prliinary investigation of apropriate lions for ambient air monitoring stions should
be initiated by the CNE as a precurs to the promugation of air quality stdards,
regulatios, and enforcement procedures.

POWE SECrOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY

Agency Authration

When the Energy Law and the Envronmental Lw are adopted, agey eonsibilies for
te ftrmal and bydroelectic facilifes should be cearly defined and deated to One or two
agmcies to elmint the existig confuson and overlap among agencies. Autoity for
cmmi,ss view, and appval of ElAs shod d also be clearly delegaetd, pmbably
most logically o the Senda

Power Sector Eimental GuiWdenes

Tbe Comsidn Naonal de Eeg should develop guidelines for complance wih these laws
by the power sector. Guidlines should include the foolwing components:

* Envinme of agecy staff

* ETA ts and approval process

* Crna of EMAs, ccesidn defniiva" to dischare permits

* Monitoring and eporting quients for power plants

* Sector-wide envirome conditions data colection and analysis

* Mitigation plan requiremt

* PubLic enal duca inforation

Site Selecton Criteria

Upon completion and approva of the Power Sector Expnsion Plan, the CNE should
establih siting criteia for new power plants including alseing critedia Site
sdectin studies should be cmducted by the CNE or the prvate power plnt builders.
Crita shoud include the folowing envirmental consideratio:
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Inter-Agency Co on

Assuming ta the Suendencia is delegatd with te authority for sponsorship of power
sector ElAs as the "lead agency," an ro al unit sbould be established within the
agency. To enswe broad m ipinary iput and review of ELAs, other agencies must be
idendfied for piption in the prooess, namely water resoures, air resources, and land
use planming agences. Once the EIA Draft is completed, review should include the Comis6n
pam el Medio Ambiente The Comisidn's recmndations should be i aed in the
Su tndencia and Comision Nacional de Eoergia finally re prior to approval by the
Office of the President

Public iobfrto

The envinmentl uDit of the Shd a should actively involve the geneal public in
the EIA review procs as wel as the planning process, specifically in the site slection
sage. During contuction and plat operation the public can condnue to be involved through
a reoiv educion progm

Envimenal Traing

Superitendencia staff should be tained in ELA prepartX and review, environmental
compliance techniques, environmental impacts particular to the power sector, and commecial
and industra uses of coal ash.

nvirom ental Standards

Once th Envirnmental Iaw and the Ener Law a adopted and en mnal standards
for air quality, water quality and hazadous wast are established, these standards should be
stipulated for all Comisin Nacional de a operations.

Development of couitry-specific standards should take place after basdine resar on
existing conditions such as ambient air quality and water quality m reving wat i
completed. Air quality source emission sndards ta are adopted should be based on an
evaluaton of existing conditions and designed for the clmate regime of the regon.

Coumtry-wide deignation of categories for receiving watrs should take place befom
recevng water standards can be developed. Some effluent dicharge standards have already
been developed in the Dominican Republic. Existing effluent or dischare standards should
be reviewed, modified if necessary, and adopted by the agency designated for their
enforcement.
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INSTrTUTIONAL STRENGTHENING OF ENVIRONMEITAL MANAGEIdENT
CAPABILITY

In the long-run the success of envrnmental managment i the power sector wil depend on
the foalizaion of stengthened insiuims designated to manage erm ental compliance
comtry-wide, across sector. Exteive institutional development and clear designation of
mon-con cting authorty is required in order to crate a viable managt system
implementing he propod En ental Law and Energy law.

A study of all the agencies Xt now have sibility for planning and environmental
eview shod result in the fowing:

* Redefinito of agency mission

* Redistribution of enn l mliance r i

* Pestructuring of agency opatng gudelines lo diminae m and
reduancy

* Reallocatio of operating agenqy budgets

* Commitment of human resources

Envom enal Guielines

At thfe compleion of the insdutoa study and subseqent fmaliuzation of agency rolmes and
es ah agency should develop its own environmental guideines intpreting the

Enviromental law in the conte of its own domain. The gdelnes should prsmcbe the
steps requred in te EIA preparation process, the content of ElAs with reevance to the
secfic issu of concen to that agency, and the relationship of ElAs to the permitting
process. Ihus, INDRHI woud prepare guidines applying to foestry, agrculture. and
fisheies and ONAPLAN would develop gidelines for copebensive pla, master plans,
and develpment proects.

A model outfline of the topics to be included in agency environmntal compliance guidei
follows.

L Envirment Scning

A. D ng prjects subject to and excluded fo compliance

B. DePtmining appri level of detail in the EIAs

C. Detmining if proposed prqect should be evaluated mwth other Cimpacts of)
similar project
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H. Preparing MMAs

A. Scope of the EIAs

1. Defining scoWe

2. Involving public and NGO paticipiiDn i

3. Involving concerned agncy pcipation im scoping

B. Conducting EBAs

1. Defnig the proposed action

2. Idenfifying th affected hmnan and natral e m t

3. Asssig eimnental and soa impacts of the project

4. Developing mitgation masures to offset adver impacts

5. Preparing the EIAs document in the prper format

C. Notifing fte Public

1. Identifyig publi review and comment period prcedures for EIAs

2. ProWiding nowe of availabity of ELAs

Mii. Relationhp of BIAs to Agency Permitting Processes

IV. lnng and Mo g Miigadon Measures

A. Preparation or review of a mitigafion and monitoring plan deuiling
implementiI on and monitoring responsibilities for the mitaton measues
definod and agreed upon dunng the iAs proces.

Additional tl gude should also include the following:

Plannig for environmental fcilities, (e.g., a water treatment plant)

Baine data colection ement, such as analytcal methods and chemical
pazintr

Project-specific studies commonly requrd, such as air dispersion modds, water
qualty models, or tirffic sD Pies
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* Sectr-spedfic required mitgtion measures

* Monitoring and r tg ents such as monitoing parameters ad reporting

Inter-Agency Coodination and PubLic Scoping

The agmcy sponsoring the project for which a EIA is being prepared should take te lead
in the prpnatio, riew, and approval of the document Rgular procedures should be
esablished for co-ordination with othe agencies in the EIA review and appoval process.
Mechanisms should be isitued to involve the general public in the EIA scoping process.
Stadard rview periods should be pecified for the Preliminary Draft ETA, the Draft ETA,
and the Final E[A.

HEA Prpartion and Aroval Procedures

For the EHA preparton prmcess t be applied consstenty across sectors, ETA procedures
should be adpteL Tbese pocedures would identfy the steps for deelopig, evaluatig,
rviewing, and approving E}As in all sctors, and ensuing integration of cross-sectral
issues and publc concrns into project planing, desg, and mitigation. Pmcedures would
sPecify the timing for public scoping and publc hearings and review and comment periods
for EHA drfts.

Evrn t Planning and Man

A compreh e nsaional remsource assment and monitoing strategy shoud be developed
and a single agency shoud be de ated to be rspnsible fr any resource (tg., water, air,
fla and fauna, etc) The planing and anagnt sntgy should include the folowing:

* A rmsource asm t progam to gather basic data and to detmin basdine
conditions. After baseline data is assessed, this progam would functo as a
continuous monitoring program

* A reurpecific monitoing pgram to function as part of an ovrall pmtting
sYste for ailits that rease pollutants that affect the resouce

The agency responsible for the resomce should perform fte foowing:

* Resouce survq and mappig

* Reorce classification

* Resorce evaluation

* Resource plnning
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I i

*Permitting

Resource monitming

At tis time, asemet and monitoring programs are needed for at least the following
resour: 1.) flora and fauna; 2.) coastal marine reources (mangWoves, coastal wedands,
fisheies); 3.) surface waters and welands; 4.) forestry; 5.) land uses; 6.) air quality; and 7.)
water quality.

ENVIRONMAL TRAINNG AND PUBLIC EDUCATION

Traiing n needed on two levels: tainig of agency staffi on national and sectoral levels;
and nv education of the general popuation. Envronmental asment taining
should begin immediately. Enmental awareness pwgrams should be devised for the
geneal pubic, with a pecific focus on schodos.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE PROJECI

The Conseo Nacional pam la Energla (CNE) of 1t Dominican Republic is presently
copwleig the Power Genetion and Instiona Resc ng Project (PGIR). This project
is needed m order to plan new power faciities in an cal and efficient manner to
serve industry, rese, and the tourist sector, to site and contol the operation of power
plants in an envinentasy resonsble manner, and to provide a financially profitable bais
for pow generaon in the Dominia Republic.

The ley components of the PGIR pject are the Power Sector Exnsion Plan, which
projects demand for power to the year 2010 and designa potetial sites for futue power
plant deve-pmeotf the Dominican Republic Energy Law, which provides a foundation for
the p On of the power seeto, and the casniung of two privatdy owned power
plants with installed capacity of 125 MW each in the nue tam.

1.2 PROJECT CONTI

Ihe Power Sector Exansion Plan is pFsently mder pr on and the recommendations in
this n e tal Asement (EA) will be rated i the Plan. The Energy Law has
been submitted to the Dominican Repubic Cogress and passage is anticpated in 1995. in
the inteim the Equipo T6cnico (Technl GroWp) has be appointed by th CNE as a
trasiton agency to bidge the Coporacn Dmniana de Electdad (CDE) and the
Sp e de Electicidad, wlich wil regulate the powa sector after theEnergy Law
n adopted. The World Bank (WE) and ffie Inter-American Development Bank (1DB) wi
provide a guartee for a loan of ximatly $220 milion to finance the two new plants
planned for the immediate fiturr. Any loan by the mtilateral det banks requires
an envimental evaludon before loan approval can be granted.

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

The pupose of this EA is threeflJ:

* To provide envi tal backgound data, a sector-specific environmental impact
evaluation, and mitigiuo measures to fimction as e guidlines
supprtig th Power Sect Expansion Plan

* To ident the first steps for the strengtning of the envim mental agency th wil
be required to implement the Energy Law
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* To provide the necessary envirm mental design requirements for the bid packages to
be pepared for the two new plants to be financed by tie WB/DE

The Domiican Republic has recently submitted the Ley de Protecci6n y Calidad Ambiental
(Environmental Law) to Congress. This law provides the foundation for a systen of
envirnmental review of all d mnt prqojec in the ountry. At the present time,
however, no legal ts are in place for pparaon of on Impact Reports
for new prqecs. The World Bank Guideines for Sectoral Environmental Assessment in the
Power Sector are, therefore, the basis for preparation of this EA. The IDB requ ents are
similar toe requiements of the WB and, therefreae not citd septly.

1.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT REQUIRENTS

The prposed project has been deigated Catgory B by the WB and the 1DB. Accordingly,
the focus of this EA is n g an Action Plan (mitigt stuatgy) that can be
incorporated into the Power Ser Expansion Plan.

A SetorA EA in Catgory B is simnl in natum to a Programmatic EIS under the U.S.
National Environment Poicy Act (NEPA). The EA covers the broader envionmental
impact matters that aWply to an e ntre sector country-wide. Subswquent project-specific
Environmenta Impact Stements or Reports inoorporate by reference the general discusim
in the EA and are concentrated soely on the issues specific to the project This process,
caled iering, allows the agencies involved, in this case the Equipo T6cnico, WB, and IDB,
to focus on the isue that are ready for decision and tD cclude from consderation those
imsues that wre not yet ready.

1.5 DESCRIPTION OF ThE PROJECT

The project has been defined as the constrctio of two 125 MW power plants on one or two
of for prionity development sites that have been idetified by the Equipo T6cnio. There is
the understanding that recommendations made in the EA would be applicable to the power
sector as a whole, including existing plants.

1.6 PROJECTSHU LE

The loan is anticipated to be executed near the end of 1995. Pie-qualfication requests for
privatt bids for the new power faities where sent out in the summer of 1994. Constucdon
is anticipated to begin by the end of 1995, and plant opeation by 1998.
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1.7 IMPLEMENTATION MECRANISMS

New istitufional mechanisms will be required in order to inplment the Energy Law and the
Envirnmental Law. TIis will involve a revision in country-wide agency chares and agency

rdion procedures; the institution of ental evaluation and compliance
procedures for all sectors, including the Power Sector; the issuance of sector-specific
regulains; and the setting of sector-fic sndards.

This EA provides interim recommendations to assist the Equipo T&:nico in achieving
environmental compliance by the two new plant owners, and tD set the groundwork for a
permanent environmel insttutional famework for the Domincan Republic Power Sector.
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2. CURRENT STUATION OF THE DOMNICAN REPUBLIC POWER SECTOR

2.1 CURRENT STATUS OF THE POWER SECOR

2.1.1 Overiew

The power sector of the Domini Republic coniss of fossil-fueled and hydro-dectic
geeating fadlites, a high voltage transmissim system, and a medium voltage distribution
systm. The tol installed capaty of the Dominic Republic is approimtly 2,070 MW.'
The Corporacin Dominica de Electid (CDE) controls almost 70 percent (1,425 MW)
of the nationwide power geneting capacity, as well as the high voltage transmission systun
and medium vltae distribution system. The remaining 30 percent of the geneating capacity
(645 MW) is in the hands of tie pnvate sectr. Only 145 MW of is priVate sector poWer is
avaiable to the CDE grid. Untl 1994, the prva sectr could only install gating units
for intunal use, while the CDE could purchase available power produced by prvate
genatg facilities to fill gaps in the public sector senvce covge.

A study by USAID in 19892 estimated that based on the relaonship between GDP growti
and electricity gneration, the teruptions of electrical srvice cost the Dominicn economy
US$218.4 million annually between 1984 and 1988. As power outages accelertd in the
1990s, it is esimated th the annual cost to the Domin Republic economy has reached
over 'USS500 milion.

To address tbes us, the Govement of the Donmican Republic (GODR) has begun a
process of the electric power sector. The May 1993 Decree No. 148-93 was
signed to institut a saegy to refrm, restu e, and cxpand the electric sector in a
manner designed to promot private sector paripaton. The decree created the CNE, which
is advised by the Technical Group.

As part of the p ion proces, the GODR has authorized the development of two new
Privaly owned power pants. The Technical Group has be charged with drafting a new
energy law to be acted upon by the Dominican Congress. The energy law is mtened to
deegulate and codify the ivai on of th electric genertion subsector, as wel as parts of
the distribution system. The new law will crat a rguatory agency called the
Spintndencia de Electrii&d (S tendencia), which will replace CDE as the agency
responible for planing and ientaion of aU electric power projects.

PojePaper Dt Ourme, Rez ftintian Project (No. 5174270), USAJDmine Rqnth, 1993.

2 Memoadum, G. Weynan ,d So. Schweitr, atAL. Subt Trip Repast - Sat Domio - Domi Republic,
Jly ZZ, 1993.
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2.1.2 Descripdon of the Cunent Dominican Republic Power Sector

Electric generation is provided by means of power plants located duoughout the country,
with fossil unts located primarily near the coast and the hydro-eletic plants located mosty
inland. The fossil plants are located close to the princpal load centers as can be seen in
Exhibit 2-1. The sector uses a variety of prime movers: steam turbines, gas turbines, dies
engines, and hydraulic turbines. Steam genation uses two primary fuels: coal and residual
fuel-oil (sometimes called No. 6 oil or 'Bunker C'). Gas-turbines and diesel engines use
gas-oil, also known as No. 2 oil.

The majority of these plants are owned and opeated by CDE. Currtly the CDE gern,on
sector is composed of twelve stem tbine umts (esenting 52 percent of CDE's
generating capacity), eight gas tbuine units (21 percent), four diesel units (<1 perent) and
fifteen hydro-electric units (26 percent) for a total installed capacity of about 1,425 MW. The
remaining power plants in the Dominican Republic are privately owned and geneate
electd ty for intemnal use by the owners. Howee, five of these privatly owned stons
sell up to 145 MW of their genaating capacity to CDE for the national grid.

The high volge tansmission nework of CDE consists of 138kV and 69kV transmission
lines. The 138kV system intercnnects the main geneing regions and the coridor betwee
Puerto Plaa in the north and Santo Domingo in the south, as wel as between Santo
Domingo and San Pedro de Macoris to the east. It also connects the five largest
hydo-eecric uits to the natioal grid. The 69kV ntwork distrbutes power to the
southwestern and northeastern regions. Tbe 69kV system also conmects te smalle
hydro-elCctric plants to the natona grid. Connection to the load centers is made via a
12.5kV medium voltage distribuion system.

2.1.3 CharEristics of Esing Plants

Table 2-1 presents the generating capabilities of the CDE power plants now in operation in
the Dominican Republic. Tlhe table shows the nominal wstlaled capacty (nameplate rating) of
the units as well as their current available cpacity. The available capacity shown reflects the
net capacity deliverable to the grid (net from itenal use in the geneming plant). Also, the
capacity of some units is limited by extended outages, unavailable or undersized equipment,
and prfomance inefficiencies. These conditions senoulby limit CDE's ability to meet peak
demands, not only durng the high peak dry season, but also durng other time of the year.
Table 2-1 also show s the amount of net electic gaenetion by each unit for the past four
yes. The net geneation is the amount of electricity delivered to the grid. Table 2-2 shows
similar informatin for the pivatly owned power plants that supply power to the CDE grid.
Tbe 'Available Capacity" in this table represent that portion of the plant capacity available
to CDE.
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Table 2-1 CapacIty and Net Geueratio:z of CDE Owned Power Plants, Firt
Ouarter 994
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projected demands for the years 1995 and 1996 and eliniinate the deficit that CDE has
dung the past deade

To provde sufficient system teserve, pwr suppies for the future and needed baclwp
planmed rehiitaton program is delayed in comning on-line, the WB and IMB are pov
package to the Dominican Republic to cover the cost of two additional 125 MW power
pnonty sites have been idenfifed for the locatin of these plants (see Exit 2-3).

At the sam time tha CDE is engaged m brnging more capacity onto the power genera
it has begun a progam to rehabilitate th distributon networks and substaos in Santo
Santiago and 10 other pincipal cities. This program is expeted to CDst nearly US$104
the consucto of new tansmission lines and substaions.

2.1.5.2 The P0wer So= Exasion-Pla

CDE has initiated he peparation of the Power Sector Exansion Plan for the Dominica
The primary objecfives of the Dominican Republic Power Expansion Plan are to comct
geneatn deficit by adding additional installed cacity and incrasing the distribution
pgrdi transmisson lines and substatio. At the ime of praation of this EA, onl

Report' of the pla was awailable. An aveage demand gmwth of 5.1 pesrent per year,;
reiement of the older, less efficient power plants now in opation during the period o:
are assumed. The Plan calls for new plant additions by the year 2010 on the basis of thi
assumptions, as shown in Table 2-4.

Table 2-4 Planned Power Plant Capacity for 2010, Dominican Republic

Year Number and Capaity of Unit

1996 2 x 125 MW
1998 2 x 125 MW
2000 1 x 250 MW
2003 1 x 250 MW
2005 1 x 250 MW
2010 2 x 250 MW

TOTAL 9 for 1,250 MW

Source: Plon Nacaonal de Eypwwin de la Genraci6n dd Sistema EZw de la Rep[
Dominicana, DECON Intmim Report, March 1994.

*The Interim Report states th the two new plants would be opertional by 1996. With
start anticipated for laze-1995, actal operation is more likly in 1998 unls a fully bull
brought on-site sooner.

P Plan Naciol de BxSEn d GeICraci6n dc Si.m Eetricow de I Rzp&m DomiMua, I
lnuku Rmpu mwd 1994.
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Table 2-2 Capacity and Net Generation of Privatdy Owned Power Plants Sellig
Power to CDE, First Quarter 1994

Geneation Unit paly(MW)' Net Generaio (Gwh)

Av_a_ P_rcre 1d 992 1-
Purchased Power - -__
Saniago 12.0 10.02 35.6 39.1 64.8 82.1
Falcon Brdge 40.0 40.0' 289.7 307.3 332.2 297.6
Wizts Domingo 40.0 40.02 153.3 218.6 249.3 252.6
WINtilPao Flta 18.0 0.df o.02 51.8 116.8 109.6
Metaldom 35.0 35.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 14.0 MA 478.6 61638 763.1 741.9
"v'Malblcpacizyuafte lUQMurzo(194
Dam W i&d baYECDq,umm dePhmai=fb.FAX dApd 20.1994.
Diwovided byCDED qmyadePha=ca6n.FAX daud WMa 1994.

So PMm Ndl de h_dW& dt k CGwn i Sdd _u EIlwfc. d lo RqabIc DBkuinidaa, DECON
; RFMUUC, 194;CDEDimummde Paifl.eIu 10994.

Annex A provides fther dailed infraio on specific cs of he thamad
power ptin the Domiim Republic, includg number of uit sms, ag, boie
characteis, ad fud datL

2.14 Condition of the Power Secto

The rwiabi of the elcic supply in th Domican Republic bas bem seadwl dning
ove the past deca. Blous md brwouts ae a comon occurnne. May
busns awe forcd to instal their own gneating capbilitie or suffer sewvrc economic
losses. The EA tm vised seccted epstive plant in March 1994. Thes plants
rUpeset a vary of power yps (team and gas-trbie. diesel, amd bydm), fu Myps.
and geographic lcation (see Table 2-3). Recon at each plant consisted of visal
obseions and itrview with pla man and operating peasonnel, which
confirned the finings pesend in previo awies conducd by DECON' and Thc
Woald BanE' TMm low aity of the powe sem can lgdy be amibuted to
inadeqte or deferred maintenance and old or obsolet quipment As Table 2-1 and
Table 2-2 show. the comts available caaty has been reduced to about 843 MW (703
MW from CDE and 145 MW pucsed). With an c ted pea deand of 1o097 MW'
in 1994, CDE has a capacity deficit of almost 250 MW at presen

' LA SOiaua Euw Y#yPecmnPAvjWapd. DECORmp.IDi.WIr UmWA Pl&mNaiad& p
dc.Giak Ed Sine RiiwesRu,alD.uuru, DUNImiml Rg. Mac 3594.

' UNDPJWIId mkE SutM.ggeum usa wmu c W4AP)e_a 5mdPuaDivie
zqatDm,aiw wlaic -IwsdOpiisu hEaer S Dr. May D9L

DuuE.iw~ Much 1994.
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Table 2-3 List of Plants Visited During In-Country Survey March, 1994

1 NUEDER_
OPMG UN=I

PUr NM PANT PLANT TYE A AVAILAL EL TE POUAMON
LOCATON CAPACITY CONTROL

Itabo Santo Doniingo Stamn Tunin Unit 1 - 0 MW Fuel OI li or Cydone
Unit - 125 MW Coal Chearer for 01

burring); ESP
(for mal
burninog; puls
jet bgbu in

ESP =d oyclone

Hals Saneo Domingo Stem Turne Unit 1 - 48 MW Fuel oa Di6 None
Udtn2 t OMW
Unit 3 - 36 MW
Unt 4-52 MW

.___[________ [Unit 5 -70 MW

r_ unt a - 0MW

rmno~~ PuertePla_~ IjU :12 LIW I
am Pedro af Son Poro de -swan-ursauro -rrn ii *puei -Ol EU unit 1 - cyclone

Macm_ Maced. ____OMW __ _

In Santo Domningo G Turbin Unit 1 - 19.0 MW Fuel 0m152 None
Unit 2 - 23.0 MW

S Po do Sn Pdro de sr li FI ii J6 t 3 I-- CydW

Urid 2 - 23.0 MW 
Unit3- 0MW F
Udt4- 0MW

ibeque Sante Domingo Gos Turbine Unit 1 - 1S.0 MW Fue Oil 52

Udt 6 - 5.71 MWI _

Wiii Santo Domingo Diesel Engine Unit 1 - . 71 MW Fuel Ca 115- None

Unht 7 - 5.71 MW |Dndb 

. ~~Uit 3-L571 MW Fuele 01 12

4 Vaidmja Valdesie rHydmlcu UWit 1 - 27.0 MW I Not Not Appliable
J ~ ~ ~ ~~~ Un 2 i- 27.0 M1W Ap cable I

A progmam of preventive maintcnance does not exist and necsary repir have not bee
c eied out for extended periods. The low system availability prvents CDE from being able
tD take any plants out of service for normal maintenance except for very short peiods. These
outages are geneally of an emergency nate and repais e usually limited to those needed
to retr the unit to serviceD CE's wcak financial situation limits. tbe amount of money
available for maintenance. Cmrently, with seven plants out of sevic for refurbishment,
CDE is forced tD delay major maintenance on opeating plants, tihus rasing the risk of more
frequent breakdowns.

The poor condition of the t isn and distrbuton systems also contributes significanty
to the poor deliery of elctric servic Lack of protectve device, overloaded circuits, and
undersized equipment lead to frequent breakdowns. Total losses in the tansmision and
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distribution system have isen from over 32 prcent in 1990 to almost 39 perent in 1993'.
These unsmission systen losses requie CE to have a higher available capacty an would
be required for an adequately designed and maintained tansmission and distribution network.

2.1.5 Power Needs of the Dominican Republic

Durn 1993, the ton Dominican Republic's power sectr energy supply was amay
5,434 Gigawat-hours (GWh).7 For the same year, te toa energy dmd was
approximately 6,523 GWh. The otal enemrgy deficit for the year 1993 was approximately
1,089 GWh.

The forecasted powe demand for the years 1993 through 2015 is shown in Exhibit 2-2.
Histrically, CDE has been unable to safisfy its system demand. In vie of this situaion, the
GODR has aen the necmswy steps to increase the available capacity and avilabiity in the
near term and the long term.

La Siunci6n Ek_A= y Prycatos Pncipls. DECON Rqao, Debr, I993.
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Exhibit 2-2 Forected Peak Power Demand

amD M-MnUf It of'
demnd gwwlh 

2 a

jA d=i' I X|g

Soune DEOtY =m R . Pt(n Nwou de Expans de la Geamcidn del SiLea EMakv de

La Repdblica ZDomicana Maxh 1994.

2.1.5.1 NeWD

To improve the abilitY of the system to meet the near term demands of the sotn, CDE has
planned to add 744.5 MW of avale capacity during 1995.' 397.5 MW will be un:ed to
the system as a result of the rehabilition of seven steam and gas_turbine power plants (Itabo
1L Haina 2, Santo Domingo 8, Puerto Plaz 2, Los Mina 3 & 4, and Barahona). CDE wi1l
purhase an additonal 275 MW from three private compae: 185 MW from Smith
Coenrtion , 50 MW fom Comipaia de Eecicddad dePUert Plta at thir
exanded plant at Wrti, and a ely 40 to 50 MW from the CoDpljo Milirpwco
Domiicmno (MErALDOM). Finally, fte compledon of the 42 MW steam sation at
Batahona and fth 30 MW hydroelec plant at tio Blanc wil add= adit l 72 .
If this ambtious pam is xecxuted as plnned, th power suply wold exceed the

La SiMn !w_lcay fttsiaa ?f*cea DPCON Repos, Deoanr. 1993.
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projeced demands for the years 1995 and 1996 and eliminte the deficit that CDE has faced
during the past decade.

To provide sufficent system mserve, power supples for the future and needed backup in case the
plmned reili program is delayed in coming on-line, the WB and lDB are providing a loan
package to the Dominican Republic to cover the cost of two additonal 125 MW power plants. Four
prionty sites have been identfied for the locaion of these plants (see Exhibit 2-3).

At the same ime that CDE is engaged in bringing more capacty onto the pow generation system,
it has begun a program to rehabilitate the distribution networks and substations in Santo Domingo,
Saniago and 10 other prncipal cities. This program is epected to cost nearly US$104 million for
the constuction of new Iransmission lines and substations.

2.1.5.2 Tlherai.w = Caa x,MIQn.fl

CDE has initiated the preparato of the Power Sector Expansion Plan for the Dominican Republic.
The prmay objecives of the Dominican Republic Power Expansion Plan ae to cort the power
gneration defidt by adding addidonal installed capacity and inceasing the distribution effciency by
upgrding rnsmission lines and substations. At the time of preparation of this EA, only the Interi
Report of the plan was avalable. An avenge demamd grwth of 5.1 percent per yer, and
retremet of the older, less efficient power plant now in operation during the period of this plan
are assumedi The Plan calls for new plant additins by the year 2010 on the basis of these
assumptions, as shown in Table 24.

Table 24 Planned Power Plant Capadty for 2010, Dominican Republic

Year Number and Capacity of Units

1996* 2 x 125 MW
1998 2 x 125 MW
2000 1 x 250 MW
2003 1 x 250 MW
2005 1 x 250 MW
2010 2 x 250 MW

TOTAL 9 for 1,250 MW

Sourc: Plan Naaonal de Epwuidn de la Generacz5n del Sise Eldico de la jep4blica
Dominca, DECON Inteim Report, March 1994.

*The Interim Rept states that the two new plants would be opeational by 1996. With construction
start anticipatd for late-1995, actual operation is more hlkely in 1998 unless a fully built plant is
brought on-site sooner.

9 Plan Nacidnah deXpIIaMDde l O.soidn dli Sim= Elmico deli Rpis blic _ Domican DEON
lands Repo Mwh UC
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The Interim Report does not describe the additions to the supporting infrasrcre that will
have to be added for these new plants. The capacity of the transmission and distribution
system will have to be increased in tion to the increase in system power cpacity. Such
factor as the devlopment of fuel and waste tansport systms will also have to be included
in the Expansion Plan. Plant opeating and mainenance personnel and mangers will have to
be lied and ftained. Tbe avail y and need for in-country repir and maintace
fcies have to be invetgatd.

2.2 EXSTING ENVIRONNTAL DIPACM NORMS

Envronmental Impact Norms or Stadards are promulgated for two prmary reasons:

* To prwvide a means of m ung xisting enmental quality

* To pwvide the basis for measuring and controling enmental impact

Impwct norms bave been published by the ollowing types of rganizafions:

* nrna l o iations such as Tbe World Bank and the World Health
Oranizatio

* National U.S. ornizations such as te USEPA

Envonmental impact norms are presented for the following media:

3 Water quality nms

- Solid waste management norms

* Air quality norms

Environmental impact norms are usually applied by an agency cbarged with the regulaon of
a certai en ntal sector. The envo tal quality of an area or region can be
meaulred by comparing field measurements of specific pollutant concentafions at
reprsentatv so in the regio with the mental norms. If the
measurements yield values apachng or higher than fte standard, then the envinnta
quality of th region is comidered threatned or poor. In the case where standards do not
eist, during the ealy stage of a new environmental manag t program, goals, policies,
and aopriate mnamt prcs can be adopted to achie envimnmental objectives m
the interim. Progres is then measured by accptance and implemetafion of the
recommanded goals and prtces.

Many nations have adopted envmental impact norms based onreco nmmndations
developed by the United Nations World Health Orgniztion, The World Bank, and the U.S.
Environmenl Proon Agenc (USEPA). Of thes, the USEPA norms are the most

compreheive, wi a srog scientific foudation based soidly on resarch,
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experimentation, and fid measuremts. The World Bank has also published industry
specific environmental guidance for development projects.'0

2.2.1 Air Quality Impact Norms

Air qualhy related norms or sadards are of two ypes: enission and ambient. Emission
stndards apply to allowable linits of specific pollutants emitted from a stack or vent, and
ambient standards pertain to allowed concentaions of pollutants in the ambient air to protet
public health and welfaxe. All World Bank projects requir that for new plants, specified
ambient air quility concen-tratios downwind of these plants must not be exceeded. Also, the
USEPA has set ambient air standards based on health effects to humans and on
environmental effects on plants and matrals.

The ambient air qualty standards that will be used to assess the impacts of existing and
future power plant projets are defined below.

Table 2-5 Ambiet Air Qualit Standards (Concentration in pgIm)

Pollutanit TiMe Avg. World Bank USEPA
so, 3 r. - 1300

24 hr. 250
annual 100

NO. annual 100 100
PM,. 24 hr. - 150

I____ _ annual o 50
co Ihr. 40,000

_______________ 1 8 hr. __ __ 10,000

2.2.2 Water Quality Impact Norms

Water pollution control is typically not one of ihe major components in power plant design
and planning. Howev, water quality consi erations are important in the following specific
areas:

* Water availability, use, and recycle

* Faciity watr and waste water teament system design

* Water quality of the receiving body of water

* Impact of thermal discharges on aquatic and marine biology

30 Evirome Guideies. the Wod DBunk, Om of Euviofulv Affairs, Wasftm D.C., US, (July
19m4).
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* Impact on human health and the environment from the discharge of unteated sanitary
wastes

Environmental impact norms applied to liquid wastes take Iwo general forms:

R Receiving water standards applicable to fresh and marine water bodies

'Discharge limits that are pollutant-specific and are attanable only by pre-treatrnznt of the
waste stream. Included in with the full range of -herizal pollutants are restrictions on the
tempalure differnce between the waste stream and the receiving wax'r at the point of
discharge.

Apart from discharges of sanitary waste, other liquid efflunts from industrial plants consisE
principally of cooling water and waste by-products from the process or other sources which
may contain dissolved or suspended constituents. Process cooling is ar, -ntegral part of the
power plant operations. This water is maintained at specific pH and quaity levels as required
by equipment specifications. It generally is not in contact with any of the waste-generating
operatons within the 1--ant, but the surfaces with which At comes in contact may be coated
with corrosion-inhibiting and anti-fouling compounds. These compounds may contamn
chroniates, tins, and copper which can wash into the coctirig water. The resulting effluent
therefore can contain these metals as well as being elevated in temperature.

As a general guideline for World Bank projects (World Bank, 1984), effluent temperatues
should not be more than 3 °C higher than that of die receiving waters. Where the receiving
water temperatures are at 28 'C or less, the effluent temperatre may be a maximum of 5 °C
above that of the receiving waters. In cases where maintaining these differentials cause
excessive increases in project costs or is determined to cause undue harm to fisheries or other
aquatic life, the maximum allowable temperature may be determied from the following
equation (World Bank, 1984):

TM = OT + URLT-OT
3

Where: T. - Maximum allowable stream temperature after mixing
OT = Optimum temperature For species affected

URLT= Ultimate recipient lethal temperature for species affected

It is assumed that the maximum allowable temperatre would be protective of the most
sensitive spe ies or appropnate target species or Bfe stage.

2.2.3 SoliC Waste Management Norms

Solid waste impact norms generally take the form of recommended waste management
practices intended to reduce or eliminate the migration of harmful substances from waste
disposal areas tz- the environment. Contaminant migration from a waste site occurs directly
via the air pathway as windborne dust, or indirectly oy leaching of chemicals into the
surrounding soil and ground water, and by chemical reaction within the waste mass ffiat

2-10 Ezzvironmenta Assessmentfor the Dominican Republic Power Sector
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raults in the production of secondary gseous and liquid pollutants that have the potential to
migrate offsite.

Solid wastes are divided into four major categmies:

* Hazardous wastes

* Non-hazardous wastes

* Radioactive wastes

* Mixed wasts

Each category of solid waste has its om rules and regulatons for handing, transp, and
disposal Hazardous and non-hazardous soLid wastes am considered herein. World Bank

m_ umded solid waste mt pracices are presentd below. USEPA solid wast
managemen guidein, which are more com nsive than those of The World Dank, are
also prested below.

Proper location and opeion of disposal sites are the principal factors in handling solid
wasts. Impropery opeated disposal aras can result in noxious odors caused by
decmposg material; ase in disease carries (e.g., baeria, rts, and flies); increased
lit, truck Waffic and nois; and posble dust movment. Dust can create a problem at
dumP sites that are comply dry. These sites should be mroutily watered, kept to a
minimum, or liminted, depending upon their composiion and the environment srunding
the disposal site.

Solid wastes from industry often pose special problems such as noradabiy (plastics)
and toxicity (chemical residues). In establishing disosal methods, solid wastes should be
clasinfied and rated as t their effcts, such as human toxicity; gpund water conaminaion;
biodegradability; and mobility. Cbemical, physical, and biological methods are normally used
to analyze air and water effluents from solid waste dispos areas.

The siting, construction, and opertion of a soLd waste disposal site are specific to the
anticipated waste steam. The type of waste (eg., hardous, non-hazardous), handing
technology, and disposal site limitaions (e.g., size, proximity to other uses) are used to
deermne the way in which the site would be managed. Sites should be desgned and
operated to prevent or minimize air emissions, such as methane, and liquid emission, such
as contaminated suface runoff and leachate. Soi gas colection systems, runoff colecUrs,
and leachat collection systms can be mcorporated into the design phase to assure that
contminant migration does not occur offsite. Additionally, compaction of the wastes and
daily cover with materals such as clay or bentonite also aid in sequeing onminant.

Facilities must remedy relases that thraten human bealffi and the envnment (called
Scorrective action"). Correcve action may be required through the permitting process or
through an nfment order.

Em'rwwal Assesmmjbr the Domicn Repubq c Power Sector 2-11



The extenve liHeratwe availble from the USEPA provides comprehensive guidance on the
managenient, teatment, and disposal of various forms of solid waste.

2.3 ENVIRONMIENTAL IMPACTS OF EIMSTING POWER PLANTS

The fowing sectios present the environmental impacts of the power sector in accordance
with World Bank Opaional Directive 4.01. In keeping with these assessment guidelines,
tis secdo focuses on the environmental problems specific to the power sector. The
assessment is based on a ertative sample of seleoed wost case power plants located
throughout the Dominican RepubLic where field visits and inte s were conducted. A list
of the selected facilities is shown in Table 2-3 and descripdons of plant seifiations are
included in Annex A.

Consistent with the focus of the Power Sectr Expnsion Plan, currently under preparation,
the main focus of this EA is on poe genaion from temodectric power plants.
Howeve, because 26 percent of the power generation in the Domin Repubic is produced
by y ic facilies, a hydrolectric plant, Vadesia I and I, was visited by the EA
team. The following impacs genrally resolt from the construction and opemion of
hydroelectric plants:

* Watr Quality. The most prvasive adverse impats of hydmelecic plants are associated
with water quality. Water quality can be affeed by increased seimention resuting
from induced erosion remains in the bed of water course and elsewhere in the wateshed
area, due to road building and clearance of vegetation; logging, and cuiation by people
who have moved into the watsed areas as a result of the construction of the dam
pect. Watr quality may also be adversely impaed by salt accumulation,
eutophicaton frm weeds and biomass decay, increased urbidity, and pollution from
agrcultura, industrial, and hum wastes.

* Biology. Aquatic biology, such as fisheries, is adversely affected by degraded water
quahty. Teestrial biology is adversely impacted by clearing and inundation of trecs and
vegeton necesay for project constiucon. Hydroelectic fahilities can also result in the
reductin of biological diersty and desuion of endangered species.

* Land Use/Social. The adver impacts associated vnth fte change in land use direcy or
indirectly caused by the presence of hydroelectric facilities include the reduction of
recreation and fishing opprmtunities, population influx, and linlkd social ects, including
health, securty, and impat on local culture. Health impacts ofen include water-reled
diseases such as schisto , onchoceciasis, encephalitis, and malaria.

* Air Quality. Adverse air pollution impacts attributed to fugitive dust causums occur only
duing facility costuction. Because the constton period can last for sevral years, is
is a persnt impact which can adversely affect sensitive receptors. Howev, ther are
typically no adverse air quity impacts during plat opeato.
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The Valdesia I and II Plant, which was operating in 1993 at less than 50 percent of instlled
capacity, is constrained by the arid conditions in the Dominican Republic in the past five
years. The resrvoir is very low and the river bed below the dam is dry for a long stretch.1

Other conditions obseved or reported by CDE officials at the plant were a ignificant
amount of erosion at the river banks, loss of vegetation, and a sgnificant amount of silt
accumulation in the river.12 lhe lack of wat tends to exabate the potential impacts of
hydroplant opecation. For example, the effects of siltaion on overall water quality in the
river are more smev when the total amount of water is reduced. This impact in tum
adversely affcs the habitat necessary for the suival of fish.

When nsibiities for gatherng base data, planing, and monitoring impacts of
hydroeectric plants are re-affirmed or modified, a country-wide program sbould be
implemented by the ageny entusted with this charge. Any ecomm ions for mitgating
existing impacts (e.g., re-vegetation) would require site-specific studies to identify the
impacts and design the mitigation programs.

2.3.1 Air Quality

The impact on air quality is determined by evaluating the relationship of maximum
concentrations at nmd level to ambient air qualit stndards.

This sectin presents an assessment of the air quality inpacs from the opertion of existng
fossil-fueled power geneaton faciLities in the Dcmimcan Republic. These power plants differ
widely in age, type, and physical condition. Maintenance practices are garally deficient and
tbe plants visited do not appea to be efficiently run. Tbe newer plants, such as Wartsil in
Puerto Plata, Los Mum, and Itabo are in better condicon than the older faciites, but the
plants also exhibit signs of neglect and low maintenance.

The only pollution onmtrols on fte eisting facilities are cyclones and electrostatic
rcipitaors (ESPs) on te coal burng plants to reduce partculate matter emissions (except

for Itabo, which has a baghouse). There is no control of sulfur dioxide emissions at these
faities. The sulfur content of the coal is about 1 percent by weight, and for oil, the average

sulfu content is less th 3 percent; but the No. 6 heavy oil, which is also used, can be as
high as 4.25 percent. Light oils burned in trbines contain less than 1 pecent sulfur.

In te absence of quantitative ar quality measurements, visual observations indicate that air
quality in the Dominican Republic appes to be good. Generally the high ventilation rates
chiarais ic of the Caribbean trade wind reme dilute air pollutants and carry them out to
sea. However, particulate matter emissions from plants firi=tg coal have occasionally resulted

Beaums dab and szudies on acrtwtt eondiions oksir and in ms affd by hydrolctric fiiies vae not
poded by INDRHI, ipeds on con am not eunabud

D2unmcsion wi_h plat mae and Edmurdo Mutez, CDE, Marc 11. 1994.
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m nuin reports of fly ash and fugitive dust in the local communities (see Ehibit 2-4).
Because of the Jack of air quality monitoring data for fte island, disPersion modeling is
cared out to assess the impacts of exitng facilites. This impact analysis is described in th.e
followng sections.

2.3.1.1 JmagLAssamstMgJmgy.

The ipac of enms from exitng and future fossi fuel power plants on loca air
quality are determined by quanifying emissions from the plants based on reported oprating
dcacteistics, and culating ambient air concentraions thmugh the use of atmospheric
dispersion models. To quantify the mpacs, the following methodology is used:

1.) Emission tate for a given plant am calulated using USEPA emission fators repoted
in the document AP42 (EPA, 1985), multiplied by the opeating rate. The emissin
facts in AP-42 are based on emission mets made on a large number of
plants opeating dtoughout the U.S. In the calculation, actual opating rtes are used
and are expfssed in gams per seond as input to disperion models. Detil plant
opcng chaeristics and emissin estmates are given in Annex B.

2.) In order to identify the plats repreting te worst case air quality impacts, the
emissions from all the fossil-feled power plants in the Domincan Republic were
estimaed via caulation. The 1993 emissions fim these plants are summanzed in
Table 24, pressed in pounds of pollutant per hour. Table 2-6 shows that two plants,
Itabo and Haina, have much greater emissions than the oes. Since these two plants
rqpesent te worst case air quality impats, they were selected for dispersion modeling
and subsequent impact analysis.

3.) Maximum one-hour averag ground-level concentrafions of S0, NO,, and PM,o are
calculatd using the EPA atmospheric dispersion model SCREEN 2 (Version 92245).
To obtain multi-hour averages, the one hour concentations ar miutiplied by wind
meander abctors recommended by EPA. The Itabo and the Haina plants are modeed
sepately, since they ac sepated by sevral miles ith lihtlc opporunity for plume
overlap, under the given wind regime.

4.) It should be noted that emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) were not included in the
modeling or analysis, since levels are extremely lc'w as compared with the odter
pollutants and would not cause significant inmats.

5.) Tbree meteological scenarios are considered in the modeling analysis, assuming worst
case stable conditions, moderate, and high ventiation somaris. However, the wos
case is higy unlikly due to the typical tade wind regme.

6.) The tot ambient air concentraton is determined by adding the caluated m
downwind cocentaion to a background pollutant conentrtation. In de absence of
ambient air quality data in the Dominicn Republic, the backgrund levels are based on
1991 monitoring data for San Juan, Puerto Rico.
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7.) This total ambient air concentraion is tested for significance by comparing it to the
USEPA ambient air quality standards presented in Secdon 2.2.1.

Table 2-6 Fdsmated 1993 Emissions from Fosdl-Fueled Power Pbnts (lbs./hr.)

PLANT SO.2 NO, PMI,

Itabo (oi 3774 586 249
(COW) 954 12 582

Haima 7578 1176 _SO

Sant Domingo 364 56 24

Puerto Pala 711 110 47

Son Pedro de Micors 1005 156 66

Ies. Mia -761 100 10

Trmbequc 1 580 77 B

Los Min 761 100 10

T_nbequ 2 580 877 

San Pedro de Macris 422 56 6

Santiago 148 20 2

Falcon Bsidge 1716 206 110

Wairt 1098 54 5

2.3.1.2 IImALtefxt Facilit

Maximum downwind concen ons for the existing power plants were calculated using fte
EPA model SCREEN 2 for a typical meteoologic case, a bigh ventilafon ase, and for
worst case meteorological condifions. Maximum pollutant concntrations were below the
ambient standard (witin acceptable levels) for all facilities eept the 24-br SO% standard at
the Haina plant. This ambient standard would be exceeded downwind of the Haina plant
under wost case stable melogical conditions. lt should be noted, however, that ftis
condition rarely occurs in this region.

The existng operating rates of all the plants range from 20 percent of insmaled acity to 75
pent. The Haina and Itabo plants are opeting at a range of 40 to 50 percent of instlled
capacity. If all the plants in the system were to opwea at 75 percent of capacity (a typical
load capacity for plants in the U.S. is 80 percent), all the plants exept for Haina and Falcon
Ridge would be within acceptable leves for all pollutants. (See Table 2-7 for Itabo plant.)
Haina would continue to exceed the SO2 24-hr standard and would also exceed the SO%
3-hour standard under the worst case stable merological onditions. (See Table 2-8 for
Raina Plant) This is considered to be a significant adverse impam Falcon Ridge, which is
now opeating at 20 percent capacity, would emit 6435 lbs./hr. of SO at 75 percent of
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Table 2.7 Air Emksdon Comwntulrod at the Iabo P taut (Plgmi
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installed capacity, wbich would exceed the SO2 24-hr smdard, but would not exceed the
3-hour siandard. This is considered to be an adverse but not significant impac.

Mitigation measures described in Section 6.1.I would have to be implemented to reduce the
impacts to gnificant levels.

Table 2-8 Air Emission Concentations at the lain Plant (pg#m)

FUELYPE FUEL O-L

Mutefigrotulal Typical | igb Vlation Wosut Case
Conditia

Polluta SO N0 PUB, SO NOs PM, SOS NO, PM3
3k 24k ana 24k 3kr 1 24 annal 24kr 3br 24kr anal 24k

Backrud 8 a 8 5 35 8 8 5 35 8 8 5 35

?aimUToyul 322 143 10 44 253 1179 42 929 41721 62

Ambiem 1300 250 100 IO 10 250 10 I0 130 2 100 1

UP Assumes Wan Cam Meea og nd 425 wt % =fw fue
Based n USEPA stndards. ept for the 24-r. SOWd Bank sandrd

2.3.2 Water Quality and Biology

2.3.2.1 Water OnuLity

The impact on water quality is deemined by evalting the degree to which liquid and
thermal discharges from the plant facilities affect basel (existing) levls of seected
chemical constituents and water tempatu and directly impact biological resources.

Industrial discharges m the Dommican Republhc are not reguatd to any great extent and are
not subject to rigorous revie agnt regulatory gidelines. In interiews with engineers
from CDE, it is apparent that only dinking water supplies are monitored on a regular basis.
It appears that monitonng at idustr facilities, such as at the existing power plants, is
conducted to ensure that the cooling water is within operational gidelines for the plant itself,
but not to determine compliance with onmental or other reglawry sandards.

There is, therefore, no apparent do tation on the quality of the cooling water discharge
or any of the other discharges that are released from the existg power plants. In addition,
relative volumes, flow rates, and sources of any otier lquid wases from the plants is
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difficult to determne. With th shortcomings ta into conside ion, no quantfiable
impacts to water quality can be detmined; only qualitative assessments can be made.

It is possible that significant themal plumes are being created in the Iguamo Rir and m the
ocean through disharges from the San Pedro de Malorts and Itabo plant, respectivly.
During the site visits in February 1994 by the EA team, it was observed that the cooling
water effluent was steaming dgnificantly and the air temperatur at the outfall was noticeably
warmer dtan the surrounding vicinity. During an April 1994 visit to San Pedro de Macoris,
he intake water tempeature was 28.1 °C and the discharge was 35.8 °C. Acowding to the
plant workers, the intake water teperature averages 31 'C in the summer and 28 to 29 'C
in the winter. Cooling wate dih empa supposedly average 32 'C throughout
the ye. It is not nowwn, however, if the tares observed and quoted are
representive of other power plants in the Dominican Republic.

The general practice in the Dominican Republic is for cooling water to be discharged directy
ino the reciving wats. In the absence of any disharge point dfus or cooing towers,
tere is most likely a signifiant rise in ambient water temts adaent to the cooling
water effluent. This plume may remain buoyant for a distnce fom the discharge point and
reman satified and unmixed. In calm water, the plume may remin ummixed for a
onsideable distance, but that distane can deese with incased wid and currents

causing tubulence and miing.

The use of bracldsh to marine wates for cooling may lad to the fouling or clogging of
supply pipelines, oonduits, or tubing by the gmwth and evenua encrustng of manne algae
and invenrtbe on this equipment A standard prctice for removing this maeal is the use
of some type of biocide, suh as hypochlorite or chlorine. It is possible that these compounds
ae being used at the exisig ficilities and then being disharged into th receiving waters
without rent to neutlie the chorine.

Heavy metals may be leaching frm vaious sources at the existing facilities. Heavy metals
may originate fom corrosion of pipes caused by exposue to the marine water, leaching from
impoperly disposed fly ash, or ee biocides that are copper-based. The specific constituents
and concentrations in the effluent and receing water are unkown.

Surfice water runoff from the xisting sites apparently is collected in some type of drauiage
system and discharged direcdy to the receiving water This runoff would originate from any
of the paved aras (parldng lots, loading arms, storage sites) and unvegeted vant land
around the sites, thereby possibly contributing concentrations of any of the chemicals used at
te plants, such as oils, grese, and sspended solids. It does not appear that there are any
settling basins, grea traps, or monitoing locats assodated with the discharge lines.
Because the drainage system is open, it is likely that any sewer wastes such as waste oils,
lubncants, solvents, and dleanes are disposed into the system. Storap areas for sodium
hydrmoide and sufuric acid are not egregatd from the rest of the plant and thus any spillage
of these chemals most lily also flows inbt these drains.
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The dock at the San Pedro de Macois site sows edence of oil spillage during fuel transfer
operations (see Exhibit 2-5). This is evidenced by a heavy coating of black oil residue on the
dock. According to the plant workers, it does not appear that there are oil spill prevendon or
contngey plans in place dung fuel handlng. Any pillage thien goes uncoLleded and
unaed into the Iguamo River, treby comiating the srounding waters and sediments
with various petroleum hydbons.

The coal pile at the Itabo site is completely open to the elemts and not sumoded by any
strucures that would contain surface water runoff from the pie. There are no appart
drainage systems ring the coal pile. It is most likely tat in heavy rains, coal dust is
washed from the pile and dtansported to the surounding suface wates o ocean

The ash disposal area at Itabo, as described in Secion 2.3.3 "Sold Waste Disposa, is
inadequatly degned to hande this type of waste. Due to the slope of the site and
unresticted dipol of unknown wastes and ash from the power plant, the surface water
tunoff from the diposal area is likldy to be highly conmatd with vaious heavy metals
fom the ash and possibly organic compounds from te unknown waste, as shown in Exhibit
2-5.

2.3.2.2 Bak=

Terrestrial Biology. Because guiddines for th prtton of biological resouces are still in
the dt stge wihin ct Dominican Republic, exsting power faities were
completed witout consideratin of the impacts to trial foa and fauna Therfore, it is
not known whetber the existing plants wer bilt in significant habits of any sensitive or
speci stats plan or animal

The only impact to leerial biology that is appat from a visual obsevatin is associated
with ash disposal at the Itabo site (see EhiSbit 2-5). The disposal areas have not been cared
of nabve vegezation and they acpt not only ash but a mixture of other solid waste mateals
as well. The vegetation remaining on the site does not wpear to be healthy and is aily
being coved by the waste. Leaching of ontaminants frm the asb and other waste occurs
with subsequent uptake by the vegetation both on and off site. This may lead to the
bioaccumulaton of con ina such as heavy metls in roots, stems, leaves, and seeds, all
of which can be eatn by the loc funa. Ingestion of the contminated vegetation can lead
to biomagification of th chemicals in higher tphic levels, which could eventually lead
to adverse population and communty ecs m, for example, local birds and mammals.
These effects can include repoductive failure, reduced viability of young, deformities, and
eventual loss of the more sensitive 

Aquatic Biology. As with the terstil biblogical resources, enironmetal regations
concernig te protection of aquatic rces have not been adopted. In addio, no surveys
have bee conducted in the in areleving wate amnmd any of the cxisting power facilities.
With this lack of it is difficlt to detemine the type and magnitude of impacs
due to he do ixing plan. It can be assumed, howev, that with the degraded wate quality
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being discbarged from tie hEflities, the resources of the receiving waters are being adversely
ft=W

It appears tha there may be a significant thermal load from the cooling water effluent
discharged into the receiving waters. Without monitoring, however, it cannot be deumined
whether this has significant biological effect. Some fisheries agencies in other countries, such
as the island of Cyprus in the Mediteanean Sea, allow for a discharge to be up to 10 *C
above ambient temperat. It is not known whether this temperatur differetial above the
ambient level is withint toleance ranges of the fishes prent in the waters surounding
the Dominicm Republic. There is, however, anecdotal evidence from the plnmt workers at
San Pedro de Macors that local fishermen are very successul at catching fish near the
thermal plume caused by the ooling water dfluent discharg

In additi to the inpacts to aquatic resources caused by contaminants in the water colhm,
it is likely that various fishes ae being impinged or aught up gint the intake screens.
Othr fishes may be sucked through the scens and become entrained in the intake systm.
IF intae suc are located in important fisheries habitats, this may be having a
deleteious effect on fish populions in te localized area.

2.3.3 Solid Waste Disposal

Solid waste dsposal impacs -e deaerned by evaluating the extent to which disposal
methods adversey affect soil, grund, and surface water quaity, and create a potential public
health haard which poses a thr to people, animal, or plant populatins in the affected
ara

The soLd waste disposal praccs in the Dominican Republc power sector follow no specific
relations or technical guidelines. The two pmary Lid wast strms prduced fom
power geneation at eisting plants are coal ash and sludge matial claned from fuel storag
tank. As demonstrated at the Itabo disposal site in Exhibit 2-6, wasts are indisciminately
discharged on land with little attention to siting cnteria and subsequent eital
impacts to both the natral and human ennment. The ae both direct and indiret
advse envinn al cts resultng fom the current dipol practces. The dirct
impacts are contmiion of soil surface and groundwaters, which may be sucoeed by
contamination of the food chain, and contaminato of present and futur drining water
supplies.

The lack of control over solid wastt streams is the largest cause of impacts reld to
improper sold wast disposal in the power sectw and is exacerated by the absence of data
regarding waste quantities and thdir chi comtions. No on-site chemical analyses are
conducted on soid wastes and the specific chemical compostion is indefiite. Since the
quantity of wastes geated in the powe sect is not systeatilly recorded on a
plant-by-plant bais, the total disposed quant is also unlmown. In the absence of anadytical
data and public bealth studies, it is uCertain to what degree thee hahazard disoal
pracices have already impcted the natural i t and subsequently human health.
Further, this lack of quantifion makes the efects on the human and natual env
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greatly unpredictable. A potential problem, tereore, may not be noticed untl it becomes a
serious dueat to the envronment and human health. As the country develops its power sector
and other sectors, these existing effect will only inutensify as waste stm increas and
dvesify.

Despite the deficit of quantified data, some generl impact conclusions can be drawn for each
of the potential solid waste streams.

2.3.3.1 CoalAs

The compostion of ash from the coal-fired plnts in the Dominic Republic is dqpendent
upon type of feed coal, boiler c, and, firing tperatme. Partidce size is
determined by firing conditions and pollution control efficin. The prnmary coal source for
existing coal-fired plants is Colombian coal which is of medium quaity. A lhgher quality of
coal would genere a lower quantity of ash. There are dhee basic types of ash botom
ashlulag, mechanical hopper ash, and fly ash. Fly ash caured by deltstatic preipitatrs;
(ESPs) is the most comm in the power sct. Althoughchemica om s vay,
heavy metals are always present m the fly asIL

Although col ash is geray nsidered non-bazardous in the U.S. when prerly disosed,
it contans substnces that are cble in potentay toic quantties. Since no chemical
analyses have been conducted on the ash disposed on land sites thoughout the country, it is
unknown whether the ash should be cosidered hazdous. The toxcity c e s of the
ash leachates are, rfore, also unknown. The levls of elemental concentins ash
leachat vary codeably in U.S. studies and leaching patrns are different for the elments
deeding on the solubility propties of the csituents. Sdies in fte U.S. havre
demonstated thIe leaching pottal of metls such as lad, aric, barium, cadmium,
chromium, mercury, silver, and selenium in toxic quantities."3

Current ash disposal practc in ihe Dominican Rpublic power secto, as demonstred at
the Ilabo disosal site, are direcly impactng the natu environment by conmini the
soil and th impacting vegetation growth cycles (see Exhibit 2-5). Heavy metal
concntrations may be leaching into he groumd and suface waters, adversely affecting
biological resou . Furtder, the uncontrolled drainage at the Itabo disposal site may be
significantly impactig the coastline by cnnaig the seawater and adversely affcting
the biological resource the. The reidents near fte Itabo disposal site may be diretly
impacted as they are permitd to travel the road aacent to the site and scavenge fte site for
food. They may be diecty ingesting the ash.

Seondary or indirect impat may also reslt fom ash dipos practices. Present and fiue
drinkig wat supplies may be cominated by mel concentrations leaching first mto
ground watr rwSurce and eventuany migrating to surface wates. As observed at the Itabo
dispos sdie, animals such as pigs, goats, cows, and chicken wander this area in search of

3 EPi. 19; Tupd MW.. 1930.
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food and are likly ingesting die ash directy. In additon, due to the probability of the uptk
of beavy metals by plants, the animals are likely conamnatd by this route as well. As the
metals bioaccumulate up the food chain, these aimls, which are sources of food and milk
for neaby resdents, are conuminated witi tiese potenily hazardous metals such as lead,
vanadium, and chromium.

2.3.3.2 Siudg

In power plants usg oil as the pmary or sondary fuel source, an asphaltic material is
removed from on-site fud storage tnks when the tanks are sporadically cleaned. The sludge
material indispled in open pits (see Exhibit 2-6) or is punped directly frm
the tak into unined unde nd storage phs. The umanaged open pit disposal areas
observed at the Puerto Plata plant are locate next to the storage tanks on a hill with a
natral pe towars the sea. This disposal site is in dose proximity to residential
settement and a histric building, which is repordy a tor attrcon. At the Los Mmna
plant, the sludge is pumped diecty from the tans into unlined undgound pits where it is
free to contaminate the suounding soil and ground wat resouces.

This asphaltic or sludge matrial is a mixtue of the heavier hydrocarbons, relatively smaJl
amounts of water, and morgn mati such as sand. The potentmi upacts of these cumrt
disposal prctices tD soil and ground surfame wats depend on the quantity of sludge applied
to the land and the soil type, its pait, and attenuation capacty. GenerAly, many of
the higher hydrabos present in fte sludge matra have a low water solubility and adbere
sftrngly to the soil and awe thus not readily mobile in it It is possible, however, that
contaminants such as lead and vanadium leach into groundwater resurces. The affected soil
will not support any vegetation and sunounig vegtation may be destryed where
contaminants mirat The aff d sol will have an accum ion of metals such as
chromium, copper, lead, zinc, and vanadium. At existing fities, the lare quantities of
this material applied to the soil wM result in la accumuaion and therefore increase
migation of these conants to s unding soil and ground and, eventually, surface
wams.

2.3.4 Land UselSocial

Land uselsocia impacts are determined by evaluag the compatibility wfit surnding
uses; the ability of the site to accommodat the power plant in trms of tffic, nos, and
visual imacts; the effects on aesthete resources vi to areas with intensive tour and
recreational uses; and the availabiity of necessary inf such as access roads and
ports. Socia impacts ae determined by the relocation of existing residential and commercial
establishments, disruption of established comm ies, the hazards to public health, and the
effects on quality of life and changes to emloyment.

Thele are no lnd use ngement guidelins or procedures in the Dominican Republic, and
in their absence, non-industrial uses ar permitted adjacent to te power genaion fclitie.
The two uses most seriously affected by these land use pracices are resiti and
I reationatowrism.
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2.3.4.1 Residential

Although many plants are in prmarily indusri areas ad are dediat sites, sporadic
resdental setements such as sak or rundown deached homes occur along the facility
pemete fence line. For example, at Timbequ, shac ae located up against the fen line,
approxiMay S meters away from 2 gas-turbine geneators (see Exhibit 2-7); at the Santo
Domig plant, tie imm red area is industial n nate, yet resdental units surround the
plant and residents are permitted to use the plant access road; at San Pedro de Macomh,
resideial settemets are located just over the fence ine approximatey 500 metes away
from tfe plant Residential uses are also permitted next to diposl sites as observed at both
the Iabo ash disosal site and the Puerto Plain open pit disposal area, which is located in
close proxiity to resdenlial Wsements

2.3.4.2 Recreation-r<Usm

The aesthetic quality critical to the economic value of recreation and tourist areas is
advendy affected by the imrp siting of plants in proxmity to these areas. Thc most
strilng ample of this adves impact is the Puerto Plata plant located in an ara of
substantial tourism (see Exhfbit 2-7). Fuerte San Flipe, a hitorc building of turistic vWalue,
is locted only 15 meurs away from the plant boundaies, fu oil storage tanks and Ilrge
ope sludge pit Tbe plat is lcated approximady 500 meters south of fte Maecdn road
running along te rocky shrline and 200 metes west of the center of a town that is a point
of interest and shpping center for many visitors. Plnt emissions blow directly over the
town and the high stick and bowmsh plume of the Puert Plan plant, located atop a hill,
ae also visble from many tourist loain such as th hotels along the Coslamber and
sevral historic buildings.

Although the extent to which touism is directly impacted by poor land use magemt
exemplified by the Puerto Plaia plant is difficudt to quatify in monetary terms without
N2exesive studies, it is clear tha the lack of land use mangement practices com the
value of recrtonal resources.

2.3.4.3 S-cial

Ihe dirct adverse impacts to residential settements are, depending on thir seerity, either
nusn im affecting the quality of life or serious impacts to public health. The
residential settlemets are exposed tD nuisances such as low-lvel noise from generAtors,
industl traffic, and plant opeans; dust from industi traffic; poor air quality
surroundig the pln; and aesthc concers such as stack plume, poor plant maitenance,
disposal of scrap metal, minor oi spills, and coal dust. Aggregatd, dtese nuisancs
adversely impat the qualit of life at these locations.

These nuisanes, however, in more v quantities may als sgnifictly impact public
health. Although studies evaluating sch health impacts have not been conducted, and noise,
air, and water quality have not been monitored, qualaive condusions can be dawn
regrding t potetl heal impacts Io the nearby residents. Residents' health is adversely
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affected by continuous noise levels greater than 65 Ldn" (HIUD, 1992) exemplified at the
Timbeque plant The careless handling of fly ash at the plant at San Pedro de Macoris has
resulted in unde amounts of ash spilling into the stonr gutters and onto the vegetated
area of the proposed site where animals ae free to grze and drink from stfllwater ponds.
The type and ext of ths existing and other impacts such as noise and air quality on the
redents living approximately 500 meter soumthwest of the plant is unknown. However,
during field resarch, a plant enployee indicated that he knew of residents with respirtory
problems appartly caused by intake of the ash. In addition, living in close proximity to
power plants subjects reidents to the potential seious consequences of plant accidents such
as fire, explosions, fuel oil spills and ower line and power staion accidents. However, the
single geaest ipact resting from these land use practices is the effects of ummaged
dispsl and handling of waste mateials, in particuar fly ash, on human health as descdbod
in detailin Secto 2.3.3, "Solid Waste Disposal."

2.4 ENVIRONENTAL COMPLIANCE CONSTAINTS

Several tos contibute to the lak of compiance in the Domican Republic power sector
with inemationaly accepted estasmdards such as those outlined in Section 2.2,
"Extig Environmental Impact Norms." These constrains, consisting of economic,
maintnance, and epori mnitoring factors, severely lit the capability of the Dominican
Repubc to ddevelop and operate faciities in an en entlly responsible manner.

Ecnomic constrints are the primary factors inhbiting envnmentl compliamce in the
power sector. The following problems result from a lack of prperly aplied fumding and
contribute o the envimnmental degradation i the Domiican Republic:

* IBadequate reofit with modern pollution control equipment (direct cost of additional
units, but also the cost of fitting it into existing opeations)

* Inadequate number of qualifed persomd and aining of less qualified employees to
operate and maintan exsting plants at maximum efficiency to achieve substntial air
qualty benefits

* Inability to use higher quality fiels (coal and higher quality petroleum distillat) in
order to reduce the volume of plant emissions

* Lacck of main e of non-essental equipment and systems, resuting in low
efficiency operation and compensation for equipment defets, and equipment
only when plant opeations are th:reatened (see Exhibit 2-S)

14 Ldis lbs 24-how ing smod ll in deIbelc, oblmaed fom th acmn of al eves w dh o
addition of 10 deL10 to somd lsvetath, might I lOp pto 7 am. The st of ngtmc eves
sco fo(rbs uacincd iuenrfag cfam of wos durng the igt, who mbiw lever. mai1,
id pop*e am ingto slee.
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Poor mteance results from insufficient funds to mantain plant efficncy and to
adequately compensate employees so that care is Iaen not to dispose of scrap metal,
equipment, building matoials, and Wash on the plant site.

An equally important factor ' ntributing to the lack of environmenal compiance in the
Dominicn Republic is the absence of a cohert environmental institional stru e to
effectively promulgate and enforce environmental standards. Ihere is no system in place that
requie the power sector to monitor o report v metlly significant infmadn suclh,
as the quantity and quality of ar quality issions and soid waste StramsL lerefore, ther
is no incentive or reason to coalect informaton that is not perceived by plat management to
be essental to plant functioning. Tbe limitations of the envionmental instittional fianework
are furh describd in Secin 3, "The Domini Rpublic Ental ittional
Framework.'
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3. TBE DOMiNICAN REPUBLIC ENVIRONNTAL NSTUrVTIONAL
FRAMEWORK

Environmentally sustuiable development of power sector projects in the Dominican Republic
will depend on the integation of an environmental management capability into the country's
institutional and regulaory framework. This section presents an overview of the curret legal
and regulatory situadon m the onmtry. A deWil rew of all laws, regulations, and
environmental agencies is beyond the scope of this EA. Therefore, the analysis in this section
is based on a review of prevKiousy comleted reports and stdies, and intevies of the EA
Team in Mach and April, 1994 with agency saffs and key evironntal committee members
in-country (see Secton 9, Oa ons and Persons Consulted').

3.1 POLICY AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK

A clear, natonl vi tal policy based in law is essential to ti g environmental
concers into planning and devdepment and to ensuring appropriate envinn protecon
and maagemet

3.1.1 Existing Environmental Policy and Laws

The first policy initiative to int em irm mnagement into the Dominican Republic
governental framework was foremlatd in the 1992 United Nations Conferece for
Envioment and DeveoDmcent (UNCED) report. In that initiative, GODR suppoted the cocept
of sustinable dopmet, elaborating on criical envil problems such as de ion,
unregulatd industrial poluton, and th declining quality of lif, includng healft and educaon
The UNCED country report presened a cobesive environmental stategy addressing land use,
sustinable natural resource deelopment, institonal and human resource develment, and
financing of enlironmental programs and projects. Consequeny, tprepaaton of severalplans
was undertken with suort from the intnational donor community: the Tropical Forestry
Acton Plan; the National Tounsm Develpment Plan; the Water Resource National Plan; the
National Health Plan; and the National Potable Water and Waste Waxr Plan. The status of these
plans is umnkown at this time

At preet, thre is no ensive e ental law in place, but some eisting laws and
resolutions contain policy statments or isolated standards pertaining to various aspec of the

quality. The Public Health Law (1956) regulates all aspects related to public
health, such as contamItion of potable water, soLid waste disposal, and water and food
contamination. Law 128 (198$ probibits the import of certain types of solid wastes into the
Domican Republic. Law 217 (1991), to be administered and enforced by the State Agriculture
Secetria, prohibits the import or conmmcial use of ertain pesticides and other potentaly
dangero chemicals.

There is also enabling legislan for aencie and mmisins charging them with responsibity
for a parficular aspect of ennmental quality. This legislation does not generaly contain a
suctal gvemenamework for execution of tbese nsibiliies. Annex C lists these
agencies and ther eabling
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Discussions with agency staffs and key envirnetal committee membersl indicate dtat there
is gwi envionmental a es and concem among the Donianu pbhlc. Individuals from
these staffs and others have been iduentied as being.qualified to partcipate and perform as part
of te new instittional and regulatory framework resultng from the passage of the proposed

e law.

3.1.2 Pmposed nviromental Policy and Law

The comprhsive emenal law, 'Ley de Protecin y Calidad Ambienta," which sets
forth national envirnmental poicy, has been drafted and is currently awaiting Presidenial
arval before being sibmitted for Con nal appval

3.1.2.1 . Pu= ofeoft Law

The fundamental purpose of thc envn al law is to protect, deend, preser, and restore
th envirnmental quaty f a natral resouces. The law addresses all aspet of eni
qult; desigates la Coinsidn Nacional para e Medic Anbiete as the erne
oversght agency; and stiuates enforcment provisons and penalties for violaons of
environmetal norms. The law emphasi the ratonal use of resources and directly prohibits
any public or priate aions that would contribute to fth degrdation of air, wate, and
land-based resources. The lw does not set frth practical gideines for policy lention.
Pisious such as specfic agency reni and potools for agency coodinaio, viw,
moitring, and enforcement have not yet been draed.

3.1.2.2 kSwOfthe Imaw

The water quality pmvisions in the prposed law requir permts to use ional wats; dirct
the establishment of water qualty potcton zones for water bodies alrdy seriously degraded;
prohibit industrial and other con ng discharges into national wats; and, in the absence
of municia capacity, obligate all industies and major developments (mcluding howls) to be
resposble for providing their own adequate waswatr diEposa systems. To address air
quality, the law idenifis partcular missio ypes and their potential sources to be reulated
to avoid deteriorion and degradation of air quality. The law identfies the preservation of
biodivrsity as a goal and the protcon of specific ecosystems as a national prionty. Native
flora and fauna a also afforded prote n. Flora and fama species of nonal intre and
proteon are catoged. Land use and solid waste disposal are also regaed in the proposed
law. The Comisi6n Nacional pam el Medio Ambiente is required to develop a nafioal zong
plan. Also reqired is a solid waste dispo plan which coordnat colecfion mwi communiies
and requires disposal in areas with minimal pemabiity in order to prevent leaching.

1 BrHo Guihlt Corty of Equip. Taico- March 7, 4: Bltei Muta= of ONAPLA Maniw
11, 1994: Dr. Aiumb Thaun of Cowhe Nacal pa nl Mell Ambietan March 13, I9.
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3.1.2.3 R= sbe gce

The proposed law endows the Comisidn Nacional para e Medio Ambiente with all aspects of
enviromental oversight and sets forth its ibilities. Most importantly, tde Comisidn
Nacional para e Medio Ambiente will be resonsible for setting envwonmental norms, mles,
and regulaio; reviewing ental and socil impact staements; and, in general,
coordinating anl govemment and private sector actions relaed to envimental qity. Its
oganizational structue will incorporat the relevant existing agencies so that, in theory, it will
have adminive overght of thde agencies. Specific r ilities of existing or new
agencies still have to be defined. Agency coodtion guideines for compliance activities such
as permit revi procedues must still be identified.

3.1.2.4 Guidelines and Procedures

Environmental norms, to be developed by the Comisidn Nacional para el Medio Ambiente,
include such sndards as air qualty emission limits, effluent discharg types and liits, nos
levels specific to land use, and consavation sandards for ecosystem presevat. An
Evaluaci6n de Impacto Ambiental y Social (EIAS) will be required before a Lcense is granted
to execute a project that may have a potentially advers impact on the environment The law
identifis some of the types of projects and actvities that will require inmact statments, such
as irpors, pors, power plants, and ote major projects. It also outlines required sections for
EIASs, such as detiled project descripdon, description of the area of impact, identification of
project altematives, and prediction of impacts. The law also makes extensve pmvisions for
public seiwv of the EIAS.

3.1.235 Compiance and Enforceent

Although the law is specific regarding legal sanctons for noncoiance with its povisions,
individual compliance and enforcement responsibilities of the agencies are still to be identified.

3.2 EXISTING REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

3.2.1 Current Responsible Agencies

Cmurrtly i the Dominican Repblic, the resibilities for envnmental pro on are
distribued among numerous govenment organizaions. As shown in Anmex C, approximatdy
26 agencies or commissons are respible for reguatng some aspect of envronment quality.
Ther is no desgnated agency for air qualty or indusuial waste agemet veral

ganizations were created by Presidential Decree to study specific enm l issues. These
agencies lack operating budgets and authority to regulate the problem for which they are
responsible. There are als a number of agencies reponsible for planning, develpment, and
protecon of naural resources, such as the Subsecreai de Estado de Recusos Natrles
(SURNEA-SBA), the Direccidn General Festa (DG, the Instiuto Nacional de Recusos
Brhcos (INDlRH), and the Direccidn Nacia de Parque (DNP).
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These orgizations have ovedapping nissions and responsibilihtes, and the institutional
relatinship between ortions remains legally and adminisavely undefined. For example,
it is the jot r nbility of several organizaons to formulat envnmetal policy and
stategies, and seveal are also involved in the paralld development of environmental standards
and norms The regulation of mdusfal efluwts is a conspicuus example of agency duplication
and redundancy, with Institto Nacional de Aguas Potables y Alcanados (INAPA) in charge
of planning and consuction of potable water systems and Coxporacdon de Aguas y
Acantarilao de Santo Domingo (CAASD) responsible for the administration and development
of potable water systms in Santo Domingo. Both agncies, along with INDRHI, have
respnibiWies for reguating indusrial discharges as well as manaent of potable water
supply. The apparent lack of cordination and infornation-sharing betwee the eaisting
organtizations ndicates a need for an effective method for asgng re bilities among
agecies.

The responsibilite for national n taen a t and planing axe also distributd
among several o ions. A brief description of the ognizations that are directly charged
with the task of eniron al nD nt folbws:

* Oflela Nacioual de Planifcad6n (ONAPAN). The Environmental Departmt of
ONAPLAN, the national plaming agency established in 1967, is in the process of
fomulatingnatonal eon apolicy and plans, incuding the Territory Master Plan,

the Ozama River Cleam Up Plan, and Envrmental Proton Standards.

* la ComiWin Cuibre de Tira. Followng the United Ntions EarFth Summiit in 1992,
this Comsi6n w formed by Presdential Decree 340 to carry out Agenda 21 and the
resolution of the UNCED cofrenc The presdent of the Comidn is the Vice
President of the Dominican Republic, and the Comnisi6n executive director is the directr
of ONAPLAN. According to Agenda 21, the Comisi6n is responsible for devoping the
naton's nimenstrategy by coo all of the Dominican Republic's agencies
and coimmions. The Comisi6n is also preparing to develop national environmental
standards.

* La Comisidn Tecnica Eeol6gica. Cread by Presidential Decree 226 in 1990, the
Comisi6n Tecnca is responsible for policing the pollution of a-mer quality resoumr
caused by solid waste, chenical, and industrial pollution. In the absence of a legal
regulatory frmewor or Monitoring system, the Comisi6n Tecnfca has actod as
environmental police, collecting RD$20 million in fines fom polluting industries. The
Comisi6n Tecnica is prering to develop tchnical standards and ntal noms.

* La Conisi6n Nacional par el Medio Ambiente. La Comisi6n Nacional para ei Medio
Ambiente, created in 1987 by Presidential Decree 157, is the agency whose mission most
resembles at of an enironmental oversight agency. The Comisi5n is curently
respnsible for the contrl, reduction, and elmnain of activities tfiat are harmful to
human health and the ecosystem.
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3.2.2 Cunrent Guidelines and ReguLions

Currendy in the Dominican Republic, a process for the screening, prepaation, and review of
EIAS does not exist for power plants or any other projects that may adversely impact the
environment This means that emental and social considetons are not included in power
proect developmenL There i no pblic ivolvement, and no mitigato measures are requred
to offset ay adverse impacts. Further, since EIASs are not required for public or private
projects, there is a substantial lactk of data on baseline conditions for water quality, air quality,
wetads, biological resources, land uses, and other important resources.

Enviomental regulations ae scatred among separte agencies and are reported to be both
redundant and technically inconsistent. Consequently, env al pmitting processes for
watr quaity dischares, air emissions, and other relevant imp assod with power plnt
opeatio and development do not exist. Tere are no a quality emson limits or ambient air
quality standards, nor are tee any provis direy regulatn the disposal of potentay
hazdous wastes, such as coal ash and sludge material. There are water quality stndards and
industi dischage scndards which have been developed. NORDOM 436 establishes a set of
physical and chemical norms for industial effluents with which responsible industries should
comply. NORDOM 1 establishes the required potable water quality norms. Theseet water
quaity standards and reguations are detiled in the report -Red Nacional de Monito de
Calidad cle Aguas pama a Republica Dominicana.2 In the absence of permitting proces, it
is uncear how these sting waw quality sandards for human ddnking water, industi
effluent standards, and the provio for potable water quality established in the Public Health
Law (1956) are lement, if at all, by responsible agencies.

3.2.3 Curen Compmliace and Efrc t

In general, complianc with he few existing envinmental laws, regulations, and stadards is
reported to be weak and highly inconsstent The absence of an administraive process to both
inform potential industi applcants of the standards in place and to ensure compliance via a
permitting pwress severely iibits compliance with any promulgated standards. Some existing
power plants do conduct monitaring of discharges. For example, the San Pedro de Macobr plant
monitos temperture of the plant outfall to the receiving body of water. However, these res
are not sys lly recorded, nor are they repoted because ther are no compliance

reureets or enoremet mechanisms.

3.3 ISSUES IN TH-E ENVIRONMETAL LEGAL AND REGUlATORY FRAMEWORK

The exet of the exsting insittional constraints to menal mnagment in the
Dominican Republic has been described in sever studies and reports such as The Comtry
Environmental Profe (USAID, 1981); Dominican Republic Issues and Options in the Enery
Sector (ESMAP, 1991); Dominican Republic National Report (prepared for the UNCED

2 INDR, Inme No. 63. (Api 193.
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Conferene, 1991) Dominican Republic; and Environment Issues Paper (World Bank, 1993,
an unpublished report).

The cure insmtittiona capty of the Dominican Republic is weak due to unclear and
undefine natil environmental policy, limited human ad financal resuces, and severely
fagmented o iztion strucue. The lack of a financially and legaly sanctoned
environmental policy-maldng body has eslted in ad hoc natioal poces and
management. The curret implementtion of envirnmental law and poicy in the Domnia
Republic does not facilitathe incorpation of envonmental or social objecfives in eonomic
development, planning, budgedng, and decision-makdng. The commitment to a clear natonal
environmental policy has only recently begun.

Enviammental laws and standards regarding resourCe use, reSuce ProteCton, environmntal
quality, pollutant dicharge, waste disposal, and facility siing are weak cc nonstent. Furthr,
th is ani absene of regulation to implemet the few esting laws, wbich makes compliance
unrealistic. Tbe absence of an entl emt procss resu in procts which do not

rate int envnmental issues or communty participatio. Institutonal
nctioning is also consained by inadequt operating budgets and lack of enviromenta

raining and managent at the agenc level.

e envm lagcies a tD e islated and not integrated intD theconoCmic
development planning and don-maing fr ects in all sectors. Thus, eisting g s
have ltte opportmity and incve to share infmation and coordinat and i
responblities, wbich compunds the problem of redundancy and conflict. Furhr, it is difficult
to discern which law is in effect and which agency is in charge. It is also difficult to distinguish
betwe those reguations and agencies that may be effective i proteting some aspect of
envirmLeal quality and those th re extraneous. Overall, the institutonal sructure, in the
Dominicn Republic las he capcity to ensure complia and cement of sundards

The weak instiutional capabilities discussed above at once contribute to and are exacerbated by
a lack of infonration regarding existing envirnmental problems. Pottally significat
environental problems am not noticed unti they become a serious threat involving irversble
change. This infrmation gap is caused by the absence of monitoring systems, public awareness,
an effective enRenl nt system, amd enforced tecncal stadards. Preventaive
action intended by the prposed me na law and management system recommended in this
document wil be diffiut with this serious lack of data. Identification of he eing
environmenl problems and envirm tal baseine data wi be important to enrmenal
protection during the developmt of the ta m G t capacity.

Ihe regulatory and instio framework proposed by the en imental law is, clearly, a
much needed first step to achieving a c ensive appr¢ch to sustanable dt of
naura resources and nmental proteon. The next task will be i n tion of the
proposed law by instalng an organizatonal stucture to support its r nts and devloping
masures to achieve significant instutional its.
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4. REVEW OF THE POWER SECTOR REGULATORY FRAMIEWORK

4.1 INSTiTUTIONAL FRAMEWORK OF THE ENERGY SECTOR

Tbe agenies that participawe in energy policy fomulation and planning in te Dominican
Republic are the Consejo Nacional pam la Energia (CNE) and the Comisidn Nacional de Polftica
Energtica (COENER), which advise the Office of the Predent on energy policy matters. Untl
now, the operational responsdbilies for national power generafon, trnnnlissi, and distbution
have been met by the Corpomadn Dominia de Electricidad (CDE). Tbe Technical Grup
provides tchnical assistanc to CNE in the current tansition to a privafized power sector.
ONAPLAN also has eneg planing functions as part of its national ecnomic planning
responsibilit. Recently, in order to falitate and promote prvate sector partcipation in
electicty generation, the Directorate for Development and Regulation of the Electical Energy
Industry was created.

4.2 CURRENT POWER FACILITY ENVIRONMENTAL PERIvTfNG PROCEDURES

In the absence of a cohesive strategy, comprehensive E mental aw, and
an inclusive ennmtal oveght agency, power sect policies do not cnsttly intgrte
environmel aspects. Po emple, side s of air and wat quality and solid was
disposal are not incrporated int power secr prject planning and size sdection. There are
neith emission standards for power-related polution nor enviromentl permiting procedures
for plant opeaons. Cuntly, her is no govenunent mechanism to ensure compliance should
standards be developed on a case-by-case basis.

4.3 )OPOSED ENERGY REGULATORY AND FNSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

An intgral component m the Domimcan pwr sectr reform is the prposed Le5y General de
Eleticidad' (Energy Law), which is curently under review by the Congress. This law
estabLishes comprehensive reformn of all aspects of prducdon, tnsmisson, distribution, and
aommercalization of electity. It also revises the organizationa functions of the State toward
accomplishing efficient policy development and implementation.

4.3.1 Purpose and Scope of the law

The fundamental purpose of the law is to ensure effective energy dlpmt with the opdmal
use of resources; promote private sector participatn in the devdopment of the energy swtor,
intgr the on of e mmentl aspects in energy developmet; promote fair
competiion in energy sector development; regulate pices to refiect a coompitive marke;
prohbit monopolistic pracdcs which inhibit compedtion into the producton and
commercialization of energy; and redefine the essential function of the State to be the promoter,
regulator, and dfaitto of effectiv energy producion.
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4.3.2 Responsible Agencies and Environmental Review Protocol

Acording to the proposed Energy Law, the organzaions reponsible for regulating die
electrcty subsector will be the Comisi6n Nacional de Energfa and La Superintendencia de
Eletricidad, both new organizations created by the law. The Comisi6n Nacional de Energfa,
rportdng to the Office of the Preident, will be responsible for enrgy policy devloment and
oversight of the enati energy sector to ensue its proper fwcg in the goals and
objecdves of this law. Ihe Superintedencia will make recom ions t the Comisi6n
Nacional de Energa and will be responsible for all aspects of implenentalion of energy secor
developmeat policy. Among its many function, fth S tndencia wil anayze and supvise
electricity pices and tariffs; supervis the fulfilment of tchnical norms and stadards of
eecticityproductio, trans , and distribution; and apply fines and penalties for infactions
of regulions and norms.

An appication for a "concesi6n definitiva" (an authority to constuct or oprate an electric
work) would be submitted to the Spitendencia for review and evuatin. Tbe appiation,
plus the Superintendencia's recommendations for approval or reection of the project, would be
forwarded to the Comisido Naional de Ena. If appved by tie Comnisin Nacional de
nergfa, the appication is forwarded to the Office of the Preident for final auithoriztion. If

apoved by the Office of the President, the applct would be granted cerlain rights usualy
restricted to the public domain and authorized to cotrut and oper an electricity works
subject to the prvisims of Energy Law.

4.3.3 Envirnmentl Guideines and Procedures

Indluded in the application for authority to construct and opeat submitted to the
S rntenden there must be a study assessing the environmental impacts of the proposed
inflalaon and the applicant's pwposed methods to mitgate these impacts. The law requires that
thes mitigation measures comply with provisios and norms set forth by *dte appropriat
organiztion' For example, air emisions abatelmt muasm must be in accordance with air
quality emission limits, and nmtigation of water quality impacts must adhere to the water quality
standards. Since this n ent ssment is part of te application package, environmetal
considerations are, theorecaly, incorpotintD the projct evaluation process. The kw,
howev, does not indicae that the applicant would have to reevaluate the findings and proposed
mitigation of the assesment if certain impacts have not been identfied or if proposed mitigafion
measures are detumined to be inadequae to offset advese impacts.

Although there is no specific environental permitting process set forth in this legislation, the
law includes a general requiemet that the Comisi6n Nacional de Energfa "dnte norms to
protect envmnment and ecology under which all eng etrpises will be subject to
compliance.' Howeve, the law does not indicat what environmental reces (air, water, land
use) these noms will address or how they might be developed. For example, the lw does not
mention coordination with any of the four exsting e izatio or the potetial
rr'ie of the Comidn Naciona para e Medio Ambient.
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4.3.4 Enviromental Compliance and Enfo t

The law requimes compaies who are granted the autority to con and opeat plants to
comply with all emnvrmental norms and regulation. The Supeintendencia is given the
authorty to enforce technical norms dictated by the Comisidn Nacional de Energia and ovesee
compliance with these norms. The law does not specify implemenation provisis for the
Superintendencia's required compliance oversight fmctions, such as an enviromental permitting
and reew process. The law also dos not address enforcement mechanisms such as monitoring
and inspection of mitigafon msures identified in an apwved permit to opert. Although the
assessment of enmeal impa and mitigation measures is included in the applicafion for
authority to construct and opeate a plant, te law does not obligate the Su iendenda or the
Conidn Nacional de Energfa to reject applications tdht do not mitigate mental impacts
to the proscribed sdards. In addition, the law does not eaborate on how the S tendencia
might integrae its oversight and review responsibilities with oth oni ni sted in Ann
C.

4.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN THE POWER SECOR REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

Weakes in the energy ector institutional famework resemble the mstitutional f ntaion
in countiwide env al management functions. Currently, the institutionl responsibities
m fte powe sector are inadequaty defined, which results in lack of coordinaton and follow-p
and ovlap of agcies. Polcis and programs are inadequately prepared and coordinated withi
appropriate agencies, and projects axe selected without prper envrmental considerations.
Given th-e cunent instiutional and regatory fiamwork, spedal interim mesures will have to
be undertalen to ensure that the mitigation masur proposed in this Setoral EA wil be
effectively implemented and enforced.

The inporation of environmental considerations into energy deelopment policy and the
requirement of an mentl assessmet prior to the granting of authority to constuct and
operate a power plant by te Energy Law is encouraging. Howeve, if the responsibilities of the
Comisi6n Nacional de Energia and the Sntendencia to develop and enforce norms to proect
environmental quality go undefined and uncodin with other wlvant agencies, the current
problems of technical and adnisave duplicto and conflict will be eacerbated. Close
coordination between the implntion procedures for the Energy Law and the Environmental
law will be exremely impnnt in redizing genuine evironmental benefits. The Conisi6n
Nacioal de Energa and the Supnda must devdlp a radional, cosint protocol for
the development of environmental standards and a mechanism for pmitfing and enforce=L

In addition to the chalenges of developing effective institutionl arangemets, theire are
potentially problematic issues in the application review process as defined by the Ener Law.
First, the inclusio of an envnmentl assessment and mitigation plan in the application does
not guamutec an envionmentally soumd evaluation by the Su tendenca or the Comisicn
Nacional deEnergkbefiraea m andfinalauthorizaon isgrantedto consctand
operate'a plant Scond, even though the application rview process theorcally provides for
the inteation of envronmental criteia into the proect selection proess, it is not an adequate
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substitution for enforcement. Third, te incentive to adequately we enome implications
i energy policy plnning and specfic projec plnning has not yet been provided. Issues such
as fte degree to which proposed mitigaon measres adhere to establshed standards and how
envomental costs are weaghed again the benefits of eeiicty production will be utca in
achieving ernmenly sound project devlopment

Since the Condsin Nacional do Bnera and the Supentendencia are the agencis resposble
for enery policy development, implementaton, and enviomental assessments, it is extremly
important that objectvity be mnWined in the accomplishment of these two usks. In order to
faciltae objective rew and approval of the environmental assessment, the Supentendenia,
in its rview of the "conami6n definintva,' should not be solely resnsible both for the
environmemn evaluation and the appraisal of the project from an enegy development
perspective. An additional detailed enivronmental review process should take place USig outside
agealcies.
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S. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF PLANNED FACELIrES
AND ALTERNAIVES

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF PLANNED FACIITIES

The Dominican Republic Power Expansin Plan is currently in the process of being prepared.
This EA will be iput to tihe plan. In order to prep this EA, four loctions were idendfied as
priority sites for the devepment of two 1;25 MW genation units. It is assumed that the two
125 MW units may be developed on any one or two of the four potential sites: AndrWsBoca
Chica, San Pedro de Macors, Puerto Vjo de Azia, and Itabo.

These locatons (see Exhibit 2-3) were identified by the Equipo Teculco as being the most
feasible according to physa and opration deveopment cteria such as port access, water
availability, ground traportion, and other infatrtare access. The four sites are used to
analyze and describe potential entl impacts of new fcities and to recommend
mitgation maues to be crporated in futo e power plant prects. These ipat
descrption, as wel as mitigauion mears recommended in Secdon 6, can be gneralizd to
othe sites with similar citics. A description of each of the piority sites is povided
below.

5.1.1 AndrdslBoca Cbica

This proposed site is located in Andr6s along a scenic ocean shoreine on the westen side of an
existing sea port (see Exhibit 5-1). Although no ac site boundaries have been determined, two
posbilites for plant location exist at te Andrts sit a land-based site located along the rodcy
shoreline and a floatig plant site, appoximately 0.2 to 0.5 kilometers from the shorine. The
port and its immediate vicinity is industrial in nate with a sugar refinery, water eatment
plant, and undedicated gabage dump loted in the area. Boca Ch, a densely developed,
popul twist and local recreation area is located approximately 3 kilometers to the east of the
piority site at Andrts.

5.1.2 San Pedro de Macads

The priority site in San Pedro dc Macois is a site neighboing an existing power plant. The site
is located along an existing port of the Igamo River (see Exhibit 5-2). The port and land area
surrounding the site is dusalized with a cement fictory located directly across from the
existing plant Ther arme sme rdential uses nearby to the proposed site. The site itself has
scattered vegetawn, short tres, and gasses, and is curendy used as grazng far animals such
as goats and pigs, which are sources of food and milk for the nearby residents.

5.1.3 Puerto Vito de Azia

The priority site in Puerto Viejo de Aztais in an undeveloped natul area on the coast (see
ExhIbit 5-3). The only devlpment nearby is an LPG plant. Vegetaon is sre and views
inland amr of flat land and smewhat elevated hills. The site does not appear to have a major
potential for reidenfal or tourst de
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5.1.4 Itabo

Although the exact site delnetion is nknown, the prority site at Itabo would be located
adjacent to the existing Itabo plants containing two 125 MW coal fired units (see Exibit 5-4).
The area surrounding Itabo is industrial in nature with a petroleum refiney and sugar refinery
nearby, and no resideial development in the immediate vicinity. Due to the close proximity of
the existing power generation facilities (Itabo I and II), the necessary indusial inastructure
such as a fuel handling port, transport corridors, coal piles, and conveyor belts is alrady in
place.

5.2 ENVIRONNTAL IMPACTS OF PLANNED FACILiTlES

5.2.1 Air Quality

The proposed new power plants, consistng of two 125 MW units, developed at four potential
locations (Itabo, Andrs/oca Chim, Puer Vigo de Azia, and San Pedro de MacorEs), are
evaluated by compang the esmated air emions of these units ith ambint stndards as
dfined in Secti 2.2.1. It is assumed tat the proposed units will incorporate pollution control
equipment simila to existing faciities in the Dominicn Republic. These contls include
electrostatic preciptatrs for pardicae control, but no equipment to control SO2 ions.

The pottial impacts resulting from locating two 125 MW units at each of the four locations
are presented below.

Itabo. Thme are now two 125 MW units designed to fire coal or oil at the Itabo plant site. In
order to calult a worst ase sc io of the impacts at the Itabo site, it is assumed that the
existng mits would be buring coal with the source sulfur content as is used at present (.56
percent) while the two new units woud be bumrnng high sufur oil (4.25 percent wL sufiu). The
impacts associated with two new 125 MW mits at the Itabo plant site are determined by adding
the missions from the two new units to the existing acility amissions. It is also assumed that
Itabo Unit I (which is currently nonoperational while being rehawi) will be in opeaon
at the same time. The predicted maximum concenmtions for all the pollutants under a worst
case melogic senario are shown in Table 5-1. The table shows that m
concentrations of sulfur dioxide when buing the high slfu fuel oil would exceed the 3-how
SO2 standard by appoxialy 20 percent and the 24-hour SO2 standard by 270 percent. Ihis
is considered to be a significt adverse impact. Howeer, if fuel with 2 percent wt sulfur
content is used in the new boilers, the ambient SO2 standards would not be exceeded cven under
the wost case meteorolgical scenaro. Table 5-1 also shows that the predicted levels for the
other pollutants are under th ambient air quality sndards
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San Pedro de Macorfs. Emisss of slff dioxide from the existing plant at San Pedro de
Maorfs are slightly great than the coa buming scenario for Itabo I and Il planL Theare,
if this site is selected for the two new units, the cntributm of emisios from those umts to
lhe existing SO concentations would exceed ambient standards. The impacts assoiated with
developi the two unit at this site, usn t high sulfu fuel oi, under worst mc
meteorological condifions, eed the 3-hor SO2 standard by approximately 15 pement and the
24-hour sdard by 200 pert is imlpa to atr qualty at this site is coidered to be a
signicant adverse impact. If a low sulfr fuel is used (less ta 2 t wt sulr), Maximum
polluutt concentan io ns would not exceed the ambient standards and significt impacts would
be avoided.

AndrdslfBo Chica and Peo Viiejo de Azea. The plamed expasion at both of these prioiity
stes would result in ambent ar concentrations below ambient air quality standards because there
are no exiting faciities at the same loio that would add to these pollutant concentations.

5.2.1.1 j=

Emimons of carbo dioxide are of conce because of their potental to contribute to climate
change through radiaive feedback in te troposphere. The proposed power sector expansion
would be expcted increase CO emissions by about two million tons per year, as compared
with existig emisions from power plants in the Domican Republic of approim ly in
iijion tons. The etimatd worldwide emssion of CO2 is about 3 gigatoms per year (3xl0C
Tons). The M elative icra in CO2 emissions resulting from the develqpment of the proposed
units would be modest. Improved enrgy effiency and c rato would minimize s
Of C02emssio
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5.2.2 Water QualityBiology

5.2.2.1 WaZerLQuA_t

The potntial water quality impacts at any of the proposed power plnt locations are
esseially similar for each of the sites. If the proposed facilities are built in the same fiLshion
as te exsting facSities, there will likely be the follwing significant water quality impacts of
fte same type and magnitude as descibed in Secton 2.3.2:

* A dgnificant se in ambient wate tepeatre adjacent to the dichag of the
cooling water effluent. Tbis plume may remain buoyant for a distance from the
dischage canal and remain strafied and ummixed. In calm water, the plume may
remain unmixed for a onsideable distance, but that diste can deese with
inreased wind and currents causing turbulece and mixing.

* The use of brish to marine waters for coling may lead to tie fouling or
clogging of supply pipeines, conduits, or tubing by the growth and evtual
encusting of marine algae and inrtebrates on this equipmenL A standard pracice
for removing this matal is the use of some type of biocide such as hypochlort
or chlori It is possible that tse copounds arc being used at the exting

faities and then being discharged into the reci waters without
to neutalize the chlorine.

* Heavy metals may be leached from various soces at the fciities. Hey metals
nay orgnte frm coriOIn of pipes caused by exposure to the marine water,
leaching from impropery disposed fly ash, or even biocides that are copper-based.

* Surae water runoff from te sites will contribute concentations of any of the
chemicals used at the plants, as well as oils, grease, and suspended solids. Open
draina systms are likely to contribute additional sew wasts such as waste oils,
lubricants, solvents, and cleaners.

* Docks show evidence of oi spillage durng fuel tansfer opertions. This is
evidenced by a heavy coating of black oil residue on the dock. Any spillage goes
uncolctd and untrated into the surrounding waters and sediments, thereby
cntining them with various petroleum hydroabons.

* Coal piles completely open to the emets and not suroundd by any strctr
that would contain surface water runoff from the piled coal will result in dust being
washed fnr the pile and transported to the srruding surface wats or ocen.

* The ash disposal area is likely to be highy conminated with various heavy metals
from the ash and possibly organicompounds from the unknown waste.
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* Excess watr quality constituents suh as temperature, pH, heavy metals, petroleum
bydrocarbs, and organic compounds may result The magnitude of these impacts
will be a function of plant constrcton and operational methods and fuel source.

5.2.2.2 rnIQtx

The identfication of potential impacts to biological resources, both terrestrial and aquatic, must
necessarily be qualitative in nature due to the lack of informaao on baseline biological
condiions in any of the proposed sites. Without dat concerning species composition, divity,
presence, or absence at hese sites, the demnination of the significnce of the impacts canot
be made as well. Therfore, only genral cagories of biological impacts are presented in the
following disusin. Idenion of site-specific resources and subsequent impacts should be
performed in the subsequent ect-specific ASs.

Temrsta Biology

AndrslBWa Chica. The terrestr flora and fauna at the site are limited and disubed. Much
of the a= proposed for dt is cuntly being used as a disposl site and as a res
does not suppor any vegeaion. It is diffiut to detemine which specie of mmmals and birds
use the area without pefoming site surveys and trmasect. Basd on fte y lim d
bserions from t site vits, it does not appr that nfit flora and fauma woud be

impacd during constucto ad opeaio of power plant at this site

San Pedro de Mact Thœer is a stand of ees and shrubs that would be dleared and removed
dung iom These of tees and shrubs appear to be common in the area amd thir
loss may nt be significant in toal acreage. The woud be, howev, loss of babita for birds
and mammis tiat my use his small grow for shelter and nesting. In addition, the added
human activity in the area may disturb some of the sea birds such as tems.

Puerto Viejo de Asia. The proposed site is currently undisurbed and woud requir extensive
clearing of xeric scrub, shrubs, and trees. Distrbing this somewhat prstie area may result in
sinificnt ipacts to birds and mammals that may reside in this vegetation and use it for covr,
shelter, nesdng, and resting.

tabo. Tbe teestrial biota of the area proposed for the new facHity is Emited, and appears to
be somewhat disubed. The site is cacteized by grasses and ceeing grondcov, and
appes to have recently been planted mwth small palm tree. Very few oher tes or shrubs that
would prvide habitat and cover for tmersal bia are in the immediate ara, except those
directy adjacent to the dwelings across the roadway. Construction and operatin of a power
facility in this area most likely would not result in a ignificant loss of flor or fauna because
tbis area is already subject to human activity and may have been prviously cleared and
disurbod.
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Andriuifoca Chica. The mmne wates offshore are very clear and turbidity/suspended solids
levels are low. Numerous algae, encrusting corals, and sea urdins were apparent in the
inttidal to subtidal zone. Based on these limited observations, it appears that the couctinX
and opertion of a plant at this site could significantly impact the marine communities in the
area. The varous effluent stms as wel as uncontmrled suface water runoff wod degrade
the water quality and as a result would alter, possibly adversely, the manne community structure
of ths area.

San Pedro de Mcors. Due to the turbidity of the water, no obsevains were made of the
intertida or subtidal aras. Because of the numerous indusries already located along the Iguumo
River, it is assumed hat the water quality has alredy been impacted, and as a rsult the aquatic
communities in the area have bee altered over the years. It is lily that addiional discharges
from a new power facilty will have a cumuative adverse impact on the aquatic resources of the
area

Puerto Viejo de Azua. At the site there are no industial discharges and the bay is rdatively
pristine. Tbe ony major del nt in the area is a loading dock for LPG that is pumped to
a stre facility. The dock appes to be kept relatively clean and there are no major dischages
into the bay. Them are no apnt oily sheens on the water and visiility is gow, which is
indicative of low levels of sspended solids and turbidity. Local workers indiated that local
residents catch fis, shrimp, and red lobst in the bay. It is apparent dtat an industra faility
uoch as a power plant, with its attendant ladng docks and discrge pie, could signficantly
mpact the watr quality of this bay trugh the inroduction of anthropoge compounds and

subsequently adversely affect the fishedes ources utilized by the local fisdheen.

Itabo. The waters offshore of the proposed Itabo faciliy are the source of itake water for the
existing plant as well as receiving effluent fonm that planL Apparently, fishing i limited in the
nearshom are and the few local fishermen who do uftiz the area must fish in dewer wate
off the shelf that rings the island. (Martnez, personal communicaton, 1994). As with the San
Pedr d Macoris site, there are a number of industr discharges sunonding the proposed
faility, which most hkely have already contnrbuted to watcr quality degrdaion, and
subsequently advemely impacted the manne biota. Additonal discharges from a new faility
could have a cumuve adve impt to the marmine commnunities in the vicinity of the faciylit.
However, without dailed modeling, the extent to which the communities are impacted cannot
be detmined.

5.2.3 Solid Waste Disposal

The enonmental impacts reuling from the disposl of solid waste genrated from the
proposed plants locatd at any of the four pronty sites (Boca Chi, San Pedro de Macoris,
Puerto Vieo de Azda, and Itabo) will primarily depend on the proprey of waste disposal
methods. If the planned fcilities employ the current diposal practices, many of the impacts,
also described in Section 2.3, would result.
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Such disposal practices could result in extensive soil and ground water conminaion and
adverse impacts to human health, as descrbed in Secdon 2.3. A sound siting metodology, site
preparaion, and opeation guidelines, if ilementd, would avoid many of thes egregious
enirnental impacts caused by imp disposal mtods.

Environmental impacts cmsed by chemical connaion result from two vwiables; fuel type
and c; and c tistics of the disposal sit Since tese variables are yet
undefined, it is not -possible to predic di specific impacts and tidr ett at th tm

However, it is assumed da the proposed plants wil generate either coal ash or sludge from fuel
oil storage tanks as the primary waste marl.

If the power ptnt developed is coal-fired, coal ash would be the primary waste stream. Of the
te basic tpes of ash, fly ash cowing from dectrotatic pnreipitaos, is tie most lilwiy to be
crated at the plant and would rpwsent the bulk (i.e. weight) of the solid waste to be diposed.
As discussed in Sectiom 2.3, the impacts aodated ith unmnaged ash disposal can resut in
soil contmination and leaching of cwnatminants in toxic quantities into the gund and e
waters, and cause serous dirt and indect impacts to te naturl and human e nmets.
Iachable quantities of lead, arsenc, barum, cadmim, chromim, mercury, silver, and
selenium in potally toxic quanities would be quite possible if ash is disposed of in unlined
and unmanaged disposal sites.

If the proposed plant s the Fud No. 6, the prmy waste stream would be a heavy aspbaltic
sludge mat th would be removed when the storag tnk undergo clening. Although the
xact chemical compositio of this material is unavil le, it would be rich in asphatc

hyocarbons, some of which have leadhability potentdil in addion to potentfially leachable
quantities of lead and vanadium. The hea hydabons would adhere to the soil and
evenually inbit the ability of the soil to sustain 

Rgardless of the chosn fuld source, asciated wast stream, and its disposal quantity,
gdlines for te siting, paratio, and opeation of the disposal site discused in Secton 6.3
should be i en to avoid potally hamfl en impacts resulting from soil,

md, and surface var COntaminatio

551.4 Land UselSocia

The potetal land use impacts resulting from power plant dlop t at any of the four
priority sites areassessed in the absenc of adopted land u plans and development polcies. In
the absence of such documents, the and use impact assmnt fuses on the ability of the
proposed site to accnmmodate a pawe genradon faility. Thbe eval:uations necesarily include
a range of impacts such as noise, plant emissions, and the impact on visa and scenic quality
of fte area surounding the four proty sites. Although site specific socal uveys wer not
conducted, the types of scial impacts that may be anticipa at the four sites and at other sites
countrywie are cosderd. Thes valuatio are divided into two geographic areas: impacts
t the ara immediatey suog the site and the impacts in a laWr radis.
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5.2.4.1 Andysakc Chica

The Andrds site is located along a scenic ocean shoreline on the western side of an existing sea
port Industial uses surround the xistig port. These ues include a sugar refinry and a water
teatment plant. The water treatment plant immediately adjacent to the site is unobtrusive in
design and opeation and is visually shielded by abundant vegetation. Tbe sugar refinery is the
most prominent use in the immediate vicity with its relatvely large land arm, tall stack
emittig brownish smoke, umanaged waste matrials, and bagasse piles on-site. Adjacent to the
shoreline site is an unofficial garbage dumping area accommodatng waste from a nearby
residenal development.

From a land use consisency perspective, the impacts of plant devdeopmnt to the immediately
sunounding area at the Andrds would be minimal. Aldtough engine-ing and site design criteria
should be used to reduce distubances to air and water quality az. land-based resources, the
industial uses would not be advrsely inpacted by plant-related impacts such as noise, taffic,
air emissions, and visa intrusion to the viewshed in the immedate vicinity. Tbe oad seving
the sit alo serves the prt and surrounding industrial uses and would be, with i ets,
approriate for industi tffc associated with power plant Me. Thei quality of
the coastal ara immediately su rounding the site vicinty has been senously degraded by the
presence and opations of the sugar refiney.

From a land use perspective, the Andrs site has some potntial limitations. The land-based site,
although boumdaies are unefined, is quite small and may require that the plant be placed
ditly up against the shoreline without appropriate setbak. A floating site, just outside the
sipping lanes, may conflict with the eisting port ltaffic.

Tbe lrger area of influence includes Boca Chica, a densely devloped popular tourist and local
recreation area lcated apoximatey 3 kilmneters to the east of the site at Andr6s. It borders
the coidor which would serve the plant's suppLes and waste disposal orion route.
Impacts to the resdential uses along the transportion coridor would be primarily attnibuted
to the fuel and waste tansport activities. If coal is used as the fuel source and proper measwu
are not taken to control the dispron of these matals, the coal and the ash wastes muv spail
along the coridor. Since tourism is the primary focus of Boca Chica, potential impcts to the
aesthetic quality of this area would adversely effect its value as a turm and local recreaonal
resource-

There would be poenally gnificant land use impacts should a plant be developed at fte
AndrEoc Chica site. However, there would be no adverse social impacts in the imnedia
vicinity. In the larger area of influence, the quality of life for the residents along the
tasoton coridor to the plant would be adversely imacted due to incwsed dust, traffic,
and noise. Coal ash spillage in patcular, because of its potentally leachable cnstituents, would
be considered an adverse impact to public health. Beneficial social impacts would include
increased oployment pe nities in the AndrswBoa Chica area dunng constuction and plamt
pepration. Based on an assumed 3-year constuctio period, apy 210 constuctio jobs

would be created. Arimtely 100 permanent ful-time jobs would be created for the two
plnts. Imrnovemets in power supply, wbich would be system-wide, would resut m diect
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bendicial quality of life impacts and indirect beneficial economic impacts resulting from
increased econic activity countrywide.

5.2.4.2 San Pedro de Mgacrfs

The lot sdel for fi site in San Pedw de Mo s neighbors an exisgt powerplant. he site
is located along an cxstng port of the Iguamo River. Across from the port is a cement factory
which encompasses a rather large land aea. A reidental setlement is located apoximatly
500 meters to the southwesL The proposed site has scatered vegetation, sort trees and grasses,
and is used as grzing for animals such as goats and pigs, which are probably sources of food
and milk for the nearby residents.

A power plnt on this site would be compatible with the dstig industra uses in the immediat
icinity, thus land use impacts to the immdiately g uses would be minimal. The

industial uses of the area immediatey smunding the site would not be adversely affected by
plant-related impact suoh as noise, taffic, air emissons, and v intrusion to the viwshed
in the immediat vicnity. Tbe road rnmng ito the site serves the exsng plant and is
well-suited to additional indusial traffic assocad with power plant de
The port, aready seving the exsting power plant and the cement factory, is convenient forel
trisport acvities necssary forplant developmetat this site However, a special coal handling
acility woud have to be costucted.

Depnding on the specfic positining of the new plant on the site, the newby residents may have
tD be rlocated. Ths would cause duption to individual households as wel as disruptim to
the neighborhood. These are onsiderd to be significant adverse impacts.

The are of influence of the proposed site is her isolated and bighy "getated with tall
trpical foBage. The area surounding the site is undeveloped with scatted human settleents.
Impacts to these residental uses would be prinarily attributed to the fuel and waste tansport
actvities along -npri caidors. If coal is used as the fuld source and proper measures
ant not takn to contol the dispersion of these umarials, the coal and the ash wastes may spill
along the mut. Tbe ash spage particular, because of its potentially lachable consttuents,
would be considered an advse impact to the helth of the residents alng the transporion
corridors. Both dirct (plant costudon and opeation) and indirect (ncreased ng and
prouon of good services) bfici regional impacts would result from the additional
empoyment. Countywide benefiial impacts would result hom system wide enezrg
improvements and conmitat growth in economic acivity.

5.2.4.3 Puerto Viejo de AzEa

The priority site in Puerto Vieo de Azia is undloped except for te nearby LPG plant A
nmall town 2 km fim the site houses apoim y 2,000 resdents. The residents use the

beas and the bay for recetion and fishing.

The site is on the coast at the tip of a lare agrictul area This is exected to flourish wit
the im naion o-fthbeJSURA irgation prject, which wl bing warto the tte Puerto
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Viejo de Azda area. Because of the sparse tersal vegetation and the rocky charcter of the
Caracoles beach, the area has not bee considered to have major potential for tourism . Becaue
of the reported abundance of mrine vegetation, the presence of wetlands with mangroves,
flingos, and a coral reef, Eleuterio Martinez of ONAPLAN' has recommended that the area
be designated a "natural resource (psumably with some restrictiOns on development), but this
plan has not yet been adpted.

Beu of the lack of significt residenftial development in the area and the unlikeliood that
such devlpment would be planned in the futue, locng a pow plant in this area would not
adversely impact a commumty. The plant woud also not be ncoible with greater

icultural development of the area Hmowever, if the site is shown to have endangered SpS
of vgeion and wildife with potental for desgnatio as a naural preserve, the siting of a
powe plant vith the concomitant coal handling facility woud result in poteialy significnt
adversimpacts.

Because of the distance of th residetial units frm the site, the only adve effects on qualitY
of life would be the intrucdon of an industrial use to the recreational beach and fishing
activities. Plant development woud provide employment opportuniies, which are considered a
benefical impac Countywie beneficial impacts would be the same as for the othr plants.

5.2.4.4 1mW

The prority site at Itabo is immediately surounded by the heavy industial uses of the Itabo I
and II plts and supporting iruue suh as a coal pile and conveyor belts and fuel storage
tnks. The land uses in a larger aea (apprx ty 1 kiometer from the site) are also industial
n nature with the petolem refinery and sugar refiery located neaby.

The proposed site at Itabo is compatible with the existing industrial uses in the immediat
vicinity and a 1 kn radius of the site. The indusfti uses of both the immediat and general
areas surounding the Itabo site would not be adversely impacted by plant-reated impacts such
as naise, taffic, air emissions, and visual intrusion to the viewshed. However, several detached
resideial units located directly acrss frmm the dsting plants would be adversely impacted by
activites related to the nw plant The road seving the site serves the easg indusial uses
assodated with Itabo and is well-suited to accommodate additional industrial tr associated
with power plant del t. The Baina pot, alrady sving the eisting power plants, is
conenient for the fuel transport activities necessary for plant developnent at this site. From a
lnd use pespective, due to umiform industial uses and the limited reidental deveopment in
the area, additional plant development at the Itabo site would not have advrse land use ipactt.

The only adverse social impacts resuldng from the plant construction would be the required
relocaion of swveral rsdential units abutfing the site. Beneficial impacts to the region woud
include new direct and indict ployment opportunities and countrywide improvent in
quality of life and economic gwth.

I MeIIui hMarcb 11, 1994.
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II

5.3 THE NO-PROJECa ALTERNATIVE

The No-Project Alternative is defined as the decision by the Dominicai Republic not to seek
funding for and not to proceed with the construction of the two new 125 MW power plants.

Under the No-Prject Altenative, the would be no intenal loan money for the plants dtat
would be built by 1997-1998. Assung the rest of CDE's expansion plan was to go forward
as planned, the failure to build these two umits would contribute a defiit of available power in
the years from 1995 to 2006, reaching a maximum deficit of 200 MW by fte year 2002. This
is considered to be a significant adverse impact

If a power defiit condnues to prevail in the Dominican Republic, this would result in
ctywide advese social and eonomic impacts due to reduced eoomc developmnt and
reduced quality of sevices. A continued power deficit would also result in continued limitation
on the quaity of life of fte population.

If the loan does not go forward, ere woud also not be an opportunity to mitgate the ongoing
adverse mamental ipacts of existig failities in the power secor. This means that air
quality, water qualitybiology, solid waste, land use, and social impacts that are now asoditd
with existg plants wodd cotinued unabated.

The No-Prect Alteative would also remove the oppormnity for the Dominican Republic to
proceed with the first interim phase of power sector institutional str hemag activities that
woud be connected nith this loan. These activities would consist of setting up a procedure for
preparing project-specific EIASs, inporatng mitigation measures for identfied impacts in the
project design as a condition of the pmit, and implementing a continuous environmental
compliance system to monitor and enforce adherence to established stnrds and speed-upon
mitgatio meas. Other actities which could not be undertken wnthout the loan include
taining in envionmentl evaluation and enfcment for the saff of the Superintendencia, the
purchs of monitoring and other equpment, and public education about envrnmental issues
related to the power sector.

5.4 POTENTI ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACrS OF TRANSMISSION LINES

Becuse this EA was based only on a limited set of assumptions for four new power plants on
four altenative locations (size in MW and fuel type) a speific route for associated trnsmion
lines was not availble for the eniom envl evaluadon. Certain potential impact of
tansmission lines should be considered at this stage, however, before any of the proposed sites
is selected for power plant depment At the time that site-specific ELASs are prepared for
the new plants, the enmental impact assessnent should inude an i impact
evaluafon of the transmissn linhes assocated wffi each plant

Eectic transmission lines -an have the foUlowing adverse impacts during operatio-: land use,
bilogy (fl and fun), soils and geology, cultral resources (heolo d hitic),
vWisu reurces, lectro-magnetic fields, and soda-economic impacts. Some of these impacts
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may be more severe during construction. Other adverse impacts that may occur during
co-struction include air quality (dust), t-afc, and noise.

Land Use
Impacts are complely dependent on the existing land use in and adjacent to fth tran
line route. Impacts will result if the construction or opeatin of the line would cause: (1) a
pernment or tmporay cessation, disupin or moification of existing land uses; (2) a hrt-
term or long-tem reduction in fte value of the visual seing for visually sensitive land uses
(recredfion or tourism); or (3) a substantial modific of fte planning and deelopment
plnning opportnities.

Biology
a. Vegettion- ansmission tws and dteir assod uses such as pulig statis,
cntruo yards and new access roads can result in ampling and cushing or removal of
ve . Some vegetaion wil grow back after couctin, but if new access roads are
mvolved, some vegetaion wodd be removed for fte life of tbe prjecL The significance of the
impacts is emplty depdent on the value of the habita to be disturbed (e.g., the presece
of rare or endangered spcie).

b. Wildle - impacts rest from disturbance of habitat of unique or sensitive wdlife e
which can occur when previously pristie areas are encrached by consucio, paticularly of
new access roads. Impacts on prdatory animals are less sinficant, because these animals can
move to offier areas to fid suitable habitat

Soils and Geology
Effects are caused by survey opeations, cnsdttion, and xposure of soil to water, wid
erosion, compacton, and potntal for soil coeapse after transmison line abandonment Soil
loss through wnnd eroson can camse an increase in seiment yiel New water runoff paes
resulting frm constuction reat new drainage patns, causing soil ersion. Thes effects ae
magified by soil compaction. Howv, se impacts are short-term, and, theefor, usually
not significant. Geological conditions along the route can senously impact the transmission line.
Potential effects indude slope failure near mountains and hills, shink and swell poetial in
areas of exPansive soils, and instability m fault and seismic aiity aras. Areas subject to
flooding can also result in adverse impacts on the anmission system.

Cultura Resources
Adverse impact can occr during ground distubing activities associated with proect
construction. Additional impacts can occur during the operation and maintenance stat and at
abandonment. Cultal resource impacts are direcly propottional to the amoumt of new gound
surface disturbance occurring.

Visual Resurces
Temporary impacts eist dung constuctio as a result of the presence of heavy equiprent,
dust, and the views of construction yards. Permanent impacts inlude the pote intui of
towes and lines, c i and an roads, and substations into surrounding eas.
Visual impac depend on the distance from the obsdvaion point and the proxmity of the
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transmission Ues to tihe main roads. Impacts are considered significant when scenic views
critical to recreation or tourism activities are adversely affected.

Electr-Magneic Filds (EMF)
These fields result when alteatng curent flows through a conductor. EMF levels incrse with
higher voltage, greater curent, and proximity to the source. Although there is consideable
concem about ESF impacts of transmission lines to neaby land uses, scientific research has not
yet been developed to determine that exposure to a given EMP level is hazardous to human
health. A prudent approach to mitigaton of this potenial impact is to avoid location of a
tansmiion line adjacent to residentil or recreational and educational facilites. Design
masures can also be underaken to reduce EMF levels, and motring studies after construction
cn keep the pubLic infomed about potental effects and line safety.

Socio-Economic Impact
Thea include the potential availlity of consuton jobs, and infLux of workers to the area
during cnsnwci, economic growth in the arm as a result of improved energy delvery. Most
of these impacts would be beneficial and not coidered tD be significant, because they would
be eidr tempay or permanmt, but indire

The potntial impac descred above and any addiional sisific impacts that may apply
dsold be cnsidered in the prepartion of the project-specfic ElASs for the nw power plants.
In addito, the need for new tansmission lines and pminary descriptions of the line mutes,
structures, conductors, and inuors, acces rads and csuction plans should be prvided
in the ElASs.

5.5 OTHER SOURCES OF POWER GENERATION AND ITS EPPBC¶1WENESS

The Power Sector Expansion Plan wil focus on themid power generation. Hower, ote
sources of power generaton diher already exist in the Dominican Republic or have been tried
elswhere and may be applicable to the Dominican Republic. Those sources which can be
cosidered alternatives or supplementy means of meetng energy requeents are descibed
in this section. Consideran of the beneficial and adverse viM mental impacts and rlative
cost of alternative engy sowurces pvides a perspective for the analysis of fte themal
facilities.

53.1 Hydroelectricity

in copason to thermal elecrity genatio, some bmefic en tal impacts of
utilizing hydroelectric resources are the avoidance of adverse impacts to local and global air
resources, and the avoidance of water and soils effect of residual waste matis such as coal
ash. Adverse impacts of hydc c fcilities include, primarily, large scale efiorestation; soil
erosion; degrded water quality-, damaged fisheies; thre to species of flora and famna; and
p ation d acement and relocaion. In additio, fugitive dust emissons can be gnificnt
during the co on period.
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The Dominican Republic curently has 15 operating hydroelectr' urits with an installed capacity
of 370 MW. The country contains approximately 2,000 MW of uLrapped hydroelectric potential.
The average capacity factor for existing hydroelectic units is under 30 percent.2 Major
investment in the Dominican Republic hydroelectric facilities would be constrained3 , because
the output of hydroelectric units would be severely restricted during the dry season (the
Dominican geography which does not permit large storage reservoirs). These same geographic
features also limit the size of the units to generally under 10) MW on any given site- This would
require the construction of at least turee separate hydroelectric facilities to produce the equivalent
power of two 125 MW fossil unis. The economic comparison between fossil-fueled power plants
and hydroelectric facilities should be conducted as part of the Expansion Plan for the Power
Sector.

5.5.2 Biomass

Municial solid waste, agncultural waste (sugarcane, cotton, and wheat), and sewage sludge
represent viable energy sources supplementing conventional energy sources, such as coal or fuel
oil typically used for power generation. In comparison to thermoelectric power generaion, the
use of biomass materials has some beneficial environmental impacts relating primarily to the
reduction of these waste steams and avoiding conventonal disposal metfiods suchi as land filling
and open burning. The air quality impacts associated with the use of biomass as a fuel source
are comparable to those assodated with fossil-fueled power plants. The sulfur content of these
altrnative energy sources is relatively low, typically less than 0.5 wt. percent Sulfur and, SOx
emissions are similar to power plants using low sulfur coal. Wh'm applying modem combustion
methods such as low NOx burners at fossil fuel power plants, NOx emissions are also
comparable.

Agricultural waste such as bagasse, a residual from sugar refining activities, is abundant in the
Dominican Republic in the order of 2.5 million tpy of which 90 percent is reused at sugar
refineries to produce steam and electricity. The use of bagasse is, therefore, not a viable option
in the Dominican Republic.

At a future stage in the economic development of the Dominican Republic the viability -f using
municipal solid waste and sewage sludge as an energy alternative should be examined. In order
for municipal solid waste to be considered a supplemental energy source, an efficient solid waste
collection system must be in place to assure steady supply. It is also importnt that municipal
solid waste and industial wastes are not mixed, so that potentially hazardous industial wastes
are not incorporat into the combustion process and dangerous toxins are not released to the

2 DECON Interim Rcport, Plan Nacional de Expamsi6n de h Gcneraci6n del Sistoma EMcrico de la Rcpdblica
Domixicans, March, 1994.

3 PFjUIa Paprr Draft Oudine, ETJ P}rivuxran orqPiect (NO. 517-0270), USAID/Domiican Republc,
1993.

4 Domin Rcptbc: Issues and Options i Tne Encrgy Sector, Encrgy Sector Management Assistance
Progmmie, (ESMAP), Industry and Eneg D_m==, Washngton, D.C.
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atmosphere. The typical heat content of raw municipal solid waste is approximately 3,500 to
5,500 Bullb, comparable to that of low rank lignite coal. To increase the heating value, the
waste should be concentrated into organic rich fractions prior to feeding it into the combustor.
When sludge is considered for power generadon, it has to be dewatered prinr to introducing it
into the combustor to boost its heat content. As a result of the need for all of these processes,
the total capital investment cost for power generating facilities using municipal waste or sewage
sludge is approximately US$5,207/KW (including necessary treatnent processes), considerably
higher than fossil fuel power plants. The operating and maintenance costs for a comparable 250
MW facility are also considerably larger than the those of a fossil fuel plant. Therefore, this
alternative is not pratical at this nime.

5.5.3 Wind

Wimd-generated energy is a non-polluting source of electricity and, compared to alternative
energy sources, beneficial impacts are incurred by avoiding the range of adverse environmental
impacts associated with thermal, hydroelectic, and refuse-geneated electrity.

The applicability of wid energy as an altenaive energy source primarily depends on the local
atnosphenc energy flux and land area availability for erecting wdmills. Wind turbine
technology has improved over the last few yeas to effectvely manage voltage control problems.
In addition, the recent design of wind tubines for variable-speed opeation captures more of the
available energy while maintig a constant-frequency electical output. Although the large
network of windmills required would occupy a large land araa, the turbine foundations use only
1 percent of the total occupied land. Thus, windplants may co-exist with ranching and
agricultural uses and can provide a long-ten source of income for zanchers and farmers who
typically receive 2-5 percent of the gross electricity revenues. The capital investment cost is
US$1,106/KW6 and the opeating oost is US$10KW.7 Wind energy, as ffie California
experience shows, can be a viable option for proaucing electicity. The feasibility of applying
this technology in the Domniican Republic should be studied as part of a comprehensive energy
resources program.

5.5.4 Energy Conservation

Low and distorted prices of energy for extended penods have thwarted efficiency drives in the
Dominican Republic. In addition, energy efficiency measures have been constrained by the lack
of awareness among energy users about available energy saving technologies, reluctance to
assume the cost and risk of introducing new technologies, and lack of financing for efficiency
measures. Energy substituto, using coal instead of fuel oil as a primary energy source, has the
potential to lower fuel costs.

5 EPP, Tccbnil Assenmf Guide: Volme 1: Elekiczy Supply - 1989 (Reifl 6, Updated 1993.

7 ibid
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Based on the experience in other counties, it can be assumed that an energy savings potential
of at least 20 percent exists through low-cost housekeeping measures alone, equivalent to about
0.24 million toe/year (US$31.5 million at an intemational petroleum price of US$18/B).
Housekeeping measures implemented in public buildings such as cleaning filters, preventing
warn air infiltraton, and replacing incandescent lights with florescent tubes can result in large
efficiency gains. It is possible that an additional 15-20 percent of energy savings could be
realized though major investnents such as retrofits. Energy conservation can also be achieved
through increased efficiency in energy conversion. Low fuel efficiency and technical and
administrative losses in the electricity generation at the existing thermal power plants currently
result in an amount to an estimated 30 percent loss.'

Once the Superintendencia is in place, management methods such as Demand Side Management
(DSM) and Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) should be employed. DSM consists of the
identification and implementation of initiatives that improve the use of energy-supply capacity
by altering the characteristics of the demand for energy. This is accomplished by a mix of
pricing, load management, and conservation strategies designed to increase the incentives for a
more efficient use of energy. IRP consists of an evaluation of available demand and supply-side
options to provide energy services and to determine an optimal energy service srategy, given
economic and environmental factors. The costs of all the different energy supply and end-use
tecnologies, processes, and programs that might be used to provide energy services are ranked,
and the lowest-cost opportunities are implemented according to the cost raning.

$ Domiican Rcpublic: Issues and Options in lhe Energy Sector, Entrgy Sector Managemcat Assisutne
pcpmnc (ESMAP), Indnszry and Ener Dqermen, Washigton, D.C.
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6. MMTIGATION MEASURES FOR PLANNED FACILITIES

The mitigation measures recommended in this section are designed for the environmental impacts
at the four priority sites described in Section 5.2, "Environmental Impacts of Planned
Facilities," but they would be applicable to foun power sector expansion at any designated site
tiroughout the Domnican Republic. These mitigation measures should serve as the basis for
site-specfic mitigation measures particula to site and plant design to be developed m the
project-specific RIASs.

6.1 AIR QUALITY

6.1.1 Mitigation Measures

The mitigation measures recommended below apply to both existing power plants and new
plants.

1.) The use of any fuel (oil or coal) with 2 percent sulfr content or less would reduce the
identified adverse impacts to insignificant levels. Low sulfur coal and low sulfur fuel oil are
available on the market, but the oDsts will vary depending on the tming of the purchase. At the
time of EIAS preparation for th'e planned facilities, a comparison between the cost of low sulfur
fuel and the cost of installing pollution control equipment in the new plants, such as scrubbers,
should be conducted. Instllaon of scrubbers would require major plant overhaul that oDuld cost
$10 million per unit. Also, the use of scnubbers would result in the production of Flue Gas
D esuiation Waste, which is considered to be toxic and is difficult to disose

2.) Maintenance procedures should be instituted to ensure that emission control equipment,
either presently instaUlled or in new plants, is functioning properly. increases in the opeating
efficiency of electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) can result in improvements in particulat removal
from 99 percent to 99.5 percent, and reduction in the plume opacity levels to below 20 percent.
Effective plant maintenance procedures should be established to achieve long periods of efficient
operation and few outages or upsets. Procedures should include improved general housekeeping,
routine inspection and repair of essential plant systems, and instrument calibration and repair.

3.) The operation of the combustion control equipment of power plants should be monitored
and controlled to maintain and increase the efficiency of opertions, and thereby reduce the
amount of pollutant emissions per KWh of electricity produced.

4.) Stacks in new plants should be desiged to ensue that the stack height is sufficient to
reduce fte ground level concentrations at the downwind receptors.

It should be noted that the coal handling facilities currently in place at the Itabo facility and at
the Haina Port are presently under study. Recommendations for improvements in the coal
handling and ash transportation and disosal procedures from that study will be incorporated in
the final EA. It is anticipated ta these recommendations will result in a reduction of fugitive
dust emissions of coal dust from the coal handling system.
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6.1.2 Perceived Value of Air Emission Reduction

Traditional analysis of power supply options has focused on the out-of-pocket costs of power
production, such as capital investment, fuel cost, and operation and maintenance expenses.
Environmental impacts have generally been extenal to economic analysis and, for that reason,
are often referred to as "externalities." The limitation of that approach is that either
environmental benefits are not considered at all, or that they are only considered indirectly
ftrough the use of design criteria to meet a set of regulations. There is no mechanism to allocate
limited capital resources to the environmental control that will provide the greatest benefit.

In future econormic evaluations, a reasonable approach will take the view at any investnent for
emission control equipment should be prionrtized on an overall economic basis, including
emission cost, so as to assure that limited capital is used in the most effective way. This
approach is increasingly used in the United States and elsewhere, for evaluating power supply
options with differing emission chamcteistics.

In this analysis, a range of emission values was reviewed. As an initial point of reference, the
State cf Califomnia levels that have been used as a model for other States were reviewed. These
levels are presented as "high" (see Table 6-1). These were assumed to be the highest values that
could reasonably be assigned to Dominican Republic. 'Low values were established to be 10
pect of those used in Calfornia. Although these values are charactrized as "low," they are
significantly higher than assigning no value at all, as is done in traditional economic analysis.

Table 6-1 Power Emission Values'$/Ton (1989 Dollars)

Emissions H igh Values Low Values

Nitrogen Oxide $750 $75

Sulfur Oxides $1,500 $150

PMio $1,280 $128

X California Energy Commission, -Elariciy Repon,' Jmnuary 1993

At this time, it is not possible to estimate the reduction in tons of each pollutant that would
result from the implementation of the mitigation measures recommended herein. When these
amounts are known, at the completion of engineering and definitive determination of the fuel
type to be used, assuming a 16-hour power plant operating day, and using the power
emission values above, the benefits in dollars of reduced emissions per ton of pollutant can
be estimated. For example, if a low sulfur fuel is introduced in a power plant that currently
emits 64 tons of SO2 per operating day (8,000 lbs. per hour), and emissions are reduced by
approximately 75%, the value of the benefit for S% in dolEl would be within the range of
$7,200 to $72,000 per day. This would amount to $262,800 to $2,628,000 per year.
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6.2 WATER QUALITY/BIOLOGY

6.2.1 Water Quality

The nitigation measures proposed to reduce impacts to water quality to insignificant levels
can be divided into two categones: constrction and operational. The mitigation measures are
applicable to any of the proposed plant sites and are also applicable to any type of fuel ta
may be used.

6.2.1.1 Construction Storm Water Runoff

Surface water runoff, storm water runoff (generally), and runoff from equipment washdown
areas should be collected into a silt trap or settling basin with an oil separator. The oils
should then be skdmmed off and the solids allowed to settle out of suspension. The waste oils
and solids should then be collected and disposed offsite in an appropriate waste disposal area

6.2.1.2 Refueling

Bquipment refiling should lake place offsite to ninixize the possibility of fuel spills. If this
is not possible, fueling areas and fuel storage areas should be located on impervious surfaces,
and fuel tanks should be located behind berms. Draiage from this area should be collected
and disposed offsite.

6.2.1.3 Sewerage

Any domestic sewage generated during constuction should be collected in a portable
collection system or impermeable sump and disposed offite. This assumes that there will not
be any existing facilites that could be used by construction workers during working hours.

6.2.1.4 Star-u Water

Waters flushed through the new fcility during start-up should be collected in a holding
facility (such as a pond or sump) before discharge. Parameters such as pH, temperature, and
heavy metals' concentrations should be measured at this point. If the effluent is found not to
conform to exing applicable effluent discharge standards (e.g., NORDOM 436), the
appropriate measures should be undertaken to bring the water quality within the regulatory
limits. These methods may include neutralizing, cooling, precipitating, or removing heavy
metals through adsorption on colloidal materials.

6.2.1.5 Overational Cooling Water Discharge

Thermal plumes from the cooling water discharge can be minimized through the construction
of a submerged, multi-port diffuser. Discharge volumes and diffuser design (such as depth of
diffuser, number and orentation of ports, and port discharge velocity) would be determined
through tmpere and flow modeling. However, this method of reducing thermal efcts
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(construction of a diffuser) is costly and may not be feasible under the financing packmage. If
this is the case, cooling ponds or towers could be constructed. If the construction and
opeation costs are still too high, exceptions to water quality standards may have to be
promulgated for this type of industry. Additional engieering methods to minimze the
magnitude of thermal discharges such as altemative heat dissipation desiga (e.g., closee cycle
cooing) and methods for waste heat utlization should be considered during the plant design
phase-

If the power plant cooling system requires the frequent use of chlorine or other biocides to
eliminate the growth of biofouling organisms, the effluent should be monitored to determine
the residual levels of these chemicals before discharge. If high chlorine levels are detected,
one method of reducing these concentrations may be the addition of sulfur dioxide before
final discharge.

The cooling water effluent should also be monitored for a number of other constituents,
including pH, dissolved oxygen, and heavy metals. As in the construction phase, if these
paameters are not within acceptable water quality imts, appropriate methods should be
applied to bring the effluent within regulatory guidelines. For pH, this may require
neutralization or acidification. If dissolved oxygen levels are too low, increased aeration
through the increase in the rate of discharge may be necessary. Adjustment of heavy metal
concentratons rr.ay be more difficult and may require a rigorous investigative effort to
determine the source of the particular metl (e.g., leacking from the condenser tubing) and to
determine the proper operational or engineenng solution, such as replacing the tubing with a
more inert material.

6.2.1.6 SiaQ

StE drainage, which mcludes surface water runoff from working and washdown areas,
chemical storage facilities, parking lots, and access roads, should drain into a single collector
system and sump. The runoff quantities for the collecr system should be calculated using
the Rational Method1 and be based on an appropriate storm frequency. A runoff coefficient
of 0.9 should be used for roads, pavements, and roofs; a coefficient of 0.5 should be used
for all other areas. The minimum timre of concentration should be five minutes. Such a
design should prevent overflows dung normal rainfall events. The sump should include oil
skimmers or interceptors so that oils and grease can be removed before the runoff is
discharged.

The Rational Mehod is a design equation for smal basins defined by q = CiA, whem q, is in acitkIches
per hour, i is aveage minil intcnsity in inches per hour for a duaion equal to the tiie of concentation
of the basin, and A is areain acres (Linsley et al., 1958).
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6.2.1.7 Loadine and Transfer Facilities

If oil is the source of fuel for the proposed power plant(s), the entire loading and transfer
area should be surrounded by oil booms in the water during unloading, augmented by
absorbent material, available for deployment in the event of an oil spill. The absorbent
material, once used, should be stored in 55 gallon drums specifically designated for
collection of oily waste and disposed of in an appropriate waste disposal facility offsite. Once
the fuel transfer is completed, the booms should be removed from the area, cleaned, and
stored for later use.

If coal is the primary source of fuel, the storage piles should be covered, compacted, and
sprayed with water to reduce dust. The storage area should be enclosed or bermed to prevent
runoff from flowing offsite or int other locations within the operating facility. The area
should be serviced by a drainge systen that collects any localzed runoff into a sump area
where the solids can be removed, and possibly recovered for reuse, before discharge.

6.2.1.8 Ash DiWssal

The ash resulting from a coal-burning facility should be disposed of at a designated ash
disposal facility. As described in Section 6.3, -Solid Waste Disposal," the disposal facility
should be designed in such a way as to minimize surface water runoff from the site as well
as minimize waste leachates from entering either surface or grundwater in order to protect
water quality.

6.2.2 Biology

6.2.2.1 Terrial Biology

Siting and Design. Mitigation of impacts to temestrial flora and fauna would be addressed
thrugh the proper siting and design of the proposed power plant(s). Vegetation and wildlife
surveys should be conducted in all areas that would be affected, including the plant site itsef,
fuel loading areas, construction staging areas, access roads, and any ancillary facilities
required during the cor4struction phase. If a potential development area, either the powar
plant or waste disposal facility, contais particularly senstive habitat or species as defined by
the proposed environmental law (Chapter 6), altemative designs or sites should be considered
to avoid any potential conflicts.

Impacts could furither be reduced if the proposed facility is located at an already distubed
site. With the biological diversity already reduced in industial areas such as Itabo and San
Pedro de Macoris, construction of a new plant would entail fewer impacts to flora and fauna
than construction and development in an undeveloped area such as the Puerto Viejo de Azla
site.
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6.2.2.2 Aquatic Biolg-y

Water Quality Standards. In general, impacts to the aquatic environment at any of the
proposed power facilities would be reduced through the implementation of water quality
nmitigation measures. Existing water quality standards or those to be promulgated as a result
of the implementation of the proposed nvironmental law should be protective of sensitive
aquatic resources such as invertbrates and fish. It wil] be important, however, to determine
and quantify site-specific impacts to these aquatic resources within the project-specific EIAS.

Site-Specific Surveys. Because each of the proposed sites is different with respect to
orientation and exposure to the marine environment, site-specific surveys will need to be
conducted through baseline and post-construction monitoring to ascerain the level of impflt
at any of the facilities. IMese surveys should quantify fte aquatic communities that would be
potentally within the zone of influenoe of both the intake system as well as the outfalls.
Siting of these structures should be within areas that would impact the fewest resources. For
example, the intake structures should not be located in known spawning and nursery areas
for commercially or recreationally important fish speces. If there are significant fish or
invertebrate resources within the proposed intake structures, velocities at the intake screms
should be low enough to allow fish to escape and not become impinged or entrained into the
cooling system.

6.3 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

The primaiy recommended mitigation measure for the environmentally responsible disposal
of solid waste streams resulting from vower sector expansion is to reduce them at the source
by using a high quality fuel or efficient fuel operations systems. However, regardless of fuel
and system types, some quantity of waste will be gened. In the Dominican Republic, land
disposal is currently the primary disposal option due to the availability and accessibility of
land and current lack of technology to support alternative methods such as economic
reclamation and intense industrial and commercial use of coal ash. However, land disposal of
solid wastes can tie up large tracts and will not always be practical where land is at a
prmium and environmental concerns are paramount As the Dominican Republic
industializes and waste streams increase and diversify, non-land disposal techniques should
be relied upon as viable disposal methods. Options such as economc reclamaton and intense
industrial and commecial use of coal ash should be initiated as soon as practical.

6.3.1 Land Disposal

Until thes disposal options are viable, the land disposal of power-related solid waste streams
should follow the proposed guidelines for disposal location sitng; site design and
preparation; and operation and management of the site. These recommendations should be
implemented in order to effectively mitigate potential adverse impacts to the natural and
human environments resulting from expansion of the power sector.
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6.3.1.1 Site Selecion

The siting of new disposal facilities for any power plant development, regardless of the
primary waste stream, should follow a sound siting rationale. In geneal, the disposal site
should be located in an area in which offsite migration of material is minimized. The site
should have minimal proximity to ground and surface water resources and low soil

* -permeability. In order to avoid adverse direct impacts to ground and suface water quality
and marine and terrestrial biological resources, sites in or v&y near to coastal, wetland, and
mangrove areas should not be considered as viable disposal locations.

The disposal site should be on low-lying and relatively flat land with no natural slopes
toward sensitive resources such as human settlements, grazing areas, water resources, or
sensitive biological areas. Areas with close proximity to any of these resources should be
carefully avoided and any residential settements should be prohibited within a specfied zone
peimeter around the disposal site. Future land use considerations should also be included in
the site selection process so that when the disposal site bemes inactive, appropriate land
uses may flourish on the former site. For exanple, land reclamation of former disposal sites
may afford futre land use options for agricultural uses.

If the Itabo site is selected for the development of one or two 125 MW units, the existing
disposal site, serving Itabo I and II, should not be considered a viable disposal location. The
Itabo disposal site does not conformn to any of the siting criteria presented in this section and
it would be enm mentally unwise to exacerbate the existng problems already identfied in
Section 2.3. The Itabo disposal site would not be able to accommodate the estimated quantity
of coal ash generated from the operation of the new unit(s).

6.3.1.2 Site Preparation/Design

The type of waste (coal ash or sludge) and its hazard and toxicity characteistics are the
pnmary considerations in developing disposal site design critera. These parameters are
unknown because no chemical analyses have been conducted on existing power-related waste
steams and any assumptions in this regard would be misleading. Although the disposal site
design should be selected when more information is available, general recommendatons for
land disposal site preparation and design can be made.

If the primary waste stream is coal ash, and particularly if preliminary chemical analyscs
indicate toxic quantities of heavy metals in the ash leachate, the disposal site should be lined.
Synthetic and geotextile lining and instaUlled leachate collection systems are expensive and
likely afford unnecessary precautions agaist leaching constituents. A liner consisting of a
material mixture of fly ash, bottom ash, and cement compacted against the soil is an
apprpriate lining technique. Before the liner is laid and compacted, the site should first be
excavated in a bowl shape from end to end so that water drains into a settling pond. The
runoff water in the pond should be monitored for water levels and analyzed for pH and
approriate chemical parameters, prncipally heavy metals. In the fiure, after the site is
inactive, it can be reclaimed. For example, by adding a significant layer of topsoil, the site
can be redlaimed for agricultural purposes.
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If the primary waste stream is sludge material, the land disposal site must be adequately lined
to prevent contaminants from reaching the soil and leaching potenially toxic matrials into
the groundwater. A properly laid synthetic liner, which can accommodate the heavy rans in
the region, may adequately protect against soil contamination and leaching compounds. In
addition, a leachate collection system should be installed and leachate monitored for heavy
metal concentrations.

6.3.2 Site Operation

When coal ash is brought to the disposal site, the piles should be built in 6 to 12 inch layers
and compacted by overriding the merial with rubber tie mobile equipment such as a roller
or a front end loader. Many of the detrimental environmental effects of current disposal
practices described in previous sections can be avoided in future power sector development
by dedicating the selected disposal site. The site should be adequately guarded and reguly
patrolled, thereby preventing the presence of animals and unauthorized persons, and the
disposal of other wastes. The rnmoff or leachate collected on-site should be properly trted
pnor to disposal. Down-gradient groundwater wells should be installed and regularly
monitored for contmination.

6.3.3 Non-Land Disposal Options

The midustial and commercial use of coal ash has been the subject of worldwide interest and
study. Uses for coal ash such as asphalt pavement, concrete, blocks for buildings and
structures, lightweight aggregate, stuctural fills for construction, and soil modification for
agriculture are proven applications and their use has increased dramatiatlly in the past
decade. A program to inifate interest and generate demand for coal ash as a viable industrial
material should be initied immediately. Coal ash currently generated from the Itabo sit
should be used to instigate a program for marketing and commerciazation of this mateial.
A license or fee should be charged to mterested parties hauling coal ash from the Itabo
disposal sites; currently, unauthorized persons are taling the ash offsite. The fee revenue
should be used for furthcr research and public sector marketing efforts for thie industial
applications of coal ash. Commaciaizing the ash at the Itabo disposal site accomplishes a
short-tem environmental benefit by reducing ash quantities on-site. A long-trm
environmental benefit is also fostered by encouraging and accelerating demand for ash so that
in the fuue, ash generated from the proposed plants has a useful industial and commercial
application.

If the prmary waste stream is asphaltic sludge material, alternative disposal methods for
sludge (such as incineraton, chemical treatment, or chemical fixation) should be addressed in
the project-specific EIAS.

6.4 LAND USE/SOCIAL

The primary mitigation to avoid or reduce adverse or potentally significant land uselsocial
impacts at any future site is proper sitng of the proposed power facility. Since land use plans
and guidelines do not exist for any of the proposed sites, preliminary siting decisions
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regarding appropriate adjacent uses have not been made. Therefore, informed decisions
regarding the appropriateness of the development of a power generation facility at the
priority sites or any future site need to be made.

The project-specific EIAS would be the most appropriate and timely vehicle for addressing
the project-specific siting issues and the potentially significant impacts identified in Section
5.2. The mitigation measures proposed below would apply to many sites with such similar
conditions as proximity to residential, recreational, and tourism areas. However, for clarity,
mitigation measures are listed for-each of the four priority sites.

AndrEs/Boca Chica. To mitigate the spillage of coal ash, dust, noise, and the aesthetic
impacts of plant-related traffic, including the transport of waste mateials such as coal ash,
the following mitigation measures should be implemented:

* All trucks should be either enclosed or covered with a tarp to prevent spills or
dispersion of ash.

* Transporaion corridor improvements, such as tree planting and landscaping,
should be undertaken in populated residental and touristlcommercial areas,
especially Boca Chica.

To mitigate the potential visual impacts of stack and plume visibility to the Boca Chica area,
the following mitigation should be implemented:

* The plant should be sited and positioned to reduce the view of the stack from
Boca Chica Beach and the water.

* Screening devices, such as the use of paint and matials, lighting altematives,
and other means should be employed to minimize the visual intrusion of the
stack.

San Pedro de Macoris. To mitigate the impacts of coal ash trsportation, the mitigation
discussed previously should be implemented. To nitigate the potential impacts to the nearby
residential settlement, relocation of residents to a suitable location for residential use should
be considered.

Puerto Viejo de Azda. If the new units are located at AzSa, special provisions should be
made to ensure the continuation of recreational activities at the beach. If part of the area is
designated as a natural preserve, the power plant and associated intake and outfall canals
should be sited at an appropriate distance from the preserve.

Itabo. To mitigate the impacts to neamby residential units, the residents should be relocated
to a more appropriate residential area.
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7. ACTION PLAN

The intent of the Action Plan is to introduce a strategy to strengthen the environmental
management capacity of the power sector. In particular, the strategy is focused on ensuring that
the two new power plants are built using the required mitigation measures, and that there is a
governmental strcture, even if temporary, to ensure that these mitigations are inplemented
during plant construction and operation. Because a national environmental management system
is not prsently in e: istence, recommendations are made in Section 7.1 for such a system.
Recommendations for environmental management within the power sector are presented in
Sections 7.2 through 7.5. Section 7.6 contains interim measures addressing environmental
problems in the power sector and guidelines for project-specific evironmental reports. Estimated
costs of Action Plan implementation are presented in Section 7.7.

7.1 ISTIT[JlONAL DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONENTAL MANAGEMENT
CAPABIITY

Ensurng that projects across many sectors are developed in an environmentaily sound manner
is dependent on the capability of the insttutiLons in the Dominican Republic to produce and
review an adequate environmental inpact assessment; tnslte findings into design criteria;
implement mitgation measures and enviomental permits; and enforce envionmental standards.
Extensive institutional improvements, both on the national and sectoral levels, are required in
order to install such an environmental management system.

An approach for a national environmental management framework is presented in this section
on the assumption that the proposed Environmental Law will be passed. In light of the need for
sigficant institutional stregthening, the preliminary recommendations made throughout Section
7.1 are numerous and will involve substantial development, commensu=e technical assistance,
and funding resources at the national level.

Institution of a national environmental management system will require the following: 1.)
redefinition and clarification of agency mission and goals; 2.) redistribution of environmental
managemcnt responsibilities; 3.) agency restructuring guidelines to eliminate fragmentation and
redundancy; 4.) reallocation of agency operating budgets; and 5.) commitnent of human
resources. Before recommendations on these issues can be made, a detailed inventory and
subsequent analys of the institutional capacity of relevant agencies should be prepared. The
World Bank guidance on tis subject with respect to data collection techniques, analytical
pmcesses, and methods should be followed. The stLdy would assess the strengths and
weaknesses of the following organizational components of relevant agencies:

* Agency mission, goals, and range of responsibility

* Agency functions

* Legal basis for agency existence, authonty, and function

* Agency ganizaional st e
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* Formal and mformal agency coordination protocol

* Allocated and actual operating budgets

* Equipment and supplies

* Human resources currently utilized in terms of staffing levels, level of expertise, agency
educational requiements, and sa]ary structure

° Human resources available outside the public sector, such as university, NGOs, and
private sector business

* Formal and informal NGO and public involvement protocol

* National and intrnational training opportunities

In order to provide a logical context for the recommendations concerning environmental
management in the power sector, this section outlines the types of changes which would have
to take place countrywide, with respect to the following activities: 1.) cross-sector environmental
guidelines; 2.) inter-agency coordinaton; 3.) ElAS preparation and approval procedures; 4.)
environmental planning, studies, and monitoring programs; 5.) taining and public educatior.;
6.) public consultation and NGO involvement

7.1.1 Environmental Guidelines

Chapter 21 (Article 221) of the Environmental Law requires an Evaluaci6n de iinpacto
Ambiental y Social (EIAS) for a wide range of major projects from power facilities, airports,
and transportation projects, to programs and plans for national parks and agriculture. Chapter
21 (Article 223) of the Environmental Law also lists specific mandatory components for
inclusion in the EIAS, such as descriptions of tfie project, affected impact area, mvironmental
and social impacts, and mitigation measures.

The purpose for preparato of environmental guidelines to implement the law is to ensure tha
potential environmental and socal consequences are integrated into the planning and
decision-making processes used by publi agmcies and prets proposed by pnrvate mdusty.
When environmental guidelines are developed specific to a particular agency, the focus on a
particular resource or facility type renders the evaluation process more effective and efficient
The guidelines should consist of systematic practices regarding the preparation, review, and
implementation of the EIAS for projects under that agency's jurisdiction. The guidelines would
also describe the relationship of the ELAS to project permitting processes so that a logical and
coherent record of compliance with applicable environmental permts and norms is established.

For example, INDRHI night prepare guidelines that emphasize resources such as forestry,
agiculture, and fisheries that are commonly affected by the development of hydroelectric
projects, and focus on mitigation for watershed management such as afforestation, land use
changes, and constcton of structal controls that might be required. Because the law requires
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that environmental and socal considerations be incorporated into plans as well as proposed
projects, envionmental guidelines should be developed within trustee agencies such as
Subsecretaiat for Natual Resources (SURENA) and the Directorate for National Parks (DNP)
and agencies wit planning responsibilities such as The National Planning Office (ONAPLAN)
and the Secretaiat for Tourism (SECTUR). The environmental guidelines developed by all
agencies should be reviewed and approved by the Coniisi6n Nacional para el Medio Ambiente
before they are applied.

A model outline of fte topics to be included in agency environmental compliance guidelines
follows.

I. Envirnmental Screning

A. Detmining projects subject to and excluded from compliance
B. Detrmining appropriate level of detail in the EIAS
C. Detenninng if proposed project should be evaluated with other (umpacts of) similar
proects

II. neparing Evaluaiones de Ipacto Ambiental y Social

A. Scope of the EIAS

-Defining the EIAS scope
-Involving public and NGO participation in scoping
-Involving concerned agency particpation in scopig

B. Conducting ElASs

- Defining the proposed action
- Identfying the affected human and natal environment
- Assessing environmental and social impacts of the project
- Developing nmtigation measues to offset adverse inpacts
- Preparing the EIAS document in the proper fonnat

C. Notifying the Public

- Identifying public review and comment period procedures for EIAS
- Providing notice of availability of EIAS

m. Relatonship of EIAS to Agency Permitting Processes
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IV. Implementing and Monitoring Mitigation Measures

A. Preparation or review of a mitigation and monitoring plan detailing implementation
and monitoring responsibilities for the mitigation measures defined and agreed upon
during the ELAS process.

Additional environmental guidelines should also include the following:

* Planing for environmental facilities, (e.g., a water tetment plant)

* Baseline data collection requirements, such as analytical methods and chemical
parameters

* Project-specific studies commonly required, such as air dispersion models, water quality
models, or traffic studies

O Sector-spedfic required mitigation measures

3 Monitoring and reporting requirements such as monitoring parameters and reporting
frequency

7.1.2 Inter-Agency Coordination

The coordination of relevant public agee in the EIAS process is important in facilitating a
multi-disciplinary and objective evaluation of potental environmental consequences of a
proposed prject. Building tis capacity for agency coordinaton in the Dominican Republic is
also important in bndging the information gap. However, only one agency should be responsibie
for preparng an ELAS within any sector. To avoid overlap, the public agency primarily
responsible for carrying out or approving a project should be designated as the "lead' agency.
It is this agency tha should be responsible for preparing the EIAS, implementing its findings,
and monitoring the mitigation measures inooporated into the prject- Where several agencies
might be involved in proposed project funding, approvals, or permits, the one with the majority
of approval or permit responsibilities or the most governmental power should carry out the
EIAS. Interested agencies are also those at are in charge of resources potentally affected by
the proposed project. These recommendations follow the U.S. procedures for Federal EIS under
NEPA, which have been proven successfdul since 1969.

7.1.3 EIAS Preparation and Apprval Pmcedures

In order for the EIAS process to be applied consistently across all sectors, the Comisi6n para
el Medio Ambiente should develop E1AS procedures. These procedures would identify the steps
for developing, evaluating, reviewing, and approving ElASs in all sectrs, and ensuring the
inteation of cross-sectorl issues and public concems into project planning, design, and
development of mitigaton measures. Procedures developed by the Comisi6n para el Medio
Ambiente might include the following:
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* Public Scoping. After the decision to prepare an HEAS has been made and the concemed
agencies identified, the scope of the EIAS should be developed with interested agencies,
affected public parties, NGOs, and community groups. Public consultation during scoping
often solves potental problems that may surface later in the EIAS process.

* EIAS Prepartion and Review. The EIAS should be preared and reviewed in
consultation with the interested agencies and should be conducted in tandem with
planning, review, and project approval procses. The draft IlAS may be prepared either
by the staff of the lead agency, by conacting with a private consultant, or by accepting
a draft prepared by the applicant or the applicant1s consultant. Because the lead agency
should be solely responsible for the ELAS's adequacy and objectivity, it should carefully
review any draft prepared by an outside party. A review and comment period should be
established affording ample time for comments. The lead agency should evaluate
comments and provide timely written responses to be included in the final EIAS.

7.1.4 Environmental Planning, Studies, and Monitoring Programs

One of fte obstacles to effective environmental management in the Dominican Republic is the
present lack of basic data on the location and condition of natural resources and the impact of
human and industrial activities on these resources. Basic data gathering and resource mapping
are not normally part of the environmental compliance process, but the present absence of such
data wil render any proposed permits processes and monitonng programs ineffective.
Environmental documents, such as permits and EIAs, rely on such a database for accurate
analysis. Resources such as flora and fauna, wetland areas, land uses, water quality, and air
quality are not systematically mapped or assessed, baseine studies are not conducted, nor are
the effects of industial and urban pollution on baseline conditions regulated, permitted, or
monitored. Bridging this information gap and resolving the institutional limitations which
perpte it wil be cruci to preventing the aggravation of existing environmental problems
and forestlling the creation of new ones.

Resource monitoring programs are an effective means to maintain the quality of a resource and
regulate the impacts of human and industral activities. There are two distinct types of
monitoring programs:

* Nationwide monitorng of resources to continuously monitor the quality of resources
(e.g., ambient air quality monitoring) conducted by the resource management agency

* Industrial monitoring programs that monitor the impacts of industrial activities on
resources (e.g., effluent discharges to rivers) implemented by th-e polluting industry with
oversight and enforcement by the corresponding resource management agency

However, basic data and baseline conditions must first be documented before these monitorng
programs can be implemented. These data are essential tools of envirnmental management
across all sectors for several reasons: 1.) Baseline data is needed for ELASs to accurately define
envwonmental impacts to background conditions; 2.) Mapped and classified resources, such as
ecologically protected areas and ambient air quality, are needed for the development of siting
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criteria for industrial facilities; 3.) Infonnation on the ype, quality, and location of resources
such as wedands and endangered species is needed to develop countrywide environmental
planning strategies.

A comprehensive nadonal resource assessment and monitoring strategy may be developed. The
strategy should include the following two programs for each resource:

1.) A resource assessment program to gather basic data and to deteniine baseline conditions.
After baseline data is assessed, this program would fimction as a continuous monitoring
program.

2.) A resource-specific monitoring program which would function as part of an ovaeall
permitting system for facilities that release pollutants that affect the resource.

For example, for water quality, a program would be developed to assess background conditions
of the quality of water bodies thrughout the country. This program, or a variation of it, could
be left in place to function as an ongoing monitoring program continually monitoring water
quality. The polluting industry would monitor its effluent discharges and report to the water
quality management agency to demonstrate continued compliance with a water quality discharge
permit adn by the agency. Alternatively, each agency responsible for a resource area
may develop its own assessment and monitoring strategy.

As part of overall management of the resource, the responsible resource management agency
should perform the following activities:

* Resource survey and mapping. The type and location of resources should be identied.

* Resource classification. The use classification should be assigned (e.g., endangered
species, land use, or water use).

3 Resource evaluation. The existing quality of the resource should be identified (e.g.,
surface water quality according to water quality, or parameters and air quality according
to ambient air quality standards).

* Resource planning. Resource use plans should be developed.

* Permiftting. Use and discharge permits should be administered.

* Resource monitoring. An ongoing monitoring program should regulate the quality of the
resource (e.g., ambient air quality monitoring using air quality monitonng stations).

Some organizations in the Dominican Republic are already involved in some of these above
activities and they may also be assigned additional tasks. However, only one agency should
conduct all of these tasks for any resource area. For example, surface water quality might be
assigned to INDRIII, flora and funa to the Wildlife Departnent of the Secretarit for
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Agriculture, and land use to the appropriate departnent in ONAPLAN. Altemnatively, these tasks
might be accomplished under an umbrella agency such as the Subsecretariat for Natral
Resources under the Secretariat of Agriculture (SURENAISEA). Existing agencies might also
be converted into departments under the Comisi6n Nacional para el Medio Ambiente. No agency
or organization, however, is yet involved in air quality management or the administration of
industrial waste facilities. One of the important tasks in implementing the Environmental Law
will be to assign the above duties to the appropriate agency or departnent of the Comisi6n
Nacional pam el Medio Ambiente or to set up a new entity responsible for air quality
management and the adminison of industial waste facilities.

Existing data regarding resource mapping, evaluaion, quality, and monitoring data should be
incorporated into baseline studies so that future efforts are not duplicated. NGO involvement
should not be overlooked in these efforts and available information developed by the NGO
should be utilized in resource assessmnent activities and studies. For example, the Dominican
Foundation for the Research and Conservation of Marine Resources has conducted surveys of
coastal marine resources. NGO expertise could also be incorporated into resources assessment
or planning studies. The capacity of these and other existing agencies to imlement these tsks
is yet undetermined and should be examined.

Assessment and monitoring programs are needed at least for the following resources: 1.) Flora
and Fauna; 2.) Coastal Marine Resources (mangroves, coastal wetlands, and fisheries); 3.)
Surface Waters and Wedands; 4.) Forestry; 5.) Land Uses; 6.) Air Quality; 7.) Water Quality.

Although the establishment of basic data and baseline conditions for all resourmces is important
for the reasons discussed in this section, the following resource assessment and monitoring
programs should take piority and are recommended to begin immediately:

* land Use Study

3 Coastal Marine Resources

* Water Quality

* Air Quality

7.1.5 Training and Public Education

The traing component in a technical assistance program should be iniiuated on two levels:

* Traiing of agency staff on national and sectoral levels

* Education of the generl population

Training goals should reflect the staffing levels proposed for the Comisi6n para el Medio
Ambiente and the environmental units to be instaUlled in the setoral agencies. For the staff of
the Comisi6n para el Medio Ambiente and the environmental umt staffs m secoral agencies,
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trining on the preparation, evaluation, and review of EIASs should be initiated in the U.S. and
other World Bank or [DR3 countries having substantial experience with this process. Although
the University of Santo Domingo is reportedly developing an environmental engineering
program, no domestic university currently offers courses related to industial pollution and urban
planning and management. Agency personnel should also receive funding for courses and
seminars on environmental issues specific to their sector. Since consultants may play a large role
early in the development of local EIAS capability, national and sectoral agency staffs should also
receive taining on consultant management.

Environmental education and awareness programs should be initated to make the general
populations aware of the opportunities and limitations of their physical environment. This can
be achieved through involvement of environmental professionals, professors, and NGOs, and
environmental education in the primary and secondary schools. For example, the agriculture
department at the Instituto Superior de Agricultura (ISA) and conservation and natural resources
departments at the Technology Institute of Eastem Cibao, the Santiago University of
Technology, the Central University of the East, and the Catholic University could be involved
in educating teachers in surrounding areas about sustainable resource use. In more remote areas,
teachers might best be reached though NGOs in the area.

7.1.6 Public Consultation/NGO Involvement

Soliciting the participation of potentially affected individuals, business establishments, and
NGOs, and incorporating informed views into the EIAS are necessary components in the
approval process. The Dominican Republic has a strong NGO base (see Annex D) in the areas
of social development and environmental conservation. However, the public consultation
requirements of the Environmental Law are new to the agencies in the Dominican Republic and
substantial technical assistance will be necessary to initate this process.

Consulting affected communities and NGOs has two primary purposes: One, understanding the
concerns of affected groups and the degree to which they are impacted by a proposed project,
and second, to incorporate their expertise regarding the nature of particular environmental
problem. The institution of a public scoping process, like that discussed in Section 7.13. would
obtain this type of public input. Following scoping, in order to ensure that public concerns are
incorporated into the EIAS, public notification of all phases of the EIAS (public hearings and
the availability of the draft and final EIASs) should reach affected commuruues and be conducted
in a timely manner.

7.2 DEVELOPMENT OF POWER SECTOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
CAPABILITY

Recommendations for the development of the environmental management capacity in the power
sector made in this section are intended to resolve, as much as possible, the issues identified in
Section 4.4, "Environmental Issues in the Power Sector's Regulatory Framework." These
recommendations for establishing a sector-specific EIAS process, environmental standards, a
permit process, monitoring programs, and an institutional structure to implement this
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environmental management system will require significant technical assistance and commensurate
funding commitments.

7.2.1 Siting Considerations for New Power Facilities

The pIn.nary means for avoiding or minimizing the adverse impacts of power plants will be to
employ environmental screening criteria in the site selection process. A site screening process
should at least include the following site selection considerations:

* Engineering Consideraions

- Availability of adequate land area
- Sufficient cooling water
- Suitability of foundation conditions
- Favorability of topogWhy
- Accessibility of transportation facilities
- General plant and transmission line layout
- Erosion control rquirements
- Existing surface grade

* Envirnmental Considerations

- Air Quality
- Meteorological conditions of the impact area
- Topography of the impact area
- Ambient air quality of the impact area

- Water
- Availability

Quality (baseline conditions)
Proximity to major groundwater recharge zones

- Aquifer characteristics
- Proximity to water bodies and wetlands
- Drainage problems (such as local ponding)
- Capacity of existing wastewater treatment facilities

- Iand Use/Socioconomic
- Characteristics of immediatly surrounding area and region
- Distance of plant from populated area
- Size and location of surrounding communities
- Culture and lifestyles of the area

-Ecology

- Proximity to sensitive plant communities
- Proximity to sensitive, rare, or endangered wildlife habitats
- Proximity to protected ecological areas
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- Type and extent of present and past human disturbances

Siting considerations such as these should be applied to potential sites targeted for future
development in the Power Sector Expansion Plan and siting criteria developed. For example, a
site at a distance greater than three miles from a population center of 2,500 persons, in an area
with low ambient air quality concentrations of SO,, and outside proteced ecological areas might
be considered a candidate site.

The private company or governmental entity maling the siting decision should conduct a site
screening and selection study. It is not necessary that the site screening analysis use sophisticated
models. Rather, the study should demonstrate that the considerations listed above have been fully
addressed.

7.2.2 Power Sector Environmental Guidelines

Environmental guidelines providing instruction on environmental compliance with relevant laws
and standards should be developed by the Comnisi6n Nacional de Energia for incorporation into
both its energy policy and the implementation of specific power seco projects. The guidelines
should facilitate compliance with the national Environmental Law and other relevant
environmental technical norms such as those to be developed by the Superintendencia under the
Energy Law. The detailed recommendations in Section 7.1.1, 'Environmental Guidelines,"
should be applied in the development of environmental compliance guidelines particular to the
power sector. Specifically, the guidance should describe the following components:

* Twining of agency staff on natonal and sectral levels

* Education of the general population

* ELAS preparation and approval process

* Relationship of EIAS and "concesi6n definitiva" to necessary facility permits (water
discharge permit, air emission pemit)

* Preparation, implementation, and monitoring of a mitigation plan

* Data collection requirements, such as air quality monitoring methods specfic to power
sector emissions (SO,, NO., and CO)

x PrOject specific studies, such as water quality evaluation of intake source and outfall
reeiving waters

* Required mitigation measures for power plant development

* General monitoring and reporting reqents (e.g., monitoring and reporting
exceedances of CO or SO. over required emission limits)
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Where guidelines or requirements for these components have been developed by another agency
(such as air quality monitoring techniques that are required by an air quality management
agency), the Comisi6n Nacional de Energfa may defer to that guidance.

7.2.3 Agency Authorization

In accordance with the Energy Law, the Comisi6n Nacional de Energia is charged with
developing and administering energy policy. However, COENER currently has an almost
identical mission and ONAPLAN also has energy planning responsibilities. The missions of
existng agencies involved in energy planning need to be redefined to avoid institutional
redundancy.

Under the Energy Law, the SupeIintendencia de Electricidad has been given the responsibility
for the review of the environmental assessment and mitigation measures prepared by a private
company applying for a "concesi6n definitiva." However, the administration of hydroelectric
projects is cmTently under the jurisdiction of INDRHI. ITe division of agency authorization
responsibilities should be clarified under one of the following two scenarios:

* The Superntendencia is responsible for thermoelectic projects and INDRHI for
hydroelectic projects. In this ca, organzationally, INDRII would be placed under the
auspices of the Comisidn Nacional de EnergiaL

- The Superintendencia is the only agency with authority over hydro or thermal power
projects. In this case, INDRMI's mission would be redefined.

For clarity, it is assumed that, in accordance with the Energy Law, the Superintendencia will
be the sectoral agency responsible for the development of all power projects both hydro or
thermoelectric.

Since the power sector is the primary user of coal in the Dominican Republic, the
Superintendencia would also be responsible for the development of the coal ash
commercialization program as recommended in Section 6.3.3, 'Non-Land Disposal Options."

7.2.4 Inter-Agency Coordination

As for all other sectoral agencies, it is recommended that an environmental unit be placed within
the Superintendencia. Tht environmental unit should be staffed with a power engineer
knowledgeable in power scctor environmental issues, an air quality specialist, a biology/water
quality expert, and an energy/natural resource planner. The Cornision Nacional de Energia staff
should include an environmental planner.

For power project development, the Superintendencia should function as the lead agency. Under
the Energy Law, the project sponsor is responsible for preparing an assessment of the
environmental consequences of facility implementation and proposing measures to mitigate the
negative impacts. The Superitendencia is charged with the review, not the preparation, of this
assessnent and mitigation plan as part of its review of the application for a "concesifn
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definitiva." Although not stated in the Energy Law, it will be important to establish that this
assessment must fulfill the EIAS requirements so that it also becomes the project EIAS, and that
the environmental evaluation process is not duplicated. The Superintendencia would, therefore,
assume the responsibilities of lead agency in the EIAS review and implementation.

Because the Superintendencia, as the lead agency, is not responsible for the actual preparation
of the EIAS, it must establish close coordination with the applicant during the EIAS process. For
example, regular meetings with the applicant, the Comisi6n Nacional para el Medio Ambiente,
and the Superintendencia should take place to discuss data needs and to clarify the EIAS
requirements regarding such issues as required mitigation measures and implementation of
mitigation plans. If the site has not been designated in the Power Sector Expansion Plan, a site
screening study should be prepared by either the Superintendencia or the project sponsor and
reviewed by the Superintendencia. An EIAS should not be prepared until the preferred site has
been selected using a sound siting rationale and approved by the Superintendencia.

In order to facilitate a multidisciplinary and objective approach to the preparation and review
of EIASs, concerned agencies should be identified using a process proposed in Section 7.1.2,
"Inter-Agency Coordination.' The EIASs prepared for power sector projects are likely to
involve the foUowing interested agencies: water quality management, air quality management,
and land use management. The role of the Comisi6n Nacional para el Medio Ambiente in the
EIAS process is described in the next secdon.

7.2.5 Agency Procedures

The preparation and review of EIASs in the power sector should follow a process like that
proposed in Section 7.1.3, 'EtAS Preparation and Approval Procedures.' The ernvironmental
unit of the Superintendencia will be primarily responsible for reviewing the EIAS in conjunction
with the "concesi6n definitiva." According to the Energy Law, after the Superintendencia has
completed its review of the application package, its recommendations are to be forwarded tD the
Comnisi6n Nacional de Energia and, if approved at this level, the application is forwarded to the
Office of the President for final signature approval.

As discussed in Section 4.4, in order to promote an independent, objective review of the
environmental consequences of power sector development, the EIAS should be reviewed
concurrently by the Comisi6n para el Medio Ambiente functioning as the environmental
oversight agency. Both the environmental oversight agency and the Superintendencia should
review the EIAS for adequacy and completeness in accordance with established national and
sectoTl environmental guidelines. The recommendation of the Cornisi6n pam el Medio Ambiente
should be forwarded concurrent with the Superintendencia's recommendation to the Comisi6n
Nacional de Energia. In order to integrate environmental aspects into energy development as
mandated by the Energy Law, the recommendation of the Comisi6n para el Medio Ambiente
should be incorporated with that of the Superintendencia in the approval recommendation
considered by the Comisi6n Nacional de Energia and the Office of the President.

Although not mandated in the Energy Law, the environmental unit within the Superintendencia
should be given the authority to equire the applicant to re-evaluate the findings and proposed
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mitigation if the impacts are not adequately addressed in the ELAS or if the proposed mitigation
measures are iadequate to offset adverse impacts. In addition to an adequate BIAS, the approval
of the 'concesi6n definitiva" by the Superintendencia should be contingent upon the approval
of an air quality permit, water discharge permit, and other relevant environmental permits. The
Superintendencia should be granted legal authon y to require that all environmental permits be
approved by respective agencies before a positive recommendation may be forwarded to the
Comisi6n Nacional de Energia. The relationship of the EIAS and the project approval process
to all other environmental permnits should be clearly defined in the environmental guidelines. For
example, approval should not be granted until a waste disposal site has been identified (if
necessary) and approved by the approprate governmental entity.

7.2.6 Environmental Planming

Environmental planning activities should be incorporated into the energy policy dialogues and
utility plans in the Comisi6n Nacional de Energia. The Comisi6n Nacional de Energia, bound
by the Energy Law, should develop energy policy and facility plans that promote optimal
resource use and incorporate environmental considerations. The environmental planner in the
organiation should, therefore, have a strong role in integrating natural resource and
environmental plannig criteria into the development and formulation of national energy policy
and utility plans.

7.2.7 Public Education/Information

Fostering public participation in the E[AS process through public hearings, public soping
meetings, and public review of 'he EIAS would be the responsibility of the environmental unit
of the Superitendencia. Various techniques can be used, including public notices published in
newspapers and posted on and near the proposed project site. In addition to specific dates and
times of scheduled hearngs or review and comment periods, notifications should also identify
the responsible agency personnel to call for project information.

The Superintendencia should continue to involve affected communities during construction and
operation of new power facilities by desgnating an individual within its environmental unit
responsible and accountable for responding to questions and concems from the public. This
individual should coordinate closely with a member of thie onsite construction team, plant
engineer, or onsite environmental engineer. Continuous public involvement may also be fostered
by conducting scheduled plant tours emphasizing the in-place pollution controls and mitigation
measures to better protect the environment. Ihe environmental unit should also be responsible
for malkng publicly available plant monitoring and reporting results, perhaps by publishing the
data in local periodicals.

7.2.8 Training

In addition to the academic disciplines of engineering, environmental planning, and biology, the
members of the Superintendencia should receive training in the following areas:

* Review and evaluation of ElASs and implementation of EIAS mitigations
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* Environmental compliance techniques (permitting systems, monitoring programs, annual
compliance auditing, and enforcement mechanisms) at the power plants

* Environmental impacts particular to the power sector

* Commercial and industial applications of coal ash and coal ash marketing programs

Sector-specific technical information might best be provided in conferences and materias created
by U.S. tions such as the following:

Electric Power Research The Ameican Association of Coal Ash
Institute (EPRI) 1913 1st St. North West, 6th Floor
3412 Hillview Ave. Washington, D.C. 20006
Palo Alto, CA 94304 (;20) 659-2303
(415) 855-2000 (for coal ash utilization techniques)

7.3 POWER SECTOR ENVIRONM AL STANDARDS

According to the Current draft of the Environmental Law, environmental norms and standards
applicable to many sectors are to be promulgated by the Comnisi6n Nacional pana el Medio
Ambiente. According to the current draft of the Energy Law, environmental norms are also to
be developed by the Comisi6n Nacional de Energia and enforced by the Superintendencia. In
order to avoid overlap, environmental nonns should be promulgated only by the environmental
oversight agency. These norms should then be adopted by the Comisi6n Nacional de Energfa-

Currently, air quality standards or disposal standards for industial wastes do not exist in the
Dominican Republic. Water quality and industial effluent discharge standards that exist are
neither consistently used nor enforced. Air and water quality standards that might be established
by the Comisi6n Nacional para el Medio Ambiente would include both ambient and source
emission or effluent standards.

7.3.1 Air Quality Standards

7.3.1.1 Ambient Air Ouality Standards

Air quality should be protected by adopting air quality norms, as mandated in Chapter 22 of the
Environmental Law. The norms would be used to measure the impact of a specific power plant
on air quality. Ambient air quality standards are a yardstick for programs to prevent or abate
the effects of air pollution by establishing the maximum allowable levels of air pollutants. These
standards are adopted in consideation of health, illness, irnitation to the senses, aestheic value,
interference with visibility, and effects on the economy and other relevant factors.

The recommended standards for ambient air quality are the USEPA primy standards, shown
in Section 2.2. 1, Table 2-5, "Ambient Air Quality Standards.
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Table 7-1 Recommended Ambient Air Quality Standards

USEPA
PoDlutant Time Avg. Standard

Sulfur dioxide (S02) 3 hr. 1300

annuali

Nitrogen dioxide (NO) annual 100
Suspended Particulate Matter 24 hr. 150
(PMI) _annual 50
Carbon monoxide (CO) 1 hr.

8 hr. 10,000

7.3-1.2 Source Emissions

Source-specfic emission standards should be adopted to limit pollutant emissions at the source.
For the power facilities in the Dominican Republic, the U.S. New Source Perfonnance Standard
for Electic Utility Steam Generating Units for which Construction is Commenced After
September 18, 1978 (40 CFR 60, Subpart Da) might be applicable. This standard limits the
releases of particulate matter, sufur dioxde, and nitrogen oxides based on a ratio (poundlmillion
Btu) of pollutants to the heat input of the fuels fired.

A summary of these standards is shown below:

Standard for Paticulate Matter:

13ng/J(0.031blMBtu) beat input derived from the combustion of solid, liquid or gaseous fuel

Standard for Sulfur Dioxide:

Applicable to solid or solid derived fuel:

520 ng/J(1.20 lbJMBtu) heat input and 10 percent of the potential combustion concentration
(90 percent reduction)

30 percent of the potential combustion concentrafion (70 percent reduction) when enAssions
are less than 260 ng/l (0.60 lbfMltu) heat input

Applicable to liquid and gaseous fuels:

340 n&IJ(0.80 lbfMBtu) heat input and 10 percent of the potential combustion concentration
(90 percent reduction)
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100 percent of the potential combustion concentration (zero percent reduction) when emissions
are less than 86 ngIJ (0.20 Ib/MBtu) heat input

Standard for Nitrogen Oxides:

Gaseous fuels: 86 ngEJ(O.20 lbfMBtu)
Liquid fuels: 130 ng/J(0.30 lb/MBtu)
Solid fuels: 260 ng/J(0.60 lb/MBtu) Andthacite coal

7.32- Water Quality Standards

There are two distinct types of water quality standards: 1.) receiving water standards; and, 2.)
effluent or discharge limitations. Receiving water quality standards are developed to protect and
maintain the quality of national waters. Specific receiving water quality chermcal constituent
limitations are therefore based on the category of use of the water body into which an industry
is discharging. For example, waters that are designated for recreational uses will have more
stringent water quality limits than a water body designated for industrial uses. Effluent or
discharge standards are developed to limit the total pollutant load to the receiving water body.
Effluent standards for many industries are often tedhnology-based because plant operational
prosses affect the final effluent quality.

Both types of water quality standards should be adopted by the appropnate resource management
agency (such as INDRHI or INAPA) identified as part of the institutional study. Some standards
have been developed through various Jaws and regulations and, should be incorporated, as
apppie. The existing laws and regulations pertaining to water quality are outlined and
analyzed in the report "Red Nacional de Monitoreo de Calidad de Aquas para la Repdblica
Dominicana. Informe No. 63 (April 1993).

7.3.2.1 Beceiving Water Standards

Although the Environmental Law does not mandate the designation of national water resources
according to use classifications (rerafional, industrial, ecological, or biological protection),
these classifications must be made in order for receiving water standards to be chosen according
to their compatibility with the intended use. Specific receiving wate standards cannot be
recommended at this ime because existng water quality has not yet been detrmined and the
intended uses for national surface waters are unknown. Table 7-2 lists exemplary reving water
quality standards for waters in clmte zones similar to the Dominican climate that may be used
as general guidelines for selecting or developing recving water standards for manne waters.
These standards in Table 7-2 were also selected because they represmt coastal water uses such
as general marine water use, open coastline, and embayments similar to existing coastal water
uses in the Dominican Republic.
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7.3.2.2 Effluent or Discharge Standards

The prmary requirement of a discharge pennit is to ensure that industry effluent meet a specific
discharge limitation or standard. Some effluent discharge standards, for selected industrial
categories, have already been developed in the Dominican Republic. Table 7-3 presents some
of these existing limits (according to Law 436), as well as general industrial effluent standards
from other relevant countries for comparison. These geneal industrial discharge standards would
be applicable to most industial effluents across all sectors. Parameters that may be applicable
to power sector effluent discharges are highlighted in bold. These standards could be used as the
basis for permitting cross-sectoral industrial discharges to receiving waters. Also presented in
Table 7-3 are U.S. guidelines for the discharge of effluents specific to the power sector.
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Table 7-2: I3xemplary Marine Receiving Water Quality Standards
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7.4 POWER SECTOR COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES

Procedures for environmental compliance in the power sector would consist of the
implementation of the EIAS mitigation plan, and the issuance of environmental permits for
discharges to water and air resources.

7.4.1 BIAS Mitigation Plan

Following EIAS approvals, the Superintendencia, through its environmental unit, would be
responsible for ensunng compliance duing construction and opration with the measures
proposed in the applicant's mitigation plan. Some of the proposed mitigation measures in place
during plant operation, such as water quality monitoring programs, may also be a condition of
the envrnmental pemits. To avoid overlapping responsibilities, the Superntendncia should
be responsible only for those measures in the EIAS mitigation plan that are not part of any other
environmental permit. An inspector frm the environmental unit should visit the facility
periodically during construction to ensure that construction mitigafion measures such as erosion
control are functoning as anticipated. Durnng plant operafion, an inspector from the
Superintendencia's environmental unit should conduct scheduled inspections.

Enforcement responsibilities of the S tendencia, including fines and crminal penalties, are
stll unclear. According to the Energy Law, the Superintendencia has the authority to enforce
technical nonns as deve!oped by ffie Conisi6n Nacional de Energia, but is not granted specific
authority to enforce the mitigation plan measures and exact penalties for noncompliance. Legal
clarifications are required in this are.

7.4.2 Environmental Pernits and Monitoring Programs

The purpose for requiring envirnmental permit applications for new power faciities is to
demonstrate compliance with the national environmental standards to be developed under the
Environmental Law (possibly similar to those described in this Section). Monitonrng programs
should be required as part of the permit and function to demonstrate continued compliance. The
environmental permits should be adminstered through the appropriat rsource management
agency.

Responsible agencies should be identified to oversee the implementation of the emission and
discharge monitorng programs at each plant The responsibilities of the appropriate agency with
respect to monitoring programs are the following:

* Establish monitoring methodology to be implemented at the plant (e.g., monitoring water
quality, air quality, and solid wastes)

* Receive and review monitonng reports

* Oversee and enforce environmental quality standards
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The permitting agency should be endowed with the authority to enforce standards and impose
fines for violations.

7.4.2.1 Air Quality Permit and Monitoring Proagms

Air Qualty Permit. Although the Environmental Law does not specifically mandate the
issuance of an air quality permit for polluting industries or activities, a permitting system should
be developed as a vehicle for accomplishing the goal of protecting air quality and preventing its
degradation. The proposed permnitting system might follow the New Source Review process used
in the U.S. In this process, the designated air quality management agency would conduct a
review of all new or modified sources of air pollution under its jurisdiction. The applicant
(individual, company, or governmental entity) seeldng to construct a facility that emits or has
the potential to emit designated pollutants to the atmosphere would apply to the air quality
managernent agency for an Authority to Construct Permit. If the material submitted by the
applicant is satisfactory, the admiristrating agency will issue an Authority to Construct Permit
so that construction can begin.

The New Source Review process first would require that an applicant demonstrate the following:

* Best Available Control Technology (BACI) has been incorporated into the design of the
plant.

* Emissions from the proposed source will not, in combinaton with enissions from nearby
existing sources, cause ambient air quality standards to be exceeded.

* All major acilities are identified which are owned and operated by the applicant, and they
comply with air quality laws and regulatons.

3 Adequate emission reductions will be achieved to offset the incremental addition of pollutants
to the atnosphere.

* Fugitive emissions are controlled to the extent consistent with good engineering practice.

* All applicable Rules and Regulations have been considered and followed.

Before construction is complete and prior to operation, the applicant would apply for an annual
Penit to Operate, which mandates the quantity of emissions (such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, and particulates) and other conditions with which the operonal failty must comply.
Compliance wiffi Permit to Operate conditions should be enforced. Sanctions for a failure to
comply might be legal action, possibly resulting in the loss of Permit to Operate and a
substantial fine. The Permit to Operate and its conditions should be reviewed annually by the
responsible agency to ensure compliance with both previous conditions listed in the permit and
any new or modified regulations which may have been introduced during the review period. The
agency might charge fees to help defray the administative costs for reviewing the applicaion
and granting the permit.
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In the annual report to the responsible air quality management agency, the applicant should be
required to provide operating records. The records would include data concerniing fuels
consumed, hours of operation, and records of emissions as measured at stack and offsite
monitoring stations. The applicant might also be required to report exceedances within 24 hours,
and to document these exceedances in the annual report.

For a good example of a successful air quality pernit system under USEPA regulations, refer
to the following San Francisco Bay Area Air Quality Management District. District Rules and
Regulation, Manual of Procedures, Permit Handbook, and other technical documents relating
to air quality management are available for purchase.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
939 Ellis Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
Telephone: (415) 771-6000

Source Emission Monitoring Program. Emissions monitoring at the source, such as in-stack
samnpling and analysis of pollutants, may be accomplished by installing standard commercially
available instrumentation systems. Source emissions monitoring, conducted by plant personnel,
should sample the end-of-stack concentraons of particlate matter, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, and any other pollutants designated in the faciity's Permit to Operate. The results should
be systematically recorded and reported, as required, to the air quality management agency in
order to demonstrate continuous compliance with the emission standards set forth in the permit
conditions. As a cost reducing alternative, certain combustion parameters such as temperature
and excess oxygen may be monitored to optimize plant opeting chamteristics and to reduce
erissions through improvement of combustion efficiency. For control of sulfur dioxide, analyses
of the fuel for consistency of expected sulfur content would ensure that S02 emissions are kept
within intended limits.

Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Program. An ambient air quality monitonng program should
be implemented as part of the resource assessment activities discussed in Section 7.1.4. The
program would be conducted by the air quality Tranagement agency. This section addresses the
configuration of an ambient air quality monitoring program remote from the source of pollutant
emissions.

Air quality monitoring or air sampling and analysis at monitoring stations is a systematic
prograrn for determGing the quality of ambient air and obtaining data over a reported interval
at the required frequency. For eammple, the purpose of the monitoring effort should dictate the
choice of one specific type of sampler or a combination of samplers such as continuous, manual
batch, or automated sequential.
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A successful monitoring program would address the following:

* Basic considerations

* System design

* Measurement prnciples

* Systemn operation

Basic considerations. The basis for the monitoring program must be established. The objectives
should be clear, a monitoring strategy adopted, and a Lst of definitions and spedfications
developed. The prmary objective would be to evaluate air quality against a standard which is
widely accepted, such as the USEPA ambient air quality standard, or a standard developed
specifically for a project. Other objecives might be to determine the effect of a particular
source, define background air quality, establish trends in air quality, or, to a lesser extent,
evaluate changes in air pollutants from chemical or physical processes.

The monitonng stategy should make adjustments for time resolution, space resolution, and
mobility. The time resolution adjustment provides a statistical variance factor which tkes into
account that no sampling or monitoring device faitfully represents the variability in ambient air.
Space resolution addresses the variability of pollutant concentration with distance from the
source. For example, sulfur released as sulfur dioxide will be converted in the atmosphere to
particulate sulfate. Mobile or portable air monitoring equipment provides more flexibility in the
geographical location of equipment.

If the terminology used for defining monitoring instrumentation performance is not consistent,
it can prove to be a fiequent source of misunderstandings. It is important that an official list of
terminology be established for the project. Terms such as accuracy, lower detectable limit, rise
time, fall time, and span drift should be defined.

System design. The design of the monitoring system includes considertions on where
monitoring stations are sited, the physical design of the statons, design of sampling hnues from
the sample point to the analyzer in the station, and data acquisition.

The siting or placement of air monitoring stations depends on the objectives of the monitoring
program. For example, stations might be located to identify the points of maximum pollutant
concentations, or to determine if pollutants are transported into the area of concern. Other
factors, such as emission sources, demographics, and meteorology, may influence siting.

The number of stations, or the spacing between stations, must be established. Generally, no two
sites are identical in air quality; however, the closer that two monitoring stations are, the more
similar their air quality data will be. The question, then, is whether the difference in
measurements justifies another station. There is no perfect station siting plan. However, a plan
can be optimized to utilize available resources.
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Air monitoring instruments, like other scientific equipment, operate best in proper environmental
conditions. Air-conditioned shelters are available to maintain temperature and relative humidity
within the range specified for the most sensitive instrument. Security and safety considerations
include safe ventilated storage for gas cylinders, proper fire extinguishers, and grounded
electrical service, where possible. For a complete remote air monitoring station, the USEPA
recommends a minimum space allocation of 20.5 square meters, including space for
instrumentation and laboratory, work area, compressed gas cylinder storage, miscellaneous
storage, and toilet facilities.

Utilities required for the station include electical power, hot and cold running water, and a
sewer connection. The servicng and maintenance requirements for the stations themselves are
not significant, and include normal building maintenance, custodial service, and care of heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning equipment.

Air samples are brought from the sampling point to the analyzer in the shelter via a sampling
line. It is important that the sample not be degraded or diluted in the sampling line. At this
remote site, the data is collected, transformed from a continuous analog form to a digital form,
and transmitted to other points where the data is used, further processed, or stored.

Measurement princples. Some methods of measurement may fail into both the physical and
chemnical categories. For example, chemiluminescent techniques, which are considered physical,
also employ gas phase chemical reactions. For gaseous air contaminants, the following would
be applicable: colormetric analyzers (specrphotometry), electrometric analyzers, conductimetric
analyzers, chemiluminescence analyzers, nondispersive infrared analyzers, ultraviolet absorption,
and flame photometric analyzers. For parTficulate matter, the following would be commonly used:
piezoelectric mass sensor, nephelometry, tape samplers, and charged particle mobility analyzer.
The most common method is based on the measured gain in weight exhibited by a standardized
sheet of filter paper aspirated at a known air flow rate in the ambient air for a period of 24
hours.

Air monitoring analyzers are continually being developed, and consideration should be given to
the applicability of these.

System Operation. The validity of air quality data highly depends on how the system is
operated. Important factors to consider would be per mstallation of equipment, careful
calbration of instruments and equipment, close adherence to established operating procedures,
and proper servicing and maitenance. Detailed guideiines, procedures, and instuctions should
be provided for all procedures. Proper and adequate documentation must be maintained to
support the accuracy and validity of the data. A formal quality assurance program should be
implemented so that quantifiable statements could be made about the accuracy, precision, and
reliability of the data. This program also provides a formal mechanism to identify, document,
and correct deficiencies in a timely manner.
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7.4.2.2 Water Ouality Pmit and Monitoring

Water Quality Permit. Chapter 3, Article 28 of the Dominican Environmental Law mandates
that a permit or license is required in order to utilize any water body in the Dominican Republic.
A penmitting system should be developed for industrial discharges to these waters. A discharge
permitting system should follow the model established by the USEPA's National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. Under this program, permits are required
when discharges to bays, lagoons, estuaries, rivers, lakes, streams, wetlands, or sewer systems
are planned. Each point of discharge (i.e., outfall) should be described by the permit. Treatment
before discharge may be required by conditions in the permit if the expected quality of the
discharge has the potential to degrade the quality of the receiving water as established by the
water quality management agency. Industrial discharges that should be regulated under the
program include process wastewaters (mcluding power facility outfall), contaminated area
drainage, and stormwatr rnoff during construction.

The conditions of a discharge permit should be based on the following:

* Technology-based effluent limitations for the particular industrial category

* Water-quality-based effluent limitations of the receiving water

* Specific application of water quality plans for specifically-designated areas using best available
technologies

* Compliance with any toxic and pre-treatrent effluent standards

Water quality standards that may potentially be used in the proposed permit system are identified
in Section 7.3, aPower Sector Environmental Standards.'

Receivig Water Monitoring. At present, a specfic monitoring program for potental industial
eciving waters is not recommended. The purpose of such a monitoring progam would be to

maintain the quality of these waters according to their intended use. When national water use
priorities have been deternined and use classifications established by the water quality
management agency, a monitoring program should be instituted on a national level according
to the reommendations made in Section 7.1.4, "Environmental Planning, Studies, and
Monitoring Programs."

Efluent or Dishalge Monitoring. Constituents that may be found in the cooling water effluent
are dependent on the characteristics of the intake water, source and type of fuel and equipment
coatings, and the use of biocides. Each of these categories influences the final type and
concentrations of certain constituents in the cooling water effluent that cannot be accurately
estimated untl the final design phase.
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Some of the compounds that may be found in this effluent include the following:

Aluminum, total Copper, total Potassium
Arsenic Fluoride Silica
Bicaibonate Iron Sodium
Boron Magnesium Sulfate
Calcium Manganese Total Dissolved Solids
Chloride Nitrate Zinc
Chromium Phosphate

These compounds and additional parameters such as flow rate at Lhe outfall, pH, temperature,
conductivity, and dissolved oxygen should be measured and reported to the appropriate water
quality management agency on a quarterly basis, as required by their respective pennits.

For a power facility fueled by either coal or oil, a monitoring program under a national
discharge permitting system should be established that tracks not only the quality of the itake
water for operational purposes but also the various waste streams. The wast streams that should
be monitored include the following:

* Cooling water effluent

* Surface and stormwater discre

* Plant wastewater

* Domestic sewage, if sewage is not piped to a local treatment plant

It is assumed that the cooling water effluent would constitute the major volume of the discharge
from a power facility. It is possible in the plant design, however, that the surface water runoff
collection system and plant wastew'ter and domestic sewage systems may be combined into one
discharge line. If this line discharges to the receiving water, it would require monitoring.
However, if this combined source discharge line is piped to a sewage treatment plant offsite, any
monitoring requirements would be subject to the discretion of the treatment plant, and would be
monitored and regulated in confonrance with their requirements.

Under the assumption that there mav be two major discharges from the plant (cooling water
effluent and combined liquid wastes), each waste stream should be monitored weekly for all of
the constituents for which standards have been established. Parameters such as pH and
temperatur, however, should be monitored continuously using a continuous monitoring p
chart. All analytical methods should conform with American Public Health Association (APHA)
standard methods; Amencan Society for Testing and Mateials (ASTM) standard methods; or
other internationally recognized testing methods for chemical analyses.

The monitoring activities should be assigned to one plant engineer who is responsible for the
collection and analysis of the effluent and submittal of the data in the form of monitoring
reports. The reports should inlude the plant site, monitoring period, chemical parameters
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monitored, any exceedances, any plant upsets or unusual discharges, and measures taken to
rectify these exceedances or upsets. The reports should be submitted on a quarterly basis to the
appropriate responsible agency for review and approval.

The main body of the report should contain the actual analytical res=Its of the effluent
monitoring. Each discharge point should be reported separately and actual sampling dates clearly
stated. AnalyticaI equipment and methods used both at the power facility and the analytical
chemistry laboatory (if one has been contracted to do the analyses) should also be identified.

7.4.2.3 Solid Waste Permit and Monitoring Program

Permit. Because coal ash commercializalion and industial utilization is recommended in this
EA as the pnmary technique for treating waste associated with power generation, few new
disposal sites will be needed. A sophisticated and expensive permit process for disposal facilities
is, therefore, not recommended at this time. However, proper siting and design of any disposal
facility associated with the power setor will be extremely important in mantaining
environmental quality, and should follow a sound siting rationale recommended as mitigation in
Section 6.3. A siting study should be conducted by the Superintendencia and approved by the
appropriate entity responsible for oversight of industrial waste and the Comisi6n Nacional para
el Medio Ambiente before site development may begin. The proposed disposal site design should
follow the general design guidelines in Section 6.3, and should also be approved in that manner.

In addition to tansportation, operation, and economic site selection considerations,
environmental siting critria should be developed based on power plant ash data (ash production
quantities, production processes and operation procedures) and any applicable regulations (zoning
ordinances, master plans, and national solid waste disposal regulations). The study should
evaluate potential disposal sites using environmental siting critena developed from the following
parameters:

e Aesthetics

- Visibility of the site

* Air quality

- Proximity to other polluting industries

* Topography

- Natral slopes
- Seismic considerations
- Flood plain limitations

* Aquatic ecology
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- Proximity of outfall and intake to marine communities

* Water supply quality implications (ground and surface water)

* Presence of valuable cultural resources

* Land Use

- Present and future land uses
- Ash transportation routes

* Noise

- Pmximity to residential deveopment
- Public health and safety
- Sensitive receptors to diposal site generated air and nois pollution
- Downstream population and deveopment

* Terrestal Ecology

- Critical habitat in the impact area

* Socio-economics

- Effect on neighborhoods

Plaut Coal Ash Monitoring Program. The quantity of coal ash generated at a plant should be
tracked by the responsible plant engineer by recording the following parameters: 1.) quantity of
ash generated on a daily or weekly basis; 2.) number of trucks enteringlexiting the plant site;
and, 3.) amount of fly ash mad bottom ash generated.

The coal ash generated at the plant site should be characteized and recorded by the responsible
plant engineer by conducting regular monthly analyses on both the ash and its leachate. The ash
should be characterized accordig to the following characteristics: 1.) particle size; 2.)
minealogy; 3.) chemical composition of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur, cadmium, lead,
copper, zinc, nickel, silver, and mercury. Ash leachate should be generated and analyzed for
pH and the following metals: silver, arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead,
mercury, iron, magnesium, and selenium. A nearby laboratory should be identified to conduct
these analyses. American Public Health Association (APHA) standard analycal methods or
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) are widely recognized and should be used.

Although similar chemical analysis would be conducted at the ash disposal site, a monitoring
program for the site can only be recommended when a specific site is identified. Following the
institutioal study proposed in Section 7.1, the rsonsible entity should be identified to receive
and review reporting results from the plant and the diosal site. The monitoing results from
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both the plant site and the ash disposal site should be forwarded to this agency or departnent
on a monthly basis.

7.5 EQUIPMENT SUPPORT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT IN THE POWER
SECTOR

The following equipment would be needed to provide effective environmental management
support. Because further planning is necessary to determine equipment specifications and
quantities, order of magnitude costs are not provided herein.

* Computers, including hardware and software for managing environmental information and
monitoring progrms

* Fax machines

* Analytical standards and methods (APHA and ASTM, in Spanish

* Environmental reference documents (guidelines and procedures) from the United States

- Example of EUS guidelines
- Environmental audit procedures for power plants
- Water discharge (NPDES) permit guidines
- Coal ash handling and treatment guidelines
- Coal ash industrial udlization guidelines

* Monitoring Equipment

- Turbidity monitor
- Computerized strip charts for water pH
- Computerized temperature probe
- Calibration kits for water quality monitoring eqwpment
- Noise meters
- Ambient air quality monitoring stations and associated equipment
- Source emission monitoring equipment (e.g. CEMs)

Support equipment for interim measures is discussed in the following section.
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7.6 INTERIM MEASURES

Interim measures to address some of the existing environmental problems associated with the
power sector are proposed in this section. Current constraints to environmental compliance in
the Dominican power sector, stemniing from a lack of environmental management and funds,
as discussed in Section 2.4, 'Envinmental Compliance Constraints," severely limit the
capability of the sector to conduct environmentally responsible development and opeation of
power generation facilities. The interim measures recommended in this section of the sectoral
EA are proposed in view of these constraints and are intended as a short-term solution to some
of the environmental problems caused by the operation of power facilities. These do not
substitute the recommendations in the Action Plan for the long term development of
environmental management capacity on the national and sectr levels. Even with full
implementation of these interim measures, environmental problems associated with the power
sector will continue to worsen and new ones will be created if environmental management
capability goes unimproved at both levels.

7.6.1 Interim Mitigation Measures for Power Sector Environmental Problems

7-6.1.1 Air Oality

Because the air quality impacts of existing plants were shown to be below levels of significance
in Section 2.3.1, no air quality mitigation measures would be required with the exception of the
Itabo I and U units. Should the Itabo site be selected for the two proposed units, the combined
potential impacts of four units toaing 500 MW instaUlled capacity would result in the need for
mitigation measures for all the units. This would include use of operation of in-place ESPs and
use of low sulfur fuel oil (2 wt. percent sulfur or less). Maintenance practices should also be
implemented to increase combustion efficiency and ensure that pollution control equipment is
operating properly.

The rehabilitation work currently in progress for Itabo Unit I should be immediately reviewed
with a view of integating low sulfur fuel and improved maintenance practices as part of the
rehabilitation.

7.6.1.2 Safety/Maintenance

Preventive safety and plant maintenance proams should be conducted at each plant. A
maintenance program would incorporate at least the following components:

* Written procedures (e.g., tagging and approval procedures)

* Preventive maintenance schedule and budget

* Spare parts inventory
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* Current plant documentation (e.g., design documents, manufacturing manuals)

a Consumables

A safety program developed using World Bank Occupational Health and Safety guidelines (see
Annec E) would include the following components

* Emergency and contingency plan

* Safety teams (e.g., fire, hazardous materials, first aid)

* Onsite emergency supplies

* Safety taining schedule

* Emergency warning systms (e.g., alarms, sirens, public address systems, radio
communications, telephones)

Training should be carded out onsite twice a year.

7.6.1.3 Solid Waste Disposal

The absence of regulons, compliance guidelines, technology, and expertise, and disposal site
peritting and enforcement severely limits the options for ensuing the proper environmental
management of active power-related disposal sites throughout the Dominican Republic. The
closure and remediation of the existing failities that prent serious and urgent public health
impacts and environmental threats is recommended. The closure of the Itabo disposal site should
take place immediately and the onsite amount of coal ash reduced and eventually remedied.
The reduction of coal ash on-site should begin by ornmercializing the ash as proposed in this
EA in Section 6.3.3, "Non-Land Disposal Options."

If the immediate closure of Itabo does not seem a likely possibility, the most technically feasible,
timely, and cost-effective approach to nitigate public health impacts resulting from current
disPosal practices is to dedicate the active power-related disposal sites. FenciLng should be
instaled around the perimeter of the sites, and under locked conditions the sites should be
guarded and regularly patrolled, prohibiting the presence of animals and unauthorized persons,
and the disposal of othffer wastes.

Regardless of whether environmentally hazardous disposal sites are closed or not, in order to
lay the groundwork for long-term mitigation of environmental impacts related to solid wast
disposal, several endeavors should be initiated immediately. Beginning at the most hazardous
sites in the most populous areas, studies to detrmine the extent of contamition of gound and
surface waters and public health impacts should be conducted. Specifically, the on-site ash and
ash leachates should be analyzed for heavy metal concentrations; down-gradient groundwater
wells installed and monitored for contamiation; and soil samples should be taen from affected
soils, a leachate extracted, and both analyzed for chemical composition. Reearch into various
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options for the commercial and industrial uses for coal ash and alternative disposal methods for
asphaltic sludge material should be undertaken immediately.

7.6.1.4 Coal Handling System

Currently, Itabo is the only power plant in the Dominican Republic equipped to handle coal. The
coal is shipped from Colombia to the Dominican Republic through the Haina port, located about
a mile from Itabo. Presently, the coal unloading procedure at the Haina port is rudimentary and
crude. The impacts of coal handling at the Haina port are examined in detail in a separate study
on coal handling at the Haina port available June, 1994. This report also provides more detailed
recommendations on controlling dust enissions at the Haina port and at the plant site.

For coal handling operations at the Haina port, no effective technology can be recommended to
prevent the currently problematic dust emissions at this location. A new and modern unloading
system with dust control equipment would be required. This system would include continuous
conveyors from the Haina Port unloading dock to the Itabo plant site.

At the plant site, the gizzly (location where the trucks unload the coal on the conveyor system)
should be enclosed with a shed on three sides and finger curtains in the front. The dust inside
the shed would be controlled with a sonic watr-fog type dust suppression system. The same
Wpe of dust control method is recommended for all transfer points, the screening plant, the

staker discharge, and the reclaim hoppers. The coal stockpile should be periodically sprayed with
a sprner system. Further improvernents for the prevention of coal dust emissions require
major modifications of the present coal handling sym at the plant.

7.6.2 Interim EIAS Guidelines for Power Expansion

In the case that the national or sectoral environmental management system is still incapable of
implementing environmental review (via the BIAS as defined by the Environmental Law) by the
time two new planned power plants are ready for approval, the project-specfic EIAS should
conform with the World Bank Operational Directive (OD) 4O01 for Category A EAs, since
diverse and potentily significant impacts are anticipated from power sector development
project(s). The EIAS should also be developed according to the requirements of the Dominican
proposed Environmental Law, outlined in Section 3.0 (the proposed Environmental Law
identifies power faciities as a major project that requires an environmental impact assessment).

Consistent with the 'tiering' process inherent in preparation of this EA, the analysis of
envirnmental impacts in the BIAS should be commensurate with the detailed engineerng and
siting infoaon that will be available at the inception of the EIAS. The mitigation plan should
include site and plant specific adaptations of the mitigation measures recommended in this
sectoml EA (Section 6). Monitoring programs for water quality, air quality, solid waste, and
nitigation should be developed in accordance with the recommendations made in this document
(Section 7.4).

A public scoping process should be undertken involving agencies, the public, NGOs, and, in
particular, affected residential and business communities. To the extent possible, the EIAS
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process should be combined with the planning, review, and project approval processes in place
at the time of its preparation. Although the level of analysis and detail should be commensurate
with the potential impacts, the basic components to be included in the project-specific EIAS are
detailed below.

7.6.2.1 Executive Summary

This section would contain a concise summary of all adverse and potentally significant impacts.

7.6.2.2 Policy. Legal. and Administrative Framework

This section would contain the policy, legal, and administrative framework within which the
ElAS is being prepared and institutional constraints affecting environmentally responsible proect
development specific to the Dominican Republic.

7.6.2.3 Prect Description

This section would contain a concise description of the proposed project, including associated
utilities, in its physical, ecological, and social context

7.6.2.4 Baseline Data

This section would contain a description of the study area, including the transnission comdors
and any associated offsite development, accoding to the relevant physical, biological, and
socioeconomic conditions. Data gaps should be identified and stdies on water quality,
hydrological conditions, soil conditions, biological resources, and cultal resources should be
initiated as approprate.

7.6.2.5 Environmental Impacts

This section would contain an evaluation of all beneficial and adverse environmental impacts
likey to result from the construction and opeation of the proposed power generation facility.
The following is a list of some anticipated adverse impacts. The list is not comprehensive, and
more precise impacts should be identified when site delineation, plant engineering parameters,
design parameters, and preferred fuel source are identified.

* Air quality

-Short-term, localzed impacts from construction acfivities such as grading, earth moving,
and truck traffic

-Substantial air emissions (SOX, NOR, CO, hydrocarbons, and particulate matter) from plant
operation that result in the deterioration of ambient air quality, contribute to the degradation
of global air quality, and substanily affect senative receptors
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* Water quality

- Alteration of surface water quality including, but not limited to, temperature, dissolved
oxygen, or turbidity resulting from the thermal and chemical discharges from plant outfal into
surface waters

- Substantial reduction in the amount of water otherwise available for public water supplies
and use due to plant cooling and process water requirements

* Biology

- Change in diversity of species or number of any species of marine or aquatic life resulting
from the themal and chemical discharges frmm plant outfall

- Impacts to fish migratory corridors, coral reefs, fishing areas, and other aquatic biological
resources from the disposal of dredge material if port dredgig is necessary

- Change in diversity of species or numbers of any species of plant life (mcluding trees,
shrubs, grass crops, ax-.; aquatic plants) resulting from plant construction and operation

* Solid waste disposal

- Soil, ground water, and surface water quality contamination and potential public health
hazards which pose a fhreat to people, animal, or plant populations in the affected area
resulting from the disposal of waste streams such as coal ash or sludge material

* Land use/recreation

- Inconsistency of power plant development with present or intended land uses in the
affected area causing substantial alteration of the present or intended land use pattern

- Economic and recreational opportbmity losses resultng from the impact of power plant
development on the viability and attractiveness of surrounding recreational resources and
tourism attractions

- Impact to surrounding land uses in the event of accident or upset including, but not limited
to, fire, explosion, oil spill, or fuel spill
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0 Aesthetics

- Obstruction or degradation of any scenic vista important to the recreational or tourism use
in the area resulting from plant stack, smoke plume, associted waste disposal activities, or
the plant itself

* Soil Erosion

-Wind and water erosion of soils due to the construction of a power facility on a shoreline
or river bank

- Deposition erosion from plant construction and operation which may modify the nver or
stream channel, or the bed of the ocean, bay, or inlet

* Traffic

- Pressure on existing road capacity including fuel and waste transportation corridors and
plant access roads to accommodate additional traffic generated from plant construction and

* Noise

- Increase in existing noise levels due to construction and plant operations

- Exposure of nearby residents tD severe noise levels from plant operations

7.6.2.6 Analysis of Alternatives

This section would contain a consideration of reasonable project alternatives and would develop
measures to mitigate significant environmental impacts resulting from the implementation of the
proposed power ifaiity and altematives.

7.6.2.7 Mitigation Plan

This secfion would contain a mitigation plan in accordance with World Bank OD 4.01 Annex
E, that identifies feasible and cost-effective measures to reduce potentially significant adverse
impacts to acceptable levels. The mitigation plan should incorporate all the recommended
mitigation measures identified in Section 6 of this EA. The mitigation proposed as part of the
plan should be a project- and site-specific adaptation of these recommended mitigation measures.
The plan should include an evaluation of impacts following mitigation; estimate mitigation costs;
and identify institutional, taining, and monitoring requirements.
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7.6.2.8 Environmental Management and Training

This section would contain the EIAS and should describe onsite and agency roles and capabilities
for environmental management and training. It would also recommend enhancement of existing
units or establishment of new ones.

7.6.2.9 Environmental Monitoring Plan

The EIAS should include a feasible monitoring strategy which identifies the type, requirements,
and implementation costs of the plan. The monitoring plan should differentiate between the
monitoring of in-place mitigation measures recommended in the EIAS and the monitoring of
emissions and discharges at the plant. The monitoring plan should mirrw the programs
established in Section 7.4, "Power Sector Compliance Procedures." Because environmental
nonns are not in existence, the EIAS should establish plant-specfic environmental standards
similar to those recommended in Section 7.3, 'Power Sector Environmental Standards." Plant
environmental compliance should be determined tuough application of these standards.

7.6.3 Interim Environmental Compliance for Power Expansion

This section identifies the requirements and responsibilities for implementing the project-specific
EIAS. Depending on the functional status of the Superintendencia at project inception, either it
or the Equipo T6cnico will be the governmental entity responsible for project implementation
and oversight.

7.6.3.1 Bid Package

The bid request documents should list the mitigation measures recommended for power
expansion projects in the followmg sections of this sectoral EIAS:

* Section 6.1 Air Quality

* Section 6.2 Water Quality/Biology

* Section 6.3 Solid Waste Disposal

* Section 6.4 Land Use/Social

The bid requess should indicate that proposals are required to incorporate these measures into
the intended plant design, mitigation plan, cost, and schedule. For example, plant design, cost
and schedule should reflect the incorporation siting considerations to reduce environmental
impacts and training of plant engineers and construction personnel regarding environmental
contmls and monitoring programs. The bid request should also clearly state that if the bidder
is successful, these measures will become covenants of the loan.
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7.6.3.2 ELAS Review and Approval

If the Superintendencia is not in place or does not have a trained environmental unit at the
inception of the ELAS, it, or the Equipo T6cnico, should delegate the EIAS review to a
consultant. The EIAS should be reviewed for completeness and adequacy according to World
Bank/IDB criteria. in addition, the EIAS should be reviewed for consistency with this sectoral
EIAS, and any additional criteria should be identified by the Equipo Tkcnico or the
Supentendencia The World BankIIDB will also have rview responsibilites. The approval of
the ELAS, and subsequent loan approval, will be contingent upon the fulfillment of these EIAS
requirements.

7.6.3.3 Implementation of Mitigation and Monitoring Plans

Implementation of the mitigation plan and montoring of both the mitigation measures and plant
emissions and discharges will be the responsibility of the plant operators. An environmental
coordinator or plant engineer should be designated as responsible for ensluing thar the measures
established in the mitigation plan are carried out for the duration of construction and plant
operation. Continuous monitoring of mitigation measures during construction should be
conducted in order to ensure that predicted imEpacts are within acceptable engineering and
environmental limits and to provide early warning of unacceptable environmental impacts. In
addition, the coordinator should also ensure that World Bank occupational health and safety
guideines for thermal power plant operation (see Annex E) are followed during plant operation.
The coordinator should also be responsible for recording and reporting spills, ocupational and
environmental accidents, and emegencies. The onsite environmental coordinator should also be
charged with implementing the plant-wide emissions and discharge monitoring programs
developed in the project-specific EAS. Back-up emergency services such as fire, police, and
ambulance services should be evaluated, and an emergency contngency plan developed.

The Supentendencia or the Equipo Tdcnico should be responsible for overall environmental
compliance of the plant during constuction and operation. These responsibilities should include
monitoring the implenentation of the mitigation plan; overseeing the emissions monitoring
programs; and receiving and evaluating effluent and air emissions reports. A consultant should
be engaged to carry out these activities until the Superintendencia is fully staffed. During plant
construction. scheduled plant visits should be conducted to ensure that mitigation measures and
health and safety measures established in the project-specific EIAS are in place. In addition,
annual audits of plant activities should be conducted in which compliance with ihe environmental
standards identified in Section 7.3 arr verified.

7.6.4 Interim Enforcement

Mechanisms for enforcement of loan covenants specfic to required nitigation measues,
monitoring requirements, and compliance with environmental standards will need to be identified
or developed. Smce the loan for power expansion projects will be made directly to the
Dommican government through the national bank and loan monies forwarded to the succesful
bidder in lump sum, retraction of loan monies is not an enforcement option. Currently, there are
no penalties for environmental infractions in the power sector and the Equipo Tcnico is not
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endowed with authority to enforce any new penalties that might be developed for power
expansion project. If the Superintendencia is in place, it may have the legal authority to impose
penalties for noncompliance with environmental norms, but enforcement options should be
clarified.

7.6.5 Ambient Air Monitoring Stations

Although a complete program of air quality monitoring, promulgation of pernanent air quality
standards, compliance regulations, and enforcement procedures cannot be implemented in Lhe
near term, the instalation of ambient air monitoring stations is proposed as a first step in that
proess.

7.6.6 Intemim Support Equipment

The following equipment is necessary to support the implementation of the environmental
mitigations recommended in this section. These mifigation measures and support equipment ar
necessary to define and alleviate the wgent environmental problems that have been descibed in
this EA.

* Spare parts inventory

* Consumables

* Onsite emergency supplies

- Emergency wanming systems

* Ambient air quality monitoring systems

e Computers

* Fax machines

e Water monitoring equipment

- Turbidity monitor
- Computerized strip charts for pH
- Computerized tmpeature probe
- Calibration kits for water quality momtoing equipment

* Coal ash monitoring equipment

* Soil monitoring equipment
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7.7 ORDER OF MAGNITUDE COSTS FOR ACMION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

The following order of magnitude costs for action plan implementation reflect interim measures
to be undertakn by the Dominican in order to ensure that the two new units are built and
operated according to the environmental guidelines and standards described in tis EA and to
be recommended in the subsequent project-specific EIASs. More complete descriptions of
activities to be performed for each of the following budget line items are referenced to sections
7.6, Interim Measures", below.

Consultant Review of EIAS for 2 new units (Ref. to 7.6.3.2)

Subtotal $ 100,000

Power Plant Safe & Maintenance Program (Ref. to 7.6.1.2)

Develop written maintenance procedures, schedules & budgets 200,000
Safety training procedures 100,000
Mintenance trig Program for 9 existing fossil plants 225,000
Safety training for 9 existing fossil plants 225,000
Spare parts inventory *
Con*mables
Onsite emergency supplies *
Emergency wamning systems *

Subtotal $ 750,000

(Ref. to 76.1.3)
Solid Waste Disposal Contamination Studies
Identification of the most hazardous disposal sites 50,000
Remedial investigations of the most hazardous disposal sites 1,950,000
Assessment of commercial/industrial application of coal ash 120,000

Subtotal $2,120,000

(Ref. to 7.6.3.3)
Oversight of Mitigation and Monitoring Plans

Subtotal $ 100,000
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(Ref. to 7.6.6)
Interim Sut Equipment
Computers (5 units) 15,000
Fax Machines (5 units) 5,000
Water Quality Monitoring Equipment 20,000
Coal Ash Monitoring Equipment 50,000
Soil Monitoring Equipment 50,000

Subtotal $ 140,000

GRAND TOTAL $3,210,000

* For these items, an assessment of the plant needs to be made to estimate funding requirements.
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ANNEX A

CHARACTERISTICS AND PLANT DATA OF
POWER PLANTS OPERATING IN

THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, MARCH, 1994

PLANT NAME HAINA ITABO
LOCATION Snto on=ngo Santo Domingo
SIZE -No. OF UNIT = AND Unit 1- 54 MW Unit 1- 125 MW
POWER RATING Unit 2- 54 MW Unit 2- 125 MW

Unit 3 - 84.9 MW
Unit 4 - 84.9 MW
Unit 5 - 84.9 MW

AGE (OR YEAR Unit I - 1968 Unit 1 - 1984
COMMISSIONED) Unit 2 - 1968 Unit 2 - 1989

Unit 3 - 1979
Unit 4 - 1979
Unit 5 - 1979

CURRENT STATUS Unit I - 48 MW (available) Unit I - 0 MW (under reliabilitation)
(OPERATIONAL, UNDER Unit 2 - 0 MW (available) Unit 2 - 115 MW (available)
REPAIR, ETC.) Unit 3 - 36 MW (available)

Unit 4 - 52 MW (available)
Unit 5 - 70 MW (available)

TYPE OF BOlLER, GAS .oler Unit l Boiler (roster Wileeler. Svaiil
TURBINE, OR l)DESEL ENGINE Unit 2 Boiler (Hitachi Zoosen. Japan)

Pressure: 8R bars
Temperalure: 515 'C High Pressure Section- 141 bars and 535 °C
Vapor Production: 180 tons/hr (units 1 and 2) Low Pressure Section: 38.5 bars and 535 0C

280 lonslir (units 3 to 5) Vapor Production: 389.5 tons/hr (Higli Pressure)
348.5 tonsA/r (Low Pressure)
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PLANT' NAME. IIAINA ITABO
^1 =RIMRY FUEL ANI) SPEC Fuel-oil Q1/16/) Fuel-oilt 1/09/931
FUEL CONSUMPTION Specific Gravily (60/60 IF): 0.9698 (0.9950 Max.) Specific Gravity (60160 "F): 0.9732 (0.9950 Max.)

Heating Value: 18,339 But/lb Healing Value: 18,311 Blu/Ib
(18,000 Blu/lb Min.) (18,000 Btu/ilb Min.)

Sulfur: 3.0% hy weight Sulfur: 2.75% by weiglit

Speciric Fuel Consumotion (19931 Specific Fuel Consumption (1993
Unit 1 10,481 Blu/KWh Unit 1 11,300 Blu/KWih
Unit 2 12,896 Btu/KWh Unit 2 11,300 Btu/KWIi
Unit 3 16.099 Blu/KWIt
Unit 4 14,400 Blu/KWh
Unit 5 11,116 Btu/KWh

SECONI)ARY FUEL ANID aase-ol Coal - Colombian (06719/931
SPECIFIC FUEL (Not available) Volatile Matter: 37.39% (42.79% dry)
CONSUMPTION

Carbon: 45.60% (52.19%)

Heating Value: 11,484 Blu/lih
(13,143 Blu/lb dry)

Suifur: 0.56% by weiglit
(0.64% dry)

Soeciric Fuel Consumpntion (19_93)
Unit I 10,018 Btu/KWh
Unit 2 10,018 flu/KWh
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PlANO NAME I'JMO PLATA -- IMBEQUU
LOCATION Puer_o Platn Santo Domingo
SIZE * No. OF UNIT9 ANI) Unit I - 26.5 MW Unit I - 21 MW
POWER RATING Unit 2 - 36.8 MW Unit 2 - 21 MW
AGE (OR YEAR Unit I - 1966 Unil l-1974
COMMISSIONEI)) Unit 2 - 1982 Unit 2 - 1974
CURRENT STATUS Unit I - 19 MW (available) Itnit I - 15 MW (available)
(OPERATIONAL, UNDJER Unit 2 - 0 MW (under rehabilitation) Unit 2 - 18 MW (available)
REPAIR, ETC.)
TYPE OF BOILER, (;AS oi or Unit I and 2 Gas Turbincs
TURIIINE, OR DIESEL ENGINR Babcock Wilcox General Electric, Frame 5, Open Cycle Gas Turbine

Furnace
________ _____________Peabody with pulverizalion system through vapor

PRIMARY FUEL ANI) SPECIFIC Fuel-il (02/07/92t Gas-oil (Fucl #2)
FUEL CONSUMPTION Specific Gravity (60/60 'F): 0.9698 (0.9950 Max.) Specific Gravity (60/60 fiO ); 0.876

Heallng Value: 18,315 Btu/lb Healing Value: 19,335 Btullb

Sulfur: 2.75% by weighlt Sulfur: 1.07% by weigit

S9pecific Fuel Consumption (19931 Specific Fuel Consumption (1993)
Unit 1 12,884 Bltu/KWh Unil 1 16,146 liu/KWtI
Unit 2 (Nut Applicable) Unit 2 16,505 BtulKWh

S ON F Lo seconidary uel Not available
SPECIFIC FUEL
CONSUMITION
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PLANT NAME SAN DO i)OMINGO BARAHONA (ias Turbine)
LOCATION Sanio Dormingo Barsh_ na_--__
SIZE - No. OF UNITS ANI Unit 5 - 12.65 MW Unit I - B.3 MW
POWER RATING Unit 6 - 12.65 MW

Unit 7 - 12.65 MW
Unit 8 - 26.50 MW

AGE (OR YEAR Unit 5 - 1954 Unit I - unavailable
COMMISSIONEI)) Unit 6 - 1957

Unitl 7 - 1959
Unit R - 1963

CURRENT STATUS Unit 5 - 11.00 MW (available) Unit I - 0 MW (new turbine undier erection)
(OPERATIONAL, UNDER Unit 6 - 0 MW (retired & decomi3lsioned)
REPAIR, ETC.) Unit 7 - 0 MW (retired & decomissioned)

Unit 8 - 0 MW (under rehabilitation)
TYI)R OF BOILER, GAS Bo_lers Gas Turbine
TURBINE, OR D)lESEL ENGINE Unit 5 - Combustion Engineering A new turbine to original specirications is under construction

Unit 8 - Babc'ick and Wilcox by FIAT (Italy) with Westinghouse license.
PRIMARY FUEL ANI) SPECIFIC Fuel-oil (02107192) Gas-oil (Fuel #2)
FUEL CONSUMPTION Specific Gravity (60160 °F): 0.975 SpecIfic Gravity (60160 bP): 0.8762

Heating Value; 18,312 Btlulb Heating Value: 19,313 Btu/lb

Suifur: 2.75% by weight Sulfur: 2.00% by weight

Speciflc Fuel Consumvtlon (1993) Speciflic Fuel Consumption (1993)
Unit 5 14.740 Btu/KWh (Not Applicable)
Unit 6 (Not Applicable)
Unit 7 (Not Applicable)
Unit 8 13,079 Btu/KWh

RECOND)ARY FUEL ANI) Cae-oil (only auring 31arl-upl No secondary fucl
SPECIFIC FUEL Specific Gravity: 0.85
CONSUMPTION Heating Value: 41.7 Mllkg
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PLARr x=ME SAN 'EI)R) DR E MA( (Steam rurbine) SAN PEDI)RO lE MACUORS ((as T'urbine)
LOCATION San Pedro de Macorfs San PedrO To MaCur[s
SIZE * No. OF UNITS ANI) Un I -33 MW2 MW
POWER RATING
AGE (OR YEXR IUnit I -19894
COMMLSSiONED)
CURRENT STATUS Unit I - 30 MW (available) Unit I - 25 MW (available)
(OPERATIONAL, UNDER
REPAIR, RTC.)
TYPE OF BOILER, GAS BO;l0C Gas&TUrb&in-
TURBINE, OR D)IESEL ENGINE Babcock Wilcox

FurnaceWsinhu
Peabody with pulverization SYstem through vapor Westinghouse

PRIMARY FUEL AND SPECIFIC Fuel-oil (02/07792) Gas-oil (Fuel #2)
FUEL CONSUMPTION Specific Gravity (60/60 °P): 0.975 Specific Gravity (60/60 NF): 0.876

Heating Value: 18.312 Btu/lb Heating Value: 19,335 BlU/lb

Sulfur: 2.73% by weight Sulfur: 1.07% by weiglit

Soeciric, Fuel ConSumQtlan (1993) Saecific Fuel Consurnplion (1993)
Unit 5 11,543 Btu/KWh Unit 1 15,671 BItu/KWh

SECONIDARY FUEL AND) No secondary fuel y SeCondarY fuel
SPECIFIC FUEL
CONSUMPTION
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I1 LMNAM,N SANTIA(O FA IDGCOE
LOCATION Santiago de los Caballeros Fa
SIZE * No. OF UNITS ANI) Unit I - 12 MW Unit I - 66 MW
POWER RATIN( Unit 2 - 66 MW

Unlt 3 - 66 MW
AGE (OR YEAR Unit I - 19B9 Unit I - 1985
COMMISSIONED)_
CURRINT STATUS Unit I - 12 (contracted for) Unit I - 40 (contracted for)
(OPERATIONAL, UNDER
REPAIR, ETC.)
TYPE OF BOILER, GAS Diesel Engine: Bolle-:
TURBINE, OR DIESEL ENGINE (unavailable) (unavailable)
PRIMARY FUEL ANID SPECIFIC Gas-oiI (Fuel #2) NO_- a
FUEL CONSUMPTION Specific Gravity (60/60 'F): 0.876 Speclfic Gravity (60/60 °P): 0.999

Healing Value: 19.335 Btu/lb Heating Value: 18.015 Btuili

Sulfur: 1.07% by weight Sulfur: 3.56% by weight

Speciflc Fuel Consumplion (1993) Specific Fuel Consumption (1993I
Unit 1 13,781 Btu/KWh Unit 1 11,500 Btu/KWIh

SECONDARY FUEL AND No secondary fuel No secondary fuel
SPECIFIC FUEL
CONSUMPTION
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ILANT NAME WARISILA WART'SILA
LICATION Puerto Pla(a Sanlo Domingo -
SIZE * No. Or- UNITS AN) Unit 1- 18 MW Unit I - 40 MW
POWER RATING
AGE (OR YEAR Unit I - 1991 Unit 1 - 199
COMMISSIONEI))
CURRENT STATUS Unit I - 18 (available) Unit I - 0 MW (unavailable)
(OPERATIONAL, UNDER
REPAIR, ETC.) _______--I_1___ _
TYPE 0?F BOILER, GAS Dlesel Engine: Dcsl Engino:
TURBINE, OR D)IESEL ENGINE WMrtsil WKrtsila

I'RIMARtY FUEI. ANI) SIPECIFIC Fuel-oil #6 - Diluted bv Gas Oil Fuel-oi! _- iDiluted by Gas-Oil
FUEL CONSUMPTION Specilfc Gravity (60160 °F): 0.882 Specific Gravity (60/60 °F): 0.882

Heating Value: 18.267 Btu/lb Healing Value: 18.267 Btu/lb

Sulfur: 2.85% by weight Suirur: 2.85% by weight

%Specific Fuel Consumption Seciric Fuel Consumoion
Unit 1 9.100 Btu/KWh Unit 1 9.100 3tu/KWh

SECONDARY FUEL AND No secondary fuel Vo secondary ruel
SPECIFIC FUEL
CONSUMPTION
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PFLANT NAME U).NA
LOCI ION Snnlt )itmingn

SE - N. OF UNITS AN nit 1 
POWER RATING Unit 2. 35 MfW

Unit 3 65 MIW
Unit 4 - 61 MW

AGB (OR YEXR Unit I - 1981
COMUMSSIONED) Unit 2 - 1981

Unit 3 - 1992

Unit 4 - 1992
cuRRENT STW9 Unit I - 22 MW (available)
(OPERAT7ONAL, UNDER Unit 2 - 23 MW (available)
REPAIR, ETC.) Unit 3- 0 MW (under rehabilitation)

Unit 4. 0 MW (under rehabilitation)
TYPE OF BOILIN, CJA; Gas Turbines:
lURBINE, OR DIFSEL ENGINE Unit I FIAT

Unit 2 FLAT
Unit 3 Westinghouse
Unit 4 Westinghouse

PRIMARY FUEL AND SPECIFIC 0as-ol (Fuel #2)
FUEL CONSUMPION Speclfic Gravity (60/60 *F): 0.876

Heating Value: 19,335 Btu/lb

Sulfur: 1.07% by weight

Snecifio Fuel Consumotion
Unit 1 15,618 BtulKWh
Unit 2 15,782 Btu/KWh
Unit 3 16,281 Btu/KWh
Unit 4 16,567 Bthu/KWh

SECONDAR FEL AND No secondary fuel
SPECIFIC FUEL
CONSUION

Sources: La Situacl6n Energ4lica y Proyeclos Principales, DECON Report, December 1993.
Plan Naclonal de Expansldn de la Geiaeracidn del Slsitema El&drico de la Repabilca Dominicana, DECON Interim Report, March 1994.
On-sits interviews with CDE plant operating personnel and managers.
CDE Departamento de Planificaci6n.
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___________________ kg Hmoqm 0.00 714.01IbeM WftM r
TPE OF BOILER

UIIM S 7nough?- Coauwfn Eapruum
urs - abwck agd VM=Vnkz I eo | 4zsl 

tHur U~~~~~~~~2iTJ'by gII

- 7 n147c0 B111'

l Uste8 hbmd6- caAU1

_R___ _ __ _ _

7- lJP7 WS

PWARY RIEL.- 25 EPA Fahml Fst- t oa PrM-i06OO gdla of Fee 011 N. 6
PAATlLATE MATtER US15 24 lb d PL4-10hr 54MSb34 ImdPcPM-icr
ft0 s EROS s6 - 'OD IbSdPM-ibr 0.00 bWdCiP-lfr

unit7 - lO lb of PM-iflrr OCO bmml PU-1opr'
uS. 0.O lbdPM-lOU0r _OM bmcdPM-10vr'

Plet ToS- 2L01 lb *t P5-10WI 0439 Mso l P3.1r -

R REL- EPA Esbalmi Faclr - 431J5 tb ol SW211000 gelo Ot Fut Cli No. 6
DIDONE(SM) UnlS- 3p1 lb d lE r 127W1 mndSiWir-

E6S UrO- amOM lbdSCrw 00O mmd SOftrr

Unit?- QC00 bcISC2Dbr 0.90 toad smwir
UnitS- C0.00 bdS020hr 090 bnadSalNOW
_TOWS - 30S lb of 00W 1.7JmMt DISOMr

PUS-L. -Z) EPA t. bI Fudgre- IAO lb at NOxfnlo gui. or Fud oa NM. 6
mmXEJ N) Urit5 - 5646 lb of lObr *91 els GI moflr

Will6- am lbofNOxAr O0 mmd NOVyr

UnE7- am malbrOR aO onsom"rr
Unit 8- 0.00 lbd NOfx 0Nx0r OnO l NOIyr'
Plea ToSs - 6S46 ta oNfrta 15 mamD NOuIr w

FU_EL- (3) EP Ebmln Fate- 5.0 b al bo 10niO obend Fuel 0614 o.6
ZNOXIDEW (O5)- 421 lb d COhr 1491 bd al COfyr-

EIIISSICIIS6Ur iC S - 0W lb GI ct r OM0 brandCOIr'

7- OM bcimwhr O.0 nCsd ,0
8- 0.00 lbatoffir 00 btmolCOlr

______________________ PIU Tos - 4.2 tat oSfOlr U1 . la91 S yri
RIEL - (4) EPA Salon Fflr - 0f76 lb olat W galo o Fuel Fu roL6

EIHANETOTAL ilt5.- 0.64 lbtd N10Shf 2Z27 mclINsTOCVr
oDp I POuLwD us a o G.W l d NAlOCfeAr o0m dWO NMllC&r'

E KSSION tUd7 - O.W Ib of NIhCr ow b=dW rocitr'

Urlt. 0.00 t O b NMlOrAr o00o tao d NMtITr '
P_ f Toes- 0.64 lbo INEIOdr 227 teaso NTOCtfr-

DART RJEL

Einbulam Fac_s No_:
lbmyeuinsdeg bchpotllu aqedmfdgnc hoc' p eby US-EPAn pci AP-. SatpemntF

- Asanad latplttpu t I hSl umm s

(1) PM-tOvauasikb hast P fb oS dns Ih PU-I tO cydu an EPA hWed20 aor2lA Itlah PatfiaSs
e lEns Iar.sikusl ailambusbon on . cnudhl d d mi4rau

2 T .s foll ellt Swat IgS% by igt dI NOIs NO loral a dr iqpa

(3) WOensso mws tr y s dlOb l1W nta udte n npo rpoufd crn01 usE maMd

(4) Vb abgaipc dotwf sntwn macnuhm byia aes df am E1 tl ohr kepeEd cr hns md
(51 Alput dte _stm d by CDE
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NAME PUERTO PLATA IS)
T - _ N Puam Plan 

No. OF ITS RATI I 1265 MW _ _W
COAR 0R0IS09ED Lht2 36. mW (1ISM

AOTAVAILA3LE AND Ul- 11 NM j 14170 u (10)
GSEAEAT1OU N- MUMnai Op. H15 A7.47r1 703.58 Izmiwhfr

2 - 0.00Mw j JI 113 )
I__________________ IJhiN2-AnrllOp.Hm aQa OA.IbWWMhr

FEOF BOILER 

Babwdck

__________________PuaboLV with jzuallzfflo WysM- 31hxah VWat
RJEL AND

EORlIC FUEL 5eCSp.dUIul (WIFM k .I
|5 N_hg t1: 1112 
Si: 275 %by wagi

g1o I- 14 Bb
lAll2- C IlW 

FUEL - [1EPI) EPAEmo Fur- 2a42s5 lbof IPlWIW00 guonof Ffd ONl NM6
UATEATER U jWt1. 47 lb dP&-10ft f 159:U4514 Mmnsd PM-011r -

10)EMISSIONS Lt2- a b ofP14to0" _ O dPU-10tr 
_PlSlo TOM i9&1 1b.e1PM-1101 15"4 bmtPm-lwp'

FUEL.- EPA Emi..n Ftlbr- 411.75 lb of SO2I 1W0 n of Fad 011 Rm6

SUU DlDlaDE W i R I - 7tO0S0 11 of 50Xhr Z 4 0 M wmcfd C2W

DIS510NS ~~~~ ~~UnIt2- 0.00 Ibd90Zlhr O90 iwmdSCOZhr'

_~~~~~~~~~~I FtTOWS = 71tL90 lb ofSO2At 2,414.50 kners9 tr'

(UL EPA Enbdin FMClb - 67A0 lb of e4tOdlO0 go of Fag WI Mm 6
111CMIIIOXIDE f i Una I - 110.32 IbD NDzhr 374.19 ldns MOTr

ENS SUnt2- moo0.00 lbodlhrPxW 0.00 lonsci N0irW
110.22 rboiN"UiW 374A1 oM r NW'

P_R EPA E_nmid. Fb1 - 5.0S lb of C 0110 gllofet Fuel OR NO.5

~~~~~(CDO N E d Ibi - aMl of CObF 27AG lmmdOOwt'

atS L"S1~~~~~~rf2- moo lbtm dCObr OIJO dCO r'
Plad TobW - 1 l ol h r Z7s awr'

PRI FUEL.- (41 EPA Enado. Fadr- _ .76 lb of 001100 gelbn of Fua 00 No. 6
TOTAL UdllI1- t25 b d MITOC*,r 425 aud NMTOCvr'

DRCOPOLD LN 2 - CLoo l0 d PUtClifr 0.00 own d NITOCIfr'
q F _ ltnl Toi w 1.25 lb of t?Ax lw 4.25 0m of NITOCwr'

E_osln ora No&

Iow IyNoWiu _ehd pt_ _ ti uon Wn pt* by US-EPA ptn ZAP4. Sup_ t F.
Amdmud _pDlit Dpa nho h 1 a in awua tason s

(1) 1WI0Ovukms hud. 1m 1 NW pas b co0sm3 me PM- 10t lrcyckdam of 4n EPA LIdt 201 o M2A gni -M.e Pariuobb
_,..m tUtim fOr tm- eal omtsb . an a.wu a h bcoon of WMil 9gimi wed rAa1WC

12) TadmiskccbSan t ht-tt5%by u _tofW m PDolrf uIlaE s.
1) CO ism ma b rr -Y by t oD tO D 100 Iat r4p pwadorna(vmU mat ed

14) NoE.r; ig . iuo a 0umb aii IN IfIglbd U.04n.paa oaadorb folvoiW1.ISd.
4 An am. t s tuniot by COE
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PLANT NME Sa- PEDRO DECORIs Is)
TIOW ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Son PecOr de Nacoris

iEIb.OF UIZIS, RAINC 3 q(IS

WD YER 1 0_ESSIONED

W AVAILABLE AND 1* | |z |n
AUL.CENERWIONoC. 11 Z _Whr

IOP OBaLER

aim puienm sysam mwomg vo0r

MARIY FUEL AND
P6CIRC FUELS_ OF 

:NlSu H_~~~~~~~Vdwo: =M2 BUMb

5L.J275 by swg

fUEL. (L PA Emlala Feor- 2&le lb ot PM&Il0W gala. of Fuel CHo I6
?"msuEAZdATrER LbRl- 66.34 lb dPM-IOuhr 23081363 ISOIPU-lWye

10) EIiSIIW
36.3n7t lb ol PUlW 2320363 kms of PM31-i 'r

IUARYfFUEL. .PAE-mOIm. Fouer- 421.75 lbofSO2nIIDgiIOeoFiFie 01 ND.6
WKIAIR 0E ISM2) Lb 1.00564 b of sbAr 3,400S Si d lSOW

FMAIRY A EL ) ¢PA Em Fler 67.80 lb of NOmltIOO gUon of Fail 06 Mm 6

NS OKllCM E Lff lltI- ISSA b ofNDmhr 541.74 Ion odNOwr- 

PhrTaTeto- ISS6S lbofNOufjr F41.74 WmN*I rIO,

FLREL- (3) EPA Eamodma Fw -nr. lb of conOo Ian of Fad o0 Ik. 6
COH 0KIIEC * WlI - II65 Ib d O0r 4QA,Um enr dbW-

RFEL- (4) EPA Emamion Fulr - ILlS lb of MUIOOD gofl of FUer 05 ND. _
fTSOTAL USl 1.77 lb aNTMCOhr 6.15 mm. of tre

W0EUISSIM P.Tau- _ 1.77 lb of NRiwhr 41S emofiizirlCw*

Emblm F_erNMob

Auumd MN pt opsufnt h _in amwd ma i Fn

) e h' Fat I biml ics aits N oa s hi r_yluL

03) COeam nay kiasm by di De1 Mm anpupelll lWmd ama!phrq

(4) V_lU olpie ecuol mn_ an hroleby mwa ealSImugbi Ii 501 IS_ rl_ornnopel pmdbt walinmaa
(5) Mh~tdmwashuallmlbycOE-
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IANT NAME WSMNA 55)

IIN Swant Doml _g

I-NO. OF UNITS. R.I1G. 11- 35 MW 51811
COMMISSIONED t11112- 35 MVW (19I8I

Unit3- a6 MW (1ISM2
U*it 4 - 65 MW (ISM2

LOfT AVAMIABLE ANM Unt 1 -m V l_224171 mmii. 1

GENERATION Shit 1- A.U Op. NM 5.566 37.76 1Im,.

Ull2. I .0 MWe ID13824 I 35
1 2Urt-A .NW d.31A 564 l

Shift. 0610 I1W 1~ii u ('33
Unit 2- AlUM Op. Mmt 0.0B 162. hNNMWI
1hR3- Kw ilim (
Ulrdk-AmuOp.t1m IIlI L.U buiWMNr

TPE GAS TURDFES

Unli 1- FIAT

UR 2- FIAT
USI3- WOSUV .
UrI1 4- Wesiigs

VFUEL ANID
LRFUEL Gamity(saw F)?F 7i

L~~EJ% by might

2- ism2BaJW

___ __ __ __ __ __ __11 666 2BI& u

103ESSIONS 1 - 5 lboiPU-1IRW 1 2pm-iw
151113- 0 lbPL-IWW 0umclp-1
1*1114. 0 boiPU-Irlt 0 _mdiM-tj

Tooft. ~10.02 lbaofPl-I-US 2630 MNVfPN.lWW
FUEL- EP A EI Fmlr- 151.26 taID setol gn 1o FL On lb. 2

DtXE ISO* I5l - 370.15 lbof S hr 9LS4 W=dS 2fyI
Ullt32- e01.04 bd S*lr gi. mmd FS1w

3. 0.00~~~~~LO lb d Sew GM0 wamsorisyf

lln1 - 0G00 ba Ps1r 0.00 mmd S2Fy-r
Tobn - M12 lb 61 Sw2t, 1,19542 Mmem S2O2W

P YFUEL- )EPA En Fmclor - 21.94 lb ol NOz* gemo ot Fum 08 N1 2
FROGOSOUDE M)un Unit 1- 4I.72 b d NStIlr 1293.2 Mmmd NOK

EMSSI UbI12- S1.47 bdNCo Sir 113.4 l=dNO5C

1Un1l3- 0Mc0 bdSf1w 0DM W=dNCdr
unit 4- 0.00 bod PC,hr em bnmatS1owvr
Plmi To. - 10.2 lb of I Obd hr 236_ Wum of otW

V RIEL- (3) SPlEmboi Fabr - 5.f0 b o eo F la 06 No 2
MO NOMIII (C0) a Uriii1 - 1 lb7 Da w d10.12 MmdCNOW

|ESSSS Wt2- S12.7 bdlOOlr on3D4 bedtco
"3- 0.00 bdhoOlir 0so mmldND
4- 0.00 lbdC0t 0.00 bm ai eD

______________________ batTownI - !.fl6 that Swir mme o a cawz
RJEL - (4) AFuaa Facto, - 0.24 lb ot FEROObt ofFing 04 No. 2

S ONTAL iPent eI - 0M30 lbdNtIiOCxiW 2.10 emdNMk0Cfyi
3GP COMPOUND 112 - 043 lb of NJIDOIrw 1.2 MmdMcllTCtpr

1 5cEISSIOS 3 - 1Z00 b of 1&ITOCmw am bmdm tWw
4 - O lbd t '310 0.M0 mm 1ofNTOC4W

TVrt4 o 4- o.c b-o)b C b Cf
PlnTet . - 25aS that NMOOw .0 Mmc o Yfl1Cy

EmbL 4EA Facr NtUM
Hmmty o.wosom wh eapcS~ u me1kedmamcd .mgmiaa p.*idad byU&EPA hi pbfanAP.ZSmpoaoiF.

-N MmTdOacLm intpe I hm I - Q11 b d m Ni mbr aldm

()PMI-IS vilse ikls 331pmgaM caIm.dmi.*PUID WC,4 otan B'AM.Uia20l r2O1A I1 3gluh PearScuf
midammi ~mu uwmni&WcAcooaemlanin avm mIa - olkhalWf gd.l smld illudr S I

(3)T OW mm*s lidOaya bCO bdNCbr ODO bnNtOibN .tam mbt a ts

(35 OD6~~~~baioUm 4~ -is ey Co1a~a bO 10 thr 090k Inqusd IIamloWo1uaf

(4) VOWD mugc Pn0umd*MelontTn .b -N by i Ibolar n O d
(5) AJliped dati us hahad byC DE.
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LT NAMe -- iNIDEOUE C5)

N P . RATIG. Url1 I - 21 MW C19)4
W0YEAR COms0ND M.12- 21 MW fl974)

AhAVAILALE AND t1. Is 15 NMW gy VSKIlW (19)0
GBIENAUONU1- AnmI Op. Hk 5a3L52 35.7 bUWIr

unit32- Kw MW I ]w9 t (132)
_ 31112- AUI O NHom 441%.7m 5M bhwbr

GAS WRmNS L

ULr 1 Iwd2 ieaa. wd&btGwwi EIs
Fgm S. Open Orcb Gas Tuodw=

FUEL AND

RC 11152. G~~~(OF3 F~~119 W
5 1ST Su~~~~by_o

Ulilt 1 aIR 1616 0ilM

WhOM year. I1,2U1,S1,ibnw

V FUEL - (1 A Ematmubn Fcmr - 2 lb of PU-I1lMO Daa 0Wo F_E O NoM 2
MARIICU 3.434ER 110111 lbB OdPIJ4001r LIS.16005 Wm ertPi-SoA

t1031 BSS S d 2 - *42129062 O d PM10lr 9S6S56778 bma m PM-I
FnT011111- 7A 02 lboftns1or 175SC7FM wumudPSI

FUEL - SOA N am_w IQ lb of SO2Ill =lb of Ro ON 0 m N2
~~~~(SUL F U IDD Sl2 n - 2S1 11 of SOl h 6W-53318 d oSM

423S EPA zunlohlan - ~ - 320.K IbofNOxf m b omd Fr 6QS0 w d Sa2

NM DEINODEQ U34,34 b d N0 ibr 91.16 m of NOxr
42.3 lbol NOxir U4S54 Wm ofNaoxty
7647 IbotNOdbr 1750 Io 1Onel

RW= FUEL. Faci;r EPA E hn F r- Sn lb of Cortw gRn of FW on 0 o.92
jC DWOE(co) Unit I1- 8. fbdaN Z 7U Ns dn COW

UnR2- ~~~~10.52 oaf DONr 21.16 u.s fof hAP
lMt - udsob- 1.12 IbotfW 43.5 m of@tC O

RIELr F -(4) EPA Ememl Fa m - 0.34 lb foctWO gonof Rd 'D vim a2

TOTAL A Liti--- O. lboNNMTOCIbr 1.55 = oNsi TUOC =
ORCOMPOUND UnlH2- 0.72 that NMlmCr 1.44 ms d N!TOC10K

E S _ im Tow- 1D.0 bt NICCAW 2,39 imm o_ T -
Emo _en F# o u_
"wuOVGi-m di ei pc`*ntul e d i *n_ m Felu- d q U34EPAuiarpiOn APZ* SLpSr F.
AemaneX8dAMju puNlopemkig owshoeaunelki iuvimama-_s

*1) PM-IOvkue* rNleuNpuNab- aotecled hI 3m PM-1101qc1dI N *n EPALIoM12flte1raDA tAL Paulfi
ensmnNO tor .mil dw uaon . ml amug.cbmuoti alba mlgaemi dh rmt

wrS ibbNls95brWudMDbSba(3Teuasut .uh idealo at ml e3ILby miga of PismoICormlaN hor tma
p1 CO -mi y mmbyl Ir d 10 l 100 3m smpop nnopad orniwelf ikn&
(43 v_ob e bnowurid ma _ by _v oain o l OMeABd I e hern i qP op o arsnatwmle n
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-LANT NAME SA PEDRO DE 1ACfU (5)
lION Nol ~~~~~~spinbdU MmcoMl

N.OFUWITS. ^ RlTO. I 213 MW (1974)
OVSS _E__D_I

aaIY AVMLADLE AND 1- 2S NW I 3206 im (lam
AL. IOL IERAUONI mad Opnp Ha 124L24 nID.M bs#MWhr

.W1 1 GA 1NWC

Alf FUEL AND
RPC FJEL SpfaNY P M F)

__ __ __ __ __ __S___ __- 1¶sinbi

U"1- rlin Bb&W
tAl -R) EP aL FmcW - 2 m 1p1-i wiooa gem 01 F_l lJ No.t2

PARTICULATEMA1TErER 5lI- .555S0 lbdi P-IOWlr 3.15213543 Wmmd PM-lbyr-
PU.1l) EMISSIONS

Tatd- Ml555 lbdiPN-IMv .1021343 . oat PlW,Vr
PR RY RJUL - EPA Emon Facbf - 151S4 lb or sAIrI00 gin of F_d 0I Noa 2
StBWRDIDXKIE tiiUral - Q42057 Eat SCtr 239.407 bnsd SOZ

. PlTr- Q2Lh lb of Sd r lAF bMmefSOI
URYIPJEL - lZ t EPA E_bdn Fclor - 2.9 lb m pmio dg afl oF"a00 mo.2

NIJRD=NDDE WEl- ~~~~~5556 Sal r 3t5Z unasl Nwe

PIal- 55. IDatNOXNW 31D52 tmsd NOlr
13EPA MTmeldfi Fmlt-5 lb of IOMW 1a.ot Fu ma No.

P~~~~~~~~~~Bkl FUELm - W ,0 lP bn oFe C W gD d lonl FW aOLl 2
_ ssaMs MDE U - 13A9 tedlMr 7JB bsd iW

1t3- D 13 lboCOf r 7.1T kmnel cOw
1 AEL - (4) EPA Enlb Fin9r- OM lb oFN rOGWDod do Ful CO2 N 2

IIET TWAlL IJlal- B1104 bd NrOC&r 0.54 bldc NMTCW

_ . PWii Tow - t4E lb ot NOITOCA 0S4 dMNOfNUTOWI
E-nh FOctr No_:
*.wly I cIihpaftummd a bt Ias _ paduWd b US-EPA hk pibn AP42Z Sup,PF.

Amau pMI 1puaMg lw..skadi g 1 a d s _n masr
11) PM-1C0_bcI a dva04uWMal<d hitd PM-IP _qdMdI a EPA I4cd201 or201A Eurekaba Paji.

3 To l_ haw' flat4t tS% ayw oa t hb PbraS bIor-Ipp

(4) Vohs qp _u a_ rm m 1am bIrn apma or ha mn _makll
*5) Al bOl data m by COE

B-B



* I La T NAME BARANONA 151

|l No. OF UNITS. RATI L.t 12- U V3 W (1S77)
DYER CUIEtSKUNED _

A AVAILALE AND a Kw .ju1wE -Ie
GENERATION bnma Opraling Hun 0 ISP1719 bu Wh

11115 wA1 psl e S pt soJf Wcl stls reuwmbslme by FLAT pI

RFUEL AND
EcFlt FUEL (WMc Ordq F3 . -

X:ONSU lXdl~~Huang Vduo.33 tel

dt 1- 1616 |B*Wb

MARY FUEL (1) EPA Er3dm Feier .2 lb o -f il" noC gllon, ol FuNl Oll No. 2
PARIICIATEI1MATTER rit 1- 0 d PM1-1st 0 M onsd Pt-1Or

PIMTODW- ~~a lbeIPU-lWIw 0 3000s18",W~
blEARY FUEL- EPA EmO Factor - 23 lb no 5CDODO gidon of F_e 00 No. 2

SU^RDIOXDE rA 0i X Ob d Sor WMOf ns efr 5X

PlutTeld - 0 bet 501w 0 trarola 502Fr
MARY EELw 1;0 EPA Estimlagi FCtWr- 2e0W lb ot NxOtIlD 9n of Fougl No. 2

0.00 bat l~~~Mr a.00 k tofostzrr

(3) P Embelon FaoMr - 5.0 lbatCDOGROW a1 CFUNIDEOlNo.2
ONW b d Ih0w 0.00 boscI0yr

Tom.Plnt - G0 lb *I COr 0.00 ongeW COr
FUEL - v4) EPA bn Fnter - 0.4 lb of NTfOCO 9540n ofFEd Ful N5.2

TOTAL ~~~~~~~~0.00 lb ci WTOC1h 0.00 mm8 di NVW yrr

ONISSKM 1Plt Told LU lbaS of bdNr r 0.00 sof d snM r

Homey .mblao ci otpaai ,owaskuzosldu059wid baa.pabidhdby USfP.Ep p.*Aio Ap-42.S.pmplssF.

(1) p_tflndusslodu GWp 3ouaMdis. PMIG IbrajdmuflEpAUs 2Dor21A ibat. PbEDman

IEIH~ s mTOT nt aoohulo I. - i ogeo btsm a d NIA1 ADD guide ad .dhwa

(3) CO isaioS VI al loso*1lffink hiupy opulbado l co elro ok itz
iS Vowa" og a o u can kdimb ntby of magldi u no bnwIskopuqsdy Ip d or UWE wniwwponA.r
(5) A1wudt ns o Ead bftwnt _rL O
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IEF rs"r; ~~~~~~~~SANTIAGO (5)
Smug" de la CabaleM

ND. OF UNITS. RAAINC. Urn - U 1 W CI#IS

AAVTY AVA3L E AND UnIt 1i- | 101W PM 112 (00I3)
NUAnLd Operem - 7E12. belnIWt5

IFUELANDI E"PA1 ENilon F2 e-2btP-waOqIo 1Fe4N.
KaF9E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~1E4n lbSF ciP- 0lt7m12ENIEPUIS

HPae Vmh.Io ae- 1L lb3 ciS0111 lou fFe mN.~~~~~~~~~~~~~ISAt4 lbCREL 601w54W0?lne _E k w

SA I I02 7 3 Ea _fWawa

FUEL- (1~) EPA Euthlof Faclo- 10 bsc ~fPl- qa ci woFue0l Of D.2

10.54 gbt PMW @2200 Im of NMWIW
iEEL- _ 1 ; PA Etahelon FSto, - 2 W Ibolb CVIm g of FUM 01 No. 2

Foam. 24.0 lba ofNttMgoof1323 lONucfOO2

P"ITI~~~io UITB1RLntI-1519 5 dF1Oh 72ST231 dU -10<x

Plrnt Tebl - l J 419.5 ibolGOSuWr 71.23 km of NOC

=; E P A E _(3) EPA lElm' Facto O lb *I CWOzcgoirimof Fu 1 00 Nk2

SUFROIDXIE(CO Unit I - *489 lb d COihr I&= mat33w

Pliia Tom - 144R Eb el Chr ssuir vi d av

rFUfL - t i ]EPA EmANcabn Fatr * GM lb of NKoxD gSeln of FUN CBM 2

llTIIDXNt£XIDE4 GM- 1S51 d NMTCr 1.24 maoINrMC-

IPIN GM lbt -UIOCw 1.24 belm ol IO*luTD

HomayIyn CEo mch Ijt was aftNo lagiio clom pilaha by US4EPA impubitkAP. Z.&IIipUIeOtF.
Aamx,dacal plm Itqeu -al hmin aeenIiigNmW miI mm

(t R-lOvWistee dbab mpmoajhim aMca iuto PU-lDUtwrayjdmI E m AMeLodw231 or23lA mopbgta. FaaDbod
n a b I I for miDCadi c Eo Un.OFl aI a n of or- _ IWg UEwnNmielFl 2

CTOe .*a I Diet t h I -%by wt d CxIO br lboaeripp

(3) CO I Iulgn may' htabyhe'M mc fOftIS forES SEiwa hueqMly ,eI orniEetsfi kgibd

(5) P3 *mdruanomdiedby CDE.
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l rL~~~ ~~NAE FALCOIBUIWGE 151 

Na.OF UNITS.RAIATG. U119 . (It
YEAR COMISSINEDIO
wrY AVAILABLE AND I - | DW 297 I fh 1'
ALCBERATI NAg oftOp3, 7456 W.5r

ivPEOFlBOILER

FUIEL AND
SPEaCFUEL aaa (amjA: am

PFINARY RIEL- (1) FPAEu nFr- 35.96 Iboof PM-1SOODgs of Fual ONl No.6
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ANNEX C

LIST OF GOVERNMENT ENSOTITONS
RESPONSIBIE FOR ENVIRONMNTAL QUALITY PROTECTION

RESOUMCE S TEAR LE-AL
fA OF ACTIM IHSTITUTINM CRUATED INSTRUE RESPOhSIBILITY

FORESTS MID WATER Forestal General 1962 Law 5856 Conserve, deveLop and
soaCES Directorate exploit the forests, as sell

as atl matters retated tD
transportation ard other
coomerciat trade aspects of

______________ forest products.
MARINE RESOURCES marine Biology Research 1962 Scientific investigation of

Center CCIBINA), *mrine awd coast ftora and
Autonoous University of famna.
Santo Domingo (UASD)

NATURAL RESOURCES Natural Resources 1965 Las Ho. 8 This is an agency that
U,dersecreteri at pLans, executes and

supervises the national
policy on naturat resources.
It rationalizes the use of
soils, monitors recuperation
of affected areas and is
responsibLe for its
management.

WATER NationaL Institute for 1965 Law Ho. 5 This agercy is responsibLe
Drinking Water and for the plaming, design and
Sewerage CIHAPA) mnaagmet of drinking mter

iand sewerage systems at the
I________________________ _ ________ national Level.

UATER NationaL Institute for 1965 Law Ho. 6 EvaLuates the country's
HydrauLic Resources hydraulic resources.

Conservation of mater
sources.

MINERALS Mining National 1971 Law Ho. 146 Regulates alt mining
Directorate activities.

ROCKY AGGREGATES Earth shelL GeneraL 1971 Law No. 123 EcologicaL and envirormental
Directorate protection through controt

of the extraction of
_ construction materiaLs.

Conmission to Study 1972 Decree 2592 Study the contmirnation
Envircrnmentat Levets to uhich urban
Contmination centers and naturaL

___ ecosystemare exposed to.
METEOROLOGICAL National MeteoroLogicat 1956 Decree 2298 Provide meteorotogicat
PHENOMEKA Office services to the country.

Provide advisory services on
the subject for better use

__________ of resources
NATURAL RESOURCES National Museum of 1974 Study of naturaL resources.

Natural History C(MHN) Cotlection of fossil
samples.

MATER Santo Domingo Water and 1974 Law No. 498 Develop drinking water
Sewerage Corporation supply plans, manage and
CCAASD) expwnd Santo Domingo's

aqueduct and sewerage
systes.

FERAL AREAS Parts hationaL 1974 Law No. 67 Develop, manage and protect
Directorate a system of recreationat,

bistorical, natural aud
indigenous areas for its
conservation and
perpetuation of the
country's rnturat and humun
endow ent.

FWSMA Uational Zootogical Park 1975 Decree 114 Center for the promotion of
CZOOCD4) research and cutture of

biologicat sciences in
general awd the preservation
of national fauna.
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FLORA Dr. Rafael N. Noscoso 1976 Decree 465 Promotion of atl aspects
National Botanical Park retated to lbotanicat

sciences; preserve the
nationat flora-

ENVIRONMENT Ernviresent Department 1977 Technical Disseminate nationaL
Secretariat of poLicies to deveLop
the Presidency reguLatory framework in this

area.
STANDARDS AND auatity Standards aid 1978 Law 602 EstabLishes standards and
REGULATIONS Systems National regulations for the

Directorate CDIGEUOR) noffacturing nd processing
_________ ~~~of food, water. etc.

FAIlM National Uildlife CounciL 197B Decree 32178 EstabLish reguLations on
wildLife and their habitats.
Conserve and promote those
species in danger of
extinction as weLl as
conserve areas for such

________ _______ ___ ___ ______ _______ _____ _ p rotection .

WATER AND EARTH Earth and Mater 1978 Resotution Carry out soi I studies,
Departoent, SWXENA-SEA 24C78 reguLate the use and

conservation of water
sources, provide education
on the rationaL Le of
naturat resources, construct
maLL dun and carry out
drainage works in farm
Lands.

W IDLI FE Wildlife 1979 ResoLution Promote the deve.quent,
2647 conservation and mtgement

of the country's flora ad
wildLife. Sutgest limits ad
special bundling of
sanctuaries or flora reserve

_____________ _ _ areas.
SEA AND RIVER FAUNA Fishing Resources 1979 Resolution Regulate fishirng carr- out

26179 studies to determine the
voLume and production
capacity, prepare and
supervise fish breeding

_______________ promotion projects.
NATURAL RESOURCES NationaL Resources 1979 InternaL Carries out periodic

Inventory Departent, Resotution inventories, ordering works
SURENA-SEA mwd studies on natural

resources as well as the
iopat of projects on these

MARINE WILDLIFE Narine WildLife 19B0 Decree 2011 Study and establish flora
Conservation Ccmnission and faimr protection

measures in the entire
__________________ _______________________ _________ _______________ national territory.

NATURAL RESOJUCES Environmental Education 1952 Resolution Monitor the adequate use of
Department, SURBA-SEA 20182 the country's naturaL

resources, carry out
envi ronmental training
progrwas ngw the urban mx!
rural pqpulation, teachers,
cacunity leaders,
technicians and naturat
resources inspectors.

FORESTS Forestat Technical 1982 Decree 318 This is the teading agency
Conmission of the forestat sector;

advises the Executive Branch
on *tters of natural
vegetation awd the type of

_____________________ _______ agricultural crop planting.
ENVIRONMENT National Commission on 1987 Decree 157 Control, reduction and

the Erwiroccment eLimination of hazardous
activities to the health of
living beings and prevention

______________ of ecosystem deterioration.
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.1I I ENVIROMNEN1AL EcoLogicaL Technicat 1990 Decree 226/90 Safeguard the comatry's
COLAMIHIATlIOI Comission | rivers from cont.fination

fron solid, chemical uastes,

Source: UICED Dcminican Republic Country Report (1991).
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ANNEX D
MAJOR NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS

Nae Hitr n ucin

C_mnitiJForestya 

(a) Asoll amwDsarlo hlstbfsh in 1968 wrlth a Board of DI:recos comtposod of
de Sa Jos6 de Ocoa, Inc. bDth prvate and puble soz rlepresentatives, adfud
(JUNTA) from both intenational, private, and govemrnent (Techical

Secretriat of thre Presidency) sources. Its specialty is the
organization of nal inhabitants for community projects
though the development or srengthenig of local
commainee composed of local community leaders.

(b) Florea Inc. Florta was establisbed in 1984 with a private secor Board
of Directors and an Executive Director. Activities
empbasize assistance for the developmet of agroforestry as
an altemative to slash-md-burn aiculture to conmmnities
and small farme willing to participate in the prgram.

(c) Plan Sierra, Inc. Plan Sierra was established in 1979 with a Board of
Dicors composed of public and private sector
rprsentatives, and whose President is President of the
Dowinica Republic. Activities include integrated runal
development, technical forest managemet, seediog and
wood producion, agroforstry promotion and research in
the 2,000 lm2 area of the Municipio de San Jos6 de las
Mans covering the Yaque del Noite and Baa ier
watershds Their budget is large (about RD $6 million as
of 1991). They receive rvenues from te sale of forcst and
agricultual products, but operations are financed with
internatiol donations and fixed monthly appropratiLon
fom the Govenmecnt. This NGO is a PRONATURA
mmer.

(d) Progressio (Futdacidn para el Progessio was esabished in 1983 with a private sector
Mejomiento Humano) Board of Directos and an Executive Secretary. They a-e

now tying to concentrate on moe comprebensive watershed
plmning ad management, including land use, soil
conservation, and agroforestry concemns with tbe promotion
of refoesion with for mnltiple use. They arr
preparing a magement plan for the upper and mid
watersheds of the Rio Caiuu with financing through
PRONATURA by the debt-nature swap - RD$1,666,100
was channeled to this project.

(e) Fundaci6n Dominicana de The Foundation was created by Decree 8438 i 1962, with
Desarollo one year term prsidecy. Te Foudaton is focusig

poverty alleviaaon through employment crtion for the
nual and urban poor by providing an assistance for small
business and job training. The Foundation is opratd by 70
staff, and its operating budget is about RD$2 million year.
Tbe Foundation is supported by 500 members-indUivils
and private entepses the counary, and various
intcrnational dmns including IDB, FAO, UNDP, Canadian
and GC;mn govermen.
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ANNEX D
MAJOR NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS

Enviioniiimental NUOs i i
(a) Federacidn Donmnican de A Feaia inco d in 1989, is a mosny volunter

Asociaciones Ecologistas orgization, and is composed of about 40 ecological
aFEDOMASEC) associafions imd conservafion groups in the country. The

Fedeation has four goals: (i) to prmote the oonsvtzoa,
presvation, study. and sustnable development of matual
reSOurces primarily trough nvirmental education and
publiciing of eavironmental tangressions; (ii) to bring
together groups dedicated to the study and presevation of

unatrl msomces (iii) to promote the btaining and formation
of new groups; and Civ) to suppot govermentad agencies
and props relad to the sustainble _ t of
natur" rsuc and the craon of a nationl consevton

(b) Founabon for Scienr and -Theoundabon was estbfished in 1989 as non-profit
Art, Inc. orgaiftion chaired by tbe ,prminent scholars It is active

in the promotion of natual resource conservation through
the development of national seminars, publication,
coplSion of documets, and public campaign thugh jut
ehibition regding enviromentl issues n the country. ln
paicwlar, the Foundaion prepared a base domen for the
UNCED country report in 1991. mhe Foundation is operated
by S staff and 120 volunteers wnth an annua budget
amounting to aound RD$1 million, financed by the
revenues from its vaious activities including publications
sad seminar.

(c) Green Caribe Fowndation In 1993, Green Caribe Foundation is being proposed by the
forme diector of DNP as an intrational NGO for the
Caribbean region. The Foundation aims to estiablish a
regional national prk network integraing 45 countries in
the Caribbean region, and a mechanism for Tegional
evironmental conservation to cope with the regional
environent prblems, especially focusing on touism and
envirm nt in the Caribbean region.

SOURCE: World Bank, Environmental Issues Pae (Unpublished), 1993.
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THE WORLD BANK APRIL 1984

POWER PLANTS. COAL AND FUEL 0I

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH GUIDELINES

Introduction

1. In the power plant, the main safety hazards involve bums, slips and fidlls. Fie and
explosions may occur from flame out. The main health hazrds include bronchitis and
dermaitis. Exposure to sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide many occur.
Dermatitis can be a problem for workers exposed to fuel oil residues and coal ash dust Coal
ash dust may contain up to 10% silica and expos to free silica can occur. Oil ash may
contain up to 40% of vanadium oxie which are highly toxic. Excessive noise from
generao can be a serious problem. Heat and humidity can contnrbute to heat stress among
boile workers.

These guidelines will cover recommendations on safety and health within the plant to
prevent and reduce accidents and occupational diseases among employees.

2. Steam pipes should be prvided with themal insulation.

3. Shield guards and guard railings should be provided where belts, pulleys, shftng,
gears or other moving parts are located.

4. All elevated platforms, wakways, stairways, and ramps should be equipped with
handrails, toeboards and non-slip surfaces.

5. Electical equipment should be grounded and checked for defective insulation. All
elecical instalations and equnpment should be in accordance with the standards of the
National Electrical Code.

6. Workers responsible for cleaning boilers should be provided with special footwear,
masks and dust-proof clotiing.

7. Maintenance workers and cleaners who enter enclosed areas for cleaning fuel oil
residues or coal ash dust must wear self-ontained air respiwators.

8. The cleaning of boilers may require the use of corrosive acids, such as sulfuric acid
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and hydrochloric acid, as well as caustic chemicals. The workers using these chemicals
should war protective clothing and goggles. Emergency eyewash and showers should be
available in the working area.

9. A program for fire safety should be regularly caried out. This is important to
establish a safety program in case of fires due to flame out.

10. Good housekeeping practices should include the following: keeping all walkways clear
of debris; cleaning up oil spots and excess water as soon as they are noticed; and regular
inspection and maintenance of all machinery.

Elecrocution

11. Electrical hazards and electrocution constitute a senous safety problem in power
plants. the higher the voltage, the greater the nsk. Rigid procedures for deen g and
checkdng the electrical equipment should be followed before any maintenance and repair
work can begn. Some work may have to be done on energied equipment. If this is the case,
a supervisor should be present during the whole period of work and should ensure that all
safety measures are taken to prevent any accdents. Revival techniques after electrocution
should be part of any first aid course being tFught to the employees.

Health

12. Sanitary facilities and requireTnents. Good sanitary and washing facilities must be
provided. This will help to reduce dermatitis among the employees due to contact with acids,
caustic chemicals, solvents, oils, as well as coal ash and fuel oil residue dust, which are
involved in or a result of the vanous processes. Employees should be encouraged to wash up
before eating. A separate lunchroom should be provided outside the work area.

Temperature and Humidity

13. Temperature and humidity are problems in the boiler rooms. Temperatures can go as
high as 130 'F and this can result in heat stess. General ventilation can help reduce this
problem. It is often necessary in these high temperature areas to give the boiler room
workers some time away from the areas to reduce and control heat ste.

Noise

14. Excessive noise can be a serious problem in power plants. Excessive noise can cause
permanent hearng loss. Loud background (90 dBA) dulls human senses, including visual
acurit and increases accident rates. The noise vel around the geners or other
equipment sbould be lower than 90 decbls (dBA), if impossible, those worldng near the
equipment should have an insulated room where the noise level is below 75 dBA and should
be supplied with ear proteion to be worn when worldng around the equipment. A worker
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could stay in the noise insulated room from which he can monitor the equipment through a
window or by remote control. Good maintenance of equipment can help to reduce noise.
Generators must be designed to meet noise level standards.

V

Dermatits

15. Dermatitis or skin diseases is a major health complaint. It can be caused by the
following: chemical bumns from acids or alkalis used to clean boilers; solvents used in
cleaning of electical parts; oils used on the equipment; and exposure to dust from coal ash
and fuel oil residues. Protective creams will help reduce the skin problems. Encoung
employees to wash up frequently may also be helpful.

Toxcic Gases

16. Sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide can leak from improperly
opating boilers. In order to protect workers in this area, the air should be monitored; the
TLV for these gases are as follows:

Sulphur dioxide 5 ppm (13 mg/-.)
Carbon monoxide 50 ppm (55 mg/m3)
Nitrogen dioxide 5 ppm ( 9 mgIm)

Proper servicing and maintenance of the boilers usually will control this problem.

Dust

17. In modem power plants, the operations foT providing fuel are usually pardally or fully
automatic fOr coal pulverization and fuld oil. The workmen responsible for boiler
maintnance and cleaning are cxposed to dusts from coal ash or oil residues. These areas
should be monitored for dust levels.

Nuisance dust levels should not be allowed to go above 10 mg/m3 or 30 mppcf
(million particles per cubic foot). Continued excessive dust must be controlled with exhaust
vcntilaion and dust collecfion cquipmenL Dust masks should be made available if dust
control equipment breaks down.

Coal ash dust may contain up to 10% free silica. Air levels should be checked for
free silica to determine if ther s excessive exposure to workers. If thes levels axe over 1%
free silica, then dust control collection equipment should be used, or the TLV adjusted
accordingly (see Guidelines on Dust Emissions).

Working in Confined Space

18. Entry into closed tanks and othe confind spaces can be a dangerous job. The tanks
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containing the fuel oil residues or coal ash may have high levels of gases which can be a fire
and explosion hazard. The air levels should be checked for high levels of gases, and excess
gases should be exhausted before cleaning. Closed spaces may be short of oxygen or they
may conta toxic fumes or gases. The worker entering the tank must wear protectve
clothing and a respirator that receives outside air must wear protective clothing and a
respirator that receives outside air through a supply house; a stand-by man should be
stationed outside the tank to watch over the safety of the person in the tank. Lights necessary
to work in the enclosed metal tanks should be fed with 6 volt or 12 volt power to decrease
chances of electocution.

Medical examinations

19. Pre-employment and peiodic medical examinatis of all workers should be
examined.

Training

20. The education and taining of employees in good safety piwtices is the responsbility
of management. Employees should be instructed in the following: proper use of all
equipment opeated; safe lifting practices; location and handling of fire extnguishers; and the
use of personal protective equipment.

Record Keeping

21. Management is required to keep records of all accidents and illnesses which have
involved the emnployees in the plant. This infion should be made available to the World
Bank An evaluation of injury and health data will assist the Bank to evaluate the
effetiveness of its occupational safety and health program.

Source: 1. I.L.O. Geneva. OccupaIonal Health and Safety Encyclopedia, Vol. II,
Power Station, p. 1108.
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